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PROVIDENCE POLICE
BURGLARS'
ARREST
SCHOOL "GRADUATE"

DOLLAR
OF

Providence. R. I.. Feb. 19.
Discovered while at work drilling holes in a safe in the vestry of St. Patrick's Roman
Catholic church here early this
morning. Charles Renson, 39
years old, who possesses what
from
purports to be a diploma
school for
Francisco
a
surrounded
was
by a
burglars,
cordon of nolice and arrested.
The Rev. Martin F. Reddy.
pastor of the church, awakened
ay the sound of a window being
opened In the church vestry,
watched the intruder at work
with a full set of burglar'!
tools at the door of a safe
which contained a portion of
the parish funds. He telephoned
to the police.
Among possessions claimed
by the man, and taken from a
room in a railroad station
here, are several correspondence
course lessons In how to be a
burglar, a diploma signifying
that Renson Is a graduate, and
a full line of burglar tools,
flash lights and other
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Warships That Are Unable
to Contribute to National
Defense to Be "Junked,"
Kelley Announces,
FOR

NO COMMISSIONS

MIDSHIPMEN, STATES
of
on Appropriations Pre-

Chairman

tee

dicts an Enormous Sav- ing As Result of Program
Anria(e1 Prrs.
the AsWashington, Feb. 19 (by will
not
Congress
sociated Press.
spend one dollar for the upkeep
next year of old warships that are
Vnabl'e to contribute to national
defense. Chairman Kelley of the
(By The

on

Monday, February 23, 1922.

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

UPKEEP

FOR

JOUEMAL.

FEDERAL TROOPS

appropriations,

CRUSH

which will frame the new navy
bill, announced today.
of
Opposing the nppropiatlon
$350,000,000 asked for by Secretary
declined
Penby. Chairman Kelley
to indicate how much miyht be tut
from the secretary's estimate. By
"junkcarrying out his programit of
was Intiing worthless vessels,"
associchairman's
the
bv
mated
ates, however, that the figure
would be reduced to $210,000,000
or possibly $210,000,000.
i
"I believe that congress will be
willing to furnish the necessary
men and money for that part of
the navv which has a military
"Put
value," Mr. Kelley declared.
there are scores' of ships costing
millions every year which are
worthless. I am not going to vote
to keep these old ships In commission, nor will congress, unless it
can Tie shown that they can
to our national defense."
Asked how he stood on the question of turning of the 540 members of the first class at Annano-li- s
back to civil life, Mr. Kelley
said:
"It may be hard, but the first
rlass wlil not be commissioned
We will have to be conservative
in cutting the officer personnel r.rA
In this emergency we cannot swap
men for boys. Rome of the first
class may be taken In, to give a
Clersprinkling of fresh life and reducgy, but with the wholesale
tions necessary, the class will have
to go. Its members have received
a fine education. Their loss will be
more sentimental than financial."
The Impression was gained from
the chairman that he believed a
larger number of destroyers could
be laid up than the 100 mcntlonei
by the secretary of the navy.
"The old rule called for four destroyers for each battleship," he
"Wo are to have olehienn
paid.
battleships, and by applying this
we
rule
might get along with 72
destroyers In active commission.
An enormous saving can be effected in junking old and worthies
shins, csoeclally some of the older
cruisers."

Government Forces Are Entirely in Control of the
the Mexican
Situation,
War Office Announces.
Mexico City, Feb. 19 (by the
sociated Press). A week of sporadic revoltw throughout northern
Mexico has left the federal government forces entirely in crntrol of
the situation, according to information obtain' d by the war office
here.
The situation in the state of
Michoacan, where Colonel Francisco Cnrde.ias, with more than 200
men, is reported to have revolted
still offers some what of a problom,
but Ceneral F.nriqu Estrada, at the
head of the federal forces there,
has Just been supplied with more
men and a sufficient amount of
money with which to prosecute a
vigorous campaign, and the comfacplete disposal of the rebellious
tion is expected this week.
The rebel's activities in the north
are centered In thd state of Chihuahua, but energetic measures
have been taken by the government
wi ich Is acting in complete accord
with Governor Enrique, and the
small uprisings there are said not
'
to have prospered.
The officials here have never
an
of
rumors
the
taken seriously
attack against Juarez, although the
war office has taken all necessary
precautionary measures in the dls
position of sufficient troops in that
region.
As-

RETAIL FOOD PRICES
SLUMPED IN JANUARY

Prc.)

Washington, Feb. 19. The retail food price index, maintained
reby the department of labor oncomports from representative
munities throughout the United
cante Hhowed n decrease of 5 ner
cent In January as compared with
December, It was announced

KILLS SIX WILDCATS.
Las Vegas. N. M., Feb. 19. N. J.
Nealy, a resident of the county,
has applied for J12 bounty on six
wildcats. These animals are not as
numerous as they once were and a
bag of six is the largest brought In
for several months.
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La Follette Criticises the Administration of
Harding; Washington Conference Is Condemned; Four Power Pact Is a Binding Alliance With Imperialistic Nations.
(BV TITR ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 19. The. tempting to thwart passage of the
"twin pillars" of the American na- soldiers bonus bill.
The people of the United States
tion freedom and Independence
must determine. Senator La Foltoday are being battered down by lette declared, "whether they will
"the vandals of privilege and mo- return to the fundamental princinopoly which have acquired con- ples upon which their government
the govern- was established and devote their
trol of every branch
to building up
ment, and are using Its great alives and energies
great
people, or whether they willfordomestic
in
both
and
powers,
follow the path along which Woodeign policy, to protect and extend row Wilson and Warren G. Harcl
their enormous wealth," Senator Ing have attempted to lead them,
Robert M. La Follette declared becoming a party to the world's
here this afternoon In an address intrigues, hated by all peoples and
at a meeting in commemoration of respected by none.
Gen. Frederick von Steuben, the
"President Harding, It would
revolutionary leader.
seem, either did not take the mean
conference,
The
Washington
ing of the last election seriously to
which he declared to have had only heart, or has forgotten it altoone primary object, "to make the gether, for on July 12. 1921, when
world safe for imperialism." was the bill to provide compensation
condemned by the senator, who at- for the veterans of the world war
tacked the administration of Pres- was under consideration, he so far
ident Harding for what he said was overstepped the prerogatives of his
its attempt to encroach upon con office as to appear before the sen- hamper- ate nnd argue against the passage
prerogatives,
gressional
ing the agricultural bloo and at- - of the pending measure."
Turning to a discussion of foreign policies. Senator La Follette
said that the lessons of the defeat
by conI of the league of nations
gress apparently had been lost on
I
the present administration, or else,
he declared, "the forces which con. FORECAST.
trolled President Wilson and also
Denver,' 'Colo., Feb. 19. New control President Harding are o
Mexico:
Monday and probably powerful that they both prefer poTuesday, fair; somewhat colder litical extinction to resistance ot
east portion.
their dictates.
Arizona: Monday, fair south,
"Tho
treaty" Is nothpartly cloudy north portion; Tues- ing more or less than a binding alsnow
liance with the three great Imperday, unsettled,
probably
north portion; not much change in ialistic nations of the present time,
which pledges the United States to
temperature.
place all her resources of money
LOCAL REPORT.
and men at their disposal whenever
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
they are attacked.
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday,
"When war comes and a nation
recorded by the university:
is attacked, her possessions In
66
Highest temperature
every quarter of the globe are at36 tacked.
Lowest
So It Is that we will be
80 bound, If we ratify this treaty, to
Range
El
Mean
send our sons once more to tho as47 sistance of the British empire if
jltimidtty at 66 a. m
17 any of the oppressed peoples who
Humidity at p, m
None today are crushed under the heel
Precipitation
15
wind
Maximum
of her government should dare to
velocity.....
Southeast rise in open rebellion and make
Direction of wind
...Clear war against her."
Character of Juy

WEATHER
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Cor-mic- k,

black-haire-
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,

half-Frenc-

T'

is making her
While here
home with her governess and a
In
tho
old Cyrus Ha
companion
;uei ornw-t- mansion on qmn luisa
street a stone's throw from the
roar of Michigan Toulovard and
almost under the shadow of loop
Phe has been nt Mr.
skyscrapers
McCorrnlek s home since he was
divorced a few weeks ago and
turned over his lake shore drive
town home and th l ake Forest
estate to Mrs. Edith Rockefeller
McCorrnlek.
I

COURSES FOR BOYS IN
HOME ECONOMICS ARE
PROPOSED BY TEACHER
(By The Anncliited TreM.)
Pittsburg, Kans., Feb. 19. -- Why

not home economics courses for
boys In the public schools? This Is
the proposal of Mary Ruth Fisher,
a graduate of the home economics
department of the State Manual
Training Normal school here. vi"If home economics deals so
tally with life, the home and
home problems, is the feminine
Part of our population to be the

only ones who will really live?"
Miss Fisher asks.
"Why should
not boys as well girls learn something of home problems? Will our
boys be made effeminate if they
take a course in home economics?
Not a cookery coursa as is sometimes given now, in the same classes
and the same courses as the girls,
but a course of upper classmen.
"Why shouldn't a boy be taught
something of food values. He will
probably eat three meals a day as
long as he lives. Why not select
them intelligently?
"Why shouldn't a boy be taught
something of the care and feeding
of children? He will probably have
a home of his own some day, and
It is to be hoped he has children
In that home. If he.knows something of the care of those children
will he be any less efficient as a

father?

"Why shouldn't a boy know
something of the duties of a host?
Wouldn't he be saved many an
embarrassing situation if ha had
such knowledge?
"Why shouldn't a boy know
something of the care of the dek?
Many a man during our awful Influenza epidemic of three year?
ago would have given all ho possessed for some such knowledge."

COURSES 0FSTUDY IN
U. S. CONSTITUTION IN
SCHOOLS ARE URGED
(Br The AMoclnted Pro...)
New York, Feb. 19. A campaign
to have the legislature of every state
pass a bill requiring
regular
courses of study in tho constitution of the United 8tates in private and public schools, colleges
and universities has been started
by the National Security league,
it was announced today.
Iowa, Michigan and
Illinois,
Vermont now have such a law, the
statement
said, and as the
league's
legislatures of only six states now
are In session, it is not expecteJ
that the bill could be placed on
the statute books of all the states
for several years.

The building
Solution of the financial problems of the European countries is
hoped for as one of the results of

ENGINE HIT

Ml

acquired for the conference and a view of the square.
the coming international economic held in the king's palace, shown
conference at Genoa, Italy. The above. America so far has not
sessions of the conference will be I decided to participate.

FIRE DESTROYS
HORSES, BARN;
$209,000 LOSS

0!

SLIDE;

(By The Axmirlnlrit

!EI IRE

KILLED

Locomotive Is Swept From
the Tracks and Into the
Crew
Engine
Canyon:
Have Miraculous Escape
(By The Anxiclntcd Press.)
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Tag-gar-
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Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 19.
The laife brick horse harn
at the Indianapolis state fair
grounds here and about 100
valuable horses were burned
early today, causing a loss estimated at
Three
200,000.
horsemen also were burned,
two of them seriously, in attempting to reseuo tho animals.
According to Assistant Fire
Chief Hoyl. the fire started
from an oil stove in the loft
and the flames spread rapidly, trapping the animals and
sleeping hostlers In the burning structure.
The dead horses are said to
n
includo sixty of the
sent here from Camp
Knox for use of Batteries A
and C, ceveial polo ponies,
Governor Warren T. McCray's
riding horse. "The Great
Rose," a $15,000 mare recently
t,
purchased by Thomas D.
son of former United
t,
States Senator Thomas
and several show horses
owned by Lon McDonald,
grand circuit race driver.

Denver, Colo., Feb. 19. Four
employes of the Denver and fait
Lake railroad were killed when a
snowslide struck an onrjlne belonging to that road near Lo ip, Colo ,
The men
early this morning,
were swept down a canyon 700 feet
deep. Tlieir bodies have not yet
been recovered.
Those killed were Taul Paulson
of Denver, assistant road master
of tho railroad;- William Mongar-visection foreman; his" tether,
George Mongarvis. a section labor,
er, and George Karnabas, section
laborer.
A. S. Cane and Thomas Conway,
engineer and fireman, respe.-tivelof the engine, escaped with serious injuries and were taken to
their homes in Tnbornash. Attending physicians said they would recover.
The engine had helped an east- bound train over the Continental
OF
divide and had started back to
TYMrrHt
inltna went
of Corona. Colo., the station on the
Continental divide, the engine ran
f t
t
f
,V(M
fla a res,t
of bllckin? snow that had
,.
,
,
,
t," ,
b
-stonne l
on a
Tha
and the four men who were kllle'l Outcasts in Constantinople
got out to shovel snow into th
Haunt the Dark Streets
rri,A nnn(nnnM
firnnt.m
jnpj(e the'tank to distribute
and Alleys at Wight, Begthe snnw and It was to this that
railroad officials attributed their
ging Alms and Bread.
escape.
The slide swept the engine from
(By The Afliorlutrd Press.)
the tracks and Into the canyon
Constantinople, Feb, 19. Bitter
The enfrine turned over tw'ee on cold
weather and heavy falls of
the way down but the men Ins'de
the suffer-linp- s
were protected by tho walls ot tho isnow ofare Intensifying
the legions of Russian reftank.
who
have sought shelter and
Officials here tonight said that ugees
capital
It was probable neither the bodies '.food within the Turkish
and
its
Their misery is
environs.
nor the engine could be recovered great.
streets
dark
haunt
the
They
combefore snring. The road is
and alleys at night begging alms
monly called tho Moffatt.
0
and bread. There are nearly
who are utterly destitute. The
American Red Cross left a short
time ago. The refugees are now
TAXICAB DRIVER
turning their attention to the embassies.
Entertainments, balls and gala
performances are being given by
charitable
persons In an effort to
MOW
raise money for the unfortunate
Russian outcasts, but the response
Is very feeble. The truth Is life In
Constantinople Is so dear that only
AYLOO
can afford to give
the
anv substantial help to others.
The plight of the Russian women
and children and ol men U pa
There is
Disappeared FrOm HiS HOme atnetie to theof last degree.
I
wod and other fuel
shortage
U.,
IMC and many are dying daily of ex
III
MUUUl
HiiyeiCS
Time the Film Director posure
In addition to (he Russian,
Greek and Turkish refugees, whose
Was Murdered.
numbers run Into tens of thousands, Constantinople has to pro(By Ttle Afifloclntcd Presft.)
L.0S Angeles, Calif., Feb. 19
The vide food and shelter for the Arsearch for a taxicab driver who dis- menian refugees of Cilicia. Appeals are placarded about the city
appeared from his home here about to
move the population to succor
the time William Desmond Taylor,
film director was murdered, was their destitute brethren but nonouy
the outstanding feature today of eemR to worry about (hpm, ..T,et
the police investigation of the the rich Americans or the league
of nations take care of them," is
ease.
The man. it was said, had driven the general response.
Sir Samuel Honre, deputy high
Taylor, home on several occasions
and It was believed that he might commissioner for the league of nahave visited the director the night tions, is here in connection with the
International relief fund for Rushe was slain, the detectives said.
Dr.
which
Tho driver's disappearance was sian refugees, with
His
reported to the police several days Frldtjof Nansen Is connected.
the
ago by his wife, who expressed be- - arrival has greatly heartenedWrnnv
wlldermenet and alarm at,hls an Russians, especially General
officials
Russian
sence. The officers, in looking gel and other
over his effects, discovered three upon whom a great part of the task
hullets of the caliber of that which of caring for the refugees has
killed Taylor and a cap similar to fallen.
It Is hoped here the league will
that worn by a man several witnesses reported having seen about take energetic measures to amelioth Taylor apartments the night rate the grave conditions that exist.
the director was slain.
The parents of Mabel Nnrmand.
film actress, one of the last persons BRITISH CITIZENS IN
to see Taylor alive, were to arrive
CAIRO ARE ATTACKED
from New York some time tonight
d
to visit their daughter. Miss
(Uy The Auoelnted Prem.)
yesterday removed from her
Feb. 19. A dispatch
Los Angeles residence to an un- to London,
the London Times from Cairo
announced address, which, It was telling of an attack on Englishlearned
today, Is in Altadena, a men during the last week appears
suburb of Pasadena. Her friends to confirm
atstatements
said she was seeking rest and se tributed to irresponsiblerecently
Egyptian
clusion.
an
circles, that
Englishman would
be shot daily until the return of
HCNT FOR ALLEGED SLAYER. Said Zagloul Tasha, former minisPueblo. Colo.. Feb. 19. Pablo ter of justice, who some time ago
Sanchez is alleged to havo shot and was arrested by British authorities.
killed a man at tho PlkcVlew mine, The dispatch adds that there apnorth of Colorado Springs, today. pears to be no doubt these ataccording to word received here tacks are directed against Englishby the police department. The po men Irrespective of their position
or character.
lice are looking lor him hero.
s,

1

GDI BATTLE
Alleged Bandits and a Sheriff's Posse Stage a Running Fight at Hudson,
Colo., Near Denver.
(By The AKBochitod Press.)
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Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 19 Con- - Financing of Portion of Intlnued financial
itial Cost Through Appro
support at least
until April 1 was pledged today to!
Alexander Ilowat and other expell-- !
priation Bill Cuts Is Ba- ed Kansas miners of the United
mg Discussed.
Mine Workers of America, by thej
Illinois district delegates to the
union special convention which in! REPIIRLIfiATJ PMIPF
Its final .sessions yesterday refused
.
to consider
Hownt's appeal for
Vtni ItrlUUfl A I 5LA
union reinstatement.
The pledge, given unanimously
Are
by the Illinois delegates, came as a Sales Tax Opponents
climax of a long meeting that was
to
Their
Ready
Carry
marked by several speakers severely condemning President John
Fight to the Floor of the
L. Lewis and other international
House If Necessary,
union officers who expelled Ilowat
and his followers on the ground of
(Ky The Awoclnlcd Prpm.l
refusing to obey a convention's
order directing that strikers he
Washington, Feb. 19. The solordered back to work.
diers' bonus situation continued to"Outrage," Says
day to be so nebulous that republiPresident Frank Fnrrlngton of can house leaders still were unprethe Illinois district, told the dele- pared to venture even a guess a
gates that Ilowat was expelled for to what plan of financing ultimateopposing the Kansas industrial ly would be agreed upo.i. It was
court and he asserted "no greater understood tn bo their
disposition
outrage was ever practiced than to let the question simmer a whilo
that of international officers longeron tho hope that sentiment
would so shape Itself as to faciliagainst the Kansas miners,"
ABide from considering the Kantate tho task of those who will
sas case, the Illinois delegates frnmo tho measure.
elected eight members of the inIt developed today that beneath
ternational union's wage, scale com- tho surface of the storm which han
mittee from the central competitive raged around President Harding's
field. Tho committee, which will suggestion that the bonus be fialso include members from the nanced by a sales tax there has
Indiana, Ohio and western Penn- been a lot of quiet, talk in support
sylvania district, will attempt to of the proposal advanced by some
negotiate an agreement to avert a lenders last week that tho legislastrike.
tion lie made a general
chargo
Mr. Farrington, In his speech on against the treasury with expected
the Kansas
that
case, declared
savings through cuts in regular apinternational propriation bills relied upon for
to the
delegates
union's convention were returning financing a portion of the initial
homo with "tremendous dissension cost.
within the union's ranks" because
When first suggested by
of the failure to consider the IloMonilell of Wyoming1,
wat appeal. He charged that "high the majority houfe leader, this prohanded tactics" of President Lewis posal seemed to meet with considof the erable favor among the rank and
in blocking consideration
appeal had caused the dissension. file In the house, but the idea bewent on came all but submerged by the
"The Kansas miners
strike," said Farrington, Giving his wave of talk that swept through
"because
of
version
the case,
they cloak rooms and corridors after
would not how In meek submission tho president's letter to Chairman
to tho Kansas
Industrial court. Fordney, of tho ways nnd means
Kansas was not on strike in de- committee, had reached tho eapltol.
fiance to any mandates of an InTo Cut Supply HIHs
ternational convention, but decidIrrespective of the bonus, ther-- '
ed a year before the 1921 convenapparently was a determination in
tion that they would go on strike the house to reduce sharply
tho
if nny officials went to jail for estimates for both the navy and
defying that Industrial court law. tho army and that possibly
Lewis and everybody else knew
would be cut out of tho
there would be u stvlke the Instant supply bills for those departments
one
to
for
went
defying alone. Such a sum. it was said,
any
jail
that law."
would go a long way toward meet-i- n
ar the first
year's cost ot the cash
payments to the former servico
men.
Views of the majority members
of the ways nnd means committee
on this plan have not yet been publicly developed. These members
will meet tomorrow to go into the
whole honu.s question, but an Immediate
decision as to how tho
bonus will be financed is nut expected. Proponents of a sales tax,
however, are understood to be prepared to force their light In the
committee, at tho earliest opportunity.
IR? The A.nrltri1 f'fesO
Homo
opponents of the sales
Washington, Feb. 19. Improveconcede that there are suffi- ment In agricultural conditions is levy
votes among the majority
clent
beginning to manifest ltst'lf In an members of the committee to reorderly direction, reflected In
port out such a tax, but declaro
payments to the war finance the question of expediency must
111 cuniietiuil
Mini I.n enter into the final decision. The
(OipoI-HIUloans for export, agricultural and first consideration, they said, is the
livestock purposes. Managing Di- probable effect cf such a tax on
rector Eugene Meyer, Jr., declared tho
minds of the people generally,
statement.
tonight In a formal
and the second the known effect
1
to
From January
February 15, that will be produced among reInclusive, he said, a total of
publican members of the house.
has been repaid tn the corHeady to Renew l'iuhe.
poration, of which $3,920,000 reIf ouch a tax is proposed to a
paid tho payments of loans made
conference, the opponents
under the war powers of the or- party
assert that they will renew tho
ganizations. Of that sum, he said, fight which was waged successwas repaid on cattle fully In a similar
$103,000
conference in
loans, nnd $3,7.17,000 on railroad 1920 when tho first bonus bill was
and public utilities loans.
presented with a sales tax attached.
Repayments of export advance
Failing to win in the caucus, they
Mr. Meyer said, totaled $7,041,000,
declare their fight would bo carexof which $520,000 was from
ried to the floor of tho house with
solid
porters, $735,001 from
tho expectation of almost
associations
and $2,004,000
by support of tho democrats.
It Is unbanking institutions, while $3.fl93,-00- 0 derstood to be the hope of leaders
represented liquidation of ex- of the agricultural bloc that tho
port loans financed through EdTe committee will report out the bill
law bank acceptances.
Repaywithout nny specific provision for
ments on account of agricultural raising the funds as tho senato
and livestock loans, ho continued, finance committee did last year.
of which President Harding has said that ho
$3,671,000
aggregated
$2,877,000 was repaid by banking could not look
with favor on a
institutions, $347,000 by livestock measure that did not carry ways of
loan companies and $447,000 by financing it, but it was understood
associations.
to be tho thought of some of the
"All repayments have been vol supporters of such a bill that with
availablo
untary," Mr. Meyer said, 4"and a a largo sum made
consilprarl part of the total rep through reductions in appropriaresents
repayments before due tions bill, this might remove
dates."
executive objection.

ifROl'EHT II
FARM SITUftTIQ!

nt

The store's safe was found rifled,
two miles from the store, but,
P.rown said. It had contained nothing of value. He said he had been
in the habit of keeping much
money in the safe but that beginning last Friday night, he had removed everything from It at nicht,
on the advice of tho sheriff. The
money tho robbers got was In the
cash register.

WORLD'S OUTPUT
COAL SHOWS

SLUMP
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P.epre-resentati-

Denver, Colo., Feb. 19. One
unidentified
alleged bandit was
killed and two others are believed
to have been wounded In a running battle between a sheriff's
posse and four alleged bandits
near Hudson, Colo., forty milts
northeast of Denver, today.
The four men are believed to
have stolen an automobile belonging tn Dr. G. E. Neuhauf of Denver, from in front of the doctor's
residence here about 8 o'clock last
night. They are believed to have
driven in this machine to Wiggins,
miles northeast of
Colo., sixty-fiv- e
Denver, and to have robbea tn
Wigsina mercantile store there
Shortly after 3 o'clock this
morning, J. E. Brown, proprietor
of the store, discovered the robbery and notified Sheriff B. A.
Morris of Fort Morgan, who started after tho robbers with a pos"e.
Tho posno overtook the four men
near Hudson and the battle ensued.
Tho dead man was taken to the
county morgue at Brighton, Colo.
The only indication of his Identity
were the initials "D. ,T. H." on various articles of his clothing. The
other three men escaped.
tn Tfrnivn the rob- io from his
bcrf soured only

OE
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Delegates

(By The
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Chicago, Feb. 19 (by the Associated Press). Harold F. McCor-micpresident of the International
Harvester company, tonight formthe engagement
ally announced
Miss Mathilde,
of his daughter,
aged 16, to Max Osser, 48 years old,
"d,
proprietor of a Berne, Switzeriding academy.
wh'
The announcement,
es,
a day of family con
at
was issued through the
the home of Mrs. Cyrr
y
'ester
;?
mother of the
was
uresident. and no inti'
oddlng
made as to when
would take place.
,n ne homo
Miss Mathilde, w
fr govern
from Switzerland V
her father
ess a month ago V " i
io the wed- and mother's cor
iturn
shortly
ding, is planning Sc.u
tn her home in
,h, where she
has lived since she was 8 years old
Though all comment was refu d
at the McCormiek home It was understood that the engagement had
been approved
by Mrs. Edith
Rockefeller McCorrnlek, who redivorce from
a
obtained
cently
Mr.
McCorrnlek, and Miss Mathilda's
grandfather, John D.
Rockefeller, .Sr.
Miss Mathilde Is one of the heirs
to the great fortunes of John V.
Itockefeller and Cyrus Hall
inventor of the reaping
machine. Her fiance, of whom little is known here, is said to have
an income of $10,000 a year. Ho
than
Is just two year's younger
Miss Mathilde's father, who was
born in Chicago fifty years ago.
Miss McCormiek went to Switzerland eight years ago for medical treatment and has made her
home there ever since, spending a
great part of her time out of doors,
tramping over the mountains and
riding her favorite horses, often In
company with Mr. Oser, whose riding academy she attended.
All trace of the early infection
which necessitated her living in
Switzerland has disappeared and
she is now a tall, straight limbed,
with
lane
girl.
black eyes and pleasant, though
not regular features.
Miss McCorrnlek la as unlike the
typical American society girl as
she is unlike ft tvpical continental
society girl. Speaking wilh a
accent, she
entertained reporters with an acin
count of her progress
acquiring
American slang. "I can say "open
your mouth and let the moonshine
In,'" she bossted, and In response
to the general laugh which followed, added, "I guess that's the
dope."
Asked how long she expected to
remain in this country, Miss
said:
"Oh, I don't know how long. I
was here last year for two months
that's all I could hear. I don't
know how long I'll be able to
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Agree to
Assist Him and Other
Expelled Kansas Miners,
of the U. M. W. of A.

Illinois

Swiss Riding Academy.
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Genoa, Italy, Will Be Held

Harvester Company Presi- -'
dent's Daughter Is to
Marry the Proprietor of a
(By The Associated
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Washington, Feb. 19 A decrease
of more thao 200,000,000 tons In
the world's production of coal in
1921, compared with the output in
19 20 was noted In a. statement on
mining activities Issued today ty
the United States geological survey. From reports so far receive!.
the statement snid, the total world
0
output of coal last year was
metric tons, with France
and Germany the only nations
showing an Increased production.
The chief factors in the lessened
output in other countries, it was
said, were tl)0 strike by British
miners and "a worldwide industrial
depression."
Progress in restoring the ruined
mines in France was seen In the
Meady Increase in output of the
last three years.
German production of bituminous coal, the statement continued,
r
was still far below the
level, although an Increase also
was effected In 1921 as against
1.100,-000,00-

pre-wa-

1920.

JUDGE LANDIS WILL
MORE TIME
DEVOTE
TO LEGION MATTERS
(By The AMnrtated Praw.)

Chicago. Feb. 19. Judge K.
who announced his resignation from the federal bench
yesterday, today told of his plansto devote more time to the Amerlcan legion besides nis duties as
supreme dictator of
organized
baseball.
"Tho American legion Is the
greatest insurance policy this nation has." he said. "It is our standing guaranty of peace and liberty.
I am deeply devoted to the legion
and shall help in whatever way I
can
.Tudge I.andls said that one or
the first things ho would do when
he left the bench would be to
a swing around tho baseball
training camps in the south to as- certain If promising rookies have
not been given a. fair show, as
some of them claim.

ULLET FIRED BV AN

mi

EH
ill
8J
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EL CO. COURT

100!

Criminals Operating With the Intention of Releasing Prisoners or Trying to Frighten
Officers Off the Trail of Incendiaries, It Is
Generally Believed.
DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
of many years experience and expert with a revolver, said today
son broke a window in the sheriff's that ho would redouble his efforts
Two
office at the San Miguel county to run downsaidtheto criminals.
be carrying recourt house at nn early hour this Americans,were
arrested
last
volvers,
morning. The nttack on the court by the sheriffs office and heldnight
for
house following the murderous assault on Night Jailer Candolarlo investigation.
P.nilollnMn iitt mitvirta tha Hnll Hunt
tne niRht i)Pfore. leads the officers NO TRACE OF BANDITS
t0 believe that two or more crimi
IS FOUNDJJY OFFICERS
nals are operating with the inten
tion of releasing prisoners or try
(Ily The Ansoelntrd t'r.M.)
ing to frighten officers off the trail
Alamosa. Colo., Feb. 19. No
cf the Incendiaries operating here
trace
of tho two bandits who
two
weeks.
the
during
past
Kduardo Martinez, a guard at robbed the express car on tho Denthe court house, heard the shot and ver and Rio Grande Western pasran to the scene in time to fire sev- - senger train No. 116 and shot
eral times at two men whom he
Messenger Marcui flomM
fonnd running awoy. The men did near here last night, was obtained
e
not return the fire. Sheriff
today although members of the
dor L'llbarrl, who had been In sheriff's office and slate rangers
havo been
.charge of the guard at the Jail, also assisted by hloodhounds
saw the two men and Joined in the searching the region all day. do
death Is
mes
Is
still
his
alive
but
ichase, but the strangers got away.
Sheriff Uhbarri,
peace officer expected hourly.
(SPECIAL

East Las Vegas, N. M Feb. 19
A bullet fired by an unknown per-

Kx-pre- ss

Ama-mak-
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Paps Two

PAMPHLET TELLS

EXPRESS Gill

1 GJ.

ROBBED; HOW

MESSENGER

SHOT

EX-EMP-

Colorado
from
Bloodhounds
Springs arrived here early this
morning and were immediately put
tm tho trail. The men left the train
One
two miles from Alamosa.
went to the left and the other to
both
traced
the right. The dogs
men to a point on the stato high-wa- v
vhere thoy apparently got into an automobile whi"h was waiting for them. The officers traced
the automobile by tho peculiar
tread on one ot the tires and found
the automobile in a lornl garage.
Jt Is believed by tho officers that
this car was abandoned in tho garage and another used to take them
out of the country.
It is said that the men came up
from Santa Fe, N. M., Saturday on
a
plan for robbing
this train and additional clews obtained hy the sheriff's office leads
authorities to believe that the leader of the gang, it not the men who
actually did the robbery, will be
arrested within a short time.
Authorities are certain that word
was sent from Durango to the
bandit gang that tho securities
would be on this train. They refuse to divulge upon what they
base this fact.
One of tho railroad men declares
he saw the men before the train
pulled out of this city and gave the
officers a good description of them
One was rhort and stocky, about
ISO pounds, and dressed 1n a dark
milt with a light cap. He is the
Tho
man who did the shooting.
other was tall, about 170 pounds,
nnd dressed in corduroy or khaki
trousers and a sheepskin coat.
Gomez was able to talk a little
that tho men
today and said
lumped into tho car as the train
nwav
from the
was pulling
The short man
depot.
prahhed him nnd in the fight that
followed shot him. The other
man took his keys and opened the
safe, removed the bonds and other
valuables
amounting to about
While the robbers were
Jfl.000.
thus occupied. Gome, who was
Ala-mo-

near the rear door

of

the car

man-

aged to crawl through the door
and was almost Into tho smoker
when the robbers pulled the hell
cord and stopped the train. Just
two miles out of Alamosa. Gomez
continued to crawl Into the smoker
and there pave the alarm, but the
rohhers had gotten off the train
before those in the smoker knew
what had happened.
Later reports tonight from the
hospital are that there is n chance
that Gomes will recover. The missile passed entirely through his
body and lacerated the spleen.

bov ts killed.

Alllancp, Neb., Feb. 19. Roger,
son of A. Lnrkln. was
accidentally shot and killed last
when
a pistol, which bis
night
father was clennln. was discharg
ed. The boy was shot through the
heart. Several years airo Uarkln
accidentally shot nnd killed his
brother while handling a pistol.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

iET

HIS

N. M., Feb. 19. The
of the
Portales hhrh school building was
closed on Thursday, February 16,
and wa.s let to Hart & wheeler,
contractors of Enid, Okla., at
The contract for plumbing
and heating was given to tho
Plumbing nnd llentlng com- nanv of Tioswell, N. M., for the
Tho school hoard
sum of $9,835.
still has from $10,000 to $15,000
available for furnishings and equip
ments of tho building.
The contract calls for the school
building to be completed on or be
fore September 1, 1922. and pref
erence will be given to local labor
to do tho work, as well as local
dealers on material. Mr. Wheeler,
one of the contractors, is on the
ground, getting business of con
struction under way.
The buildintr will he constructed
mostlv of brick and faced with red
mat brick, which will bo laid with
white mortar. The finishings will
be of cut stone which will arrive
on the ground in about sixty days.
The school board, contractors and
Engineer Dobbs of Ciovls, N. M..
staked out the location for school
building on Thursday. Tho day for
breaking ground has not been set
but will bo on or before March. 1,

BEAT

(I.y The

AfiMH--

$70,-16-

fi"" TreM.)

Ekaterinburg, Russia, Feb.
(by the Associated Press). A

k

counter-revolutionist- s.

Concerns

They are governed by the rules of the
national organization and guided by
ideals which make this affiliation
possible.
Realty Co.
Co.
J. D. Keleher.
James H. Teak.
A. Fleisher.
J. L. Bell.
J. A. Hammond.
McMllllon & Wood.
Ackcrson and Griffith.

J. E. McCanna.

Dleckmann

Franklin

Gurule-Sandov-

&

Co.

K. McClughan.

Tills Is
No. 1 ot
a Series.

A. U Martin Co.
F. E Shelly.
National Investment Co.
J. E. Elder.
Zapf & Co.
W. P. Metcalf Co.

Albuquerque

Real Estate Board

"All Real Estate Men Are Not Realtors."

N o TIC
Trade-Mar- k
Butter Cartons are now here.
From now on our Butter will be sold under the
name of

Our

66

Duke City Butter"

It's fchurned fresh daily.

ducts

L

We guarantee all our
Milk, Cream, Ice Cream, Butter.

pro-

(JERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATE

321 North Second.
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account of the execution of
the late Emperor Nicholas and Lis
family, which took place here on
the night of July 16, 1918, has been
made public in
pamphlet written
by P. Bykoff, former chairman of
the Kkaterburg soviet.
It was inspired by the communist
orinlon that tho story of the execution should be told from the
bolshcvist side. Hut apparently it
did not meet with the approval of
the higher officials for, although it
was published in the closing days
of 1921, it was immediately withdrawn from circulation. Tho book
was printed by the state .printing
department of tho Ural district
government in this city and gives
a general review of tho labor revolution in tho Urals, The last chapter in it records the
death and is entitled, 'The Last
Days of the Cz:ir."
Ccii:ire(l Carefully.
The book was obviously censored
carefully before it was published,
as it lacks many details of the execution which nn'.indrily would
have been given by eye witnesses.
It attempts to justify the execution by explaining that the Orenburg Cossacks were then threatening Ekaterinburg from tho south;
the Czecho-slovaforces were
pressing in from the east and letters had been received showing
that plots were being formed to
deliver the imperial family to the
Two extracts
from letters are quoted as evidence
of tho existence of these plots.
According to Jiykoffs account
the last words of the emperor when
he and his family were led unex
pectedly into the basement of their
prison and told that all tho Romanoffs muot die were: "Hut are we
not to be taken anywhere?"
The empress and her four daugh
ters (tho Grand Duchesses Olga,
and Marie),
Tatiana, Anastasla,
czarevitch and the
anj the little
remaining members of the housewere so stunned that
hold of ole-cthey said nothing when Avdieff.
tho commandant of the house ordered them to line up against the
basement wall and pronounced the
sentence.
Hykoff says that a firing squad
of four shot the former imperial
The iden
fanii!v with revolvers.
tity of he members of the execu
tion squ. 1 Is not revealed.
The pan.'Jhlet places the respon
sibility for the execution of the
Romanoffs directly upon the Ural
district soviet, which decided early
In July, 1918, that the czar ana nis
family must die and entrusted the
execution of the sentence and the
destroying ot the bodies to Peter
Ermankoff, an old workman of the
wcrks.
Ui
Only Four Witnesses.
of the
Avdieff, commandant
house, read the sentence, according
to Eykoff's story, and there were
only fou;- witnesses. Put it is not
indicated whether Avdieff shot or
even witnessed the death of the Imperial family.
There were no statements In
Bykoff's account which indlcato
that the Ural district soviet carried out the execution under direct
orders from Morcow.
The Romanoffs were In their or- dinary clothing when shot. It was
not their custom to retire until long
after 10 o'clock at nlcht. Consequently all were still dressed when
group of eleven was
tie
unexpectedly ordered to the basement and shot.
Bykoff's story says the guards
outside the house and the public

and Individuals Are
ALBUQUERQUE'S REALTORS

These

CO-OPERAT-

ALWAYS FAVORED IN ALBUQUERQUE

contract for the erection

From Clews Obtained, It Is! Former Soviet Official Gives
An Account of the Execu
Believed the Ring Leader
tion of Czar Nicholas and
in
Resides
of the Gang
His Family.
Colo.
Alamosa,

euid.

m

Portales,

ER

Itos-we-

(By The AiKla(cd I'rnw.)
Alamos;., Colo., Feb. 19. Numerous arrests were mndo hero today ly members o the sheriff's
office, stale rangers mid railroad
defectives of suspects in the shooting here last night ot Express Messenger Marquiz Uomez and tho robbery of the express ear on Denver
mid '.io G.ando Western passenger train No. 118 us the train was
pulling out of this city. And from
clews obtained by the authorities
it is certain that the ring leader of
the gang resides in this city, it is

EESSKSME

BIDS A.RE AWARDED FOR
OF HIGH
CONSTRUCTION
SCHOOL
AT PORTALES
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ignorance of the
automotuie
shooting
outside .which drowned the pistol
r

in

a noty

reports.
At one o'clock
the eleven bodies
moved from the
to a neighboring

the next morning
were secretly re
house and taken
wood. There the
clothing was removed, 'ihe bodies
were burned first and then the

clothing.
Ilykoff says the Jewel
and fragments of Jewelry which
Admiral Kolchak's officers later
claimed to have found in the ashes
WfrT-nrobnblv concealed in the
clothing and overlooked by tho
men who disposed of the bodies.
In addition to tho czar and
Czarina Alexandra and their four
daughters and one son, the persons
who met death in the basement
were Prince
Dolgoroukof f, Dr.
Bodkin, wh. was physician to the
and
Komanoffs, a
man who was nurse to the. czare
vitch. The names of the last two
are not given in Bykoff's pamphlet.
Grand Duke Michael, brother of
the late cza.', was shot at Perm In
1918, according to Bykoff's
account, and the Grand Dikes
Sergins Mlkhalb'vnch, luor KonKon-staKonstantin
stantinovlteh,
h
Konstanti-nnvitcinoviteh nnd Ivan
were killed about the same
time at JUapaievsky, north ot
Ekaterinburg. These members of
the Romanoff family had previously been held as prisoners in
Ekaterinburg, but were transferred
because of the uncertain position of
Ekaterinburg with the approach oi
the Czeehc lovaks.
,

ni

HEED OF NATION
IS YOUNGER
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UNCLE JOE

(Bv Tho Aisnclnled TreM.)

E. Pinhharn's Vegetable
Compound led Her to Try it

(It

Kenosha, Wisconsin. "I cannot
in praise of Lydia E. Pink- ham s vegetable

r

mMSt

RetUmS F'lled TO
tal 5.332,760, As Against

ndtVidU3l

4,425,116 in 1918,
Bureau Reports.

I. R.

0

co!-lec- ti

in all

recipes which
call for milk.
Convenient and
easy to use

Thomas'
Drug stores.

"nip"

Advertise in the Morning: Journal for best
vesults.

xor.M.w F.
Mota ii m.:;zoc;!
That's
HY

(Kf The A undated Preiis.)
Taxable
Washington, Feb. 19.
incomes of
returned to
tho government for the calendar
year 191 9 showed fin increase of
nearly $4,000,000,000 as coarcd
with 1918, according to statistics
issued tonight by the internal rev
enue bureau.
For the year 1919 there were
returns filed
5.332,700 individual
fi r a total income of $19,5;jn,0UO,-00as against 4.4i'j,ll(i returns
for a total of $1 5, 94.000. 000 for
Tho tax
tho previous year.
rt on the 1919 returns u mount
ed to $1,270,000,000, which wars un
increase of $141, 90S, 000 over the
year 19 IS.
Personal returns of Incomes of
$1,000,000 and over totaled sixty-fiv- e
for 1919 compared with 67 in
1918, while for 1919 there were
five returns filed for incomes ef
$3,000,000 and over.
For 1919 there were six personal
returns of income from $ ooo.OOO
to $4,000,000;
seven of incomes
from $2,000,000 to S:i.O0O.niio; thirteen from $ ,500,000 to J:!. 000,000,
thirtv-fou- r
from $l.0D0.oiio to $1.- 500.000;
sixty from ? ..,0.000 t"
$1,000,000. and 140 from M00, 000
to $500,000.
The average net income
reported
,
for 1919 was sn.724.0.-.- the average
amount of tax S2P.H.0S nn.l tho
tax G.39 per cent. The proportion of population of the coun- trv filing returns for the y.'.ir wa.
5.03 per cent, reporting a percapita
net income (f SIS.. 32 and a percapita income tax of $11. 9S.
The number of corpora' ion in
come tax returns, otner man personal service corporations, for 1919
was 30.1 98, of which 209.034 re
ported net income aamounting to
t'tal Vx of
$9,41 1,000,000 with
compared with the
$2,175,000,000
1918 fieures of 317,;. ,9 corpora
tions filing returns of which 202,001reported a total net Income of $S,301,000.000 nnd a tax aggregating

Let's liavo a
Cremo Dips, 10c.

Moderate First Cost
2 Economical Fuel Consumption

1

Bay enou?h

had taken so much
of it and when 1
had trouble cf ter
my baby was born
she gave it to me.
!
, '"iji
It helped mc so
much more than
anything else had
done that I advise
ail women with
female trouble to give it a fair trial
end I nm Euro they will feel as I do
about it. Mrs. FrtED. P. Hansen, E62
Symmond3 St., Kenosha, Wisconsin.
A medicino thr.t has been in use
nearly fifty years and that receives
the praise and commendation of
ia worth
mothers and
yenr consideration.
If you are suffering from troubles
that cometimea follow child-birt- h
's
bear in mind that Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound i3 a wo
man's medicine. It is especially
adapted to correct such troubles.
The letters wc-- publish ousht to
convince you ; rsk some of your
women friends cr neighbors
they
know its worth. You will, too, if you
pvc it a fair trial.
r

.1119
2

THEIR

Her Mothers Faithin Lydia

nnpjrn Tiivrn
mmu in a lis
PI

PEOPLE CHOOSE THEM FOR

Compound. My
mother had great
faith in it as she

Delectable

MILK

1QW STRONG

ened said extremities, he hopes.
Is importJoe's reinstatement
ant in that it may forecast n
lenient attuudo toward other
"outlaws" and such offenders as
Uabe Ruth.
. .

Feb. 19. "Uncle
Washington,
Joe" Cannon, who will retire from
tho house ef representatives at the
end ot his present term, after a
service of 4fi years, disclosed today
In an open letter to his republican
constituents of the Eighteenth Illinois district that the time had
come for old heads to give way to
younger hearts, alert and active
minds nnd vigorous bodies.
Writing, as he explained, cn the
golden anniversary of his flrU
election to tho house, Mr. Cannon
said that In turning back his commission ho did not wish to shirk
any responsibility of public duty,
but simply to open the door of op- $3,158,000,000.
income returns oi moi'
portunity to younger men.
than $1,000,000,000 were reported
from each of five strife. Vew YorkCOMMANDING LEAD IS
leading with $3,430,000,000; I'ennvlvanla, $1.S3S.oon,i 00; Illinois,
HELD BY APPLEBY IN
i1 6(52.000.000: Massachusetts, $1,- BILLIARD
CONTEST 090,000,000, and Ohio, $1,075,000,
000, Nevada with a total of
reported the smallest total
Philadelphia, Feb. 19, With but of the states.
two days to the close of the international classic 18.2 balk line amateur hillard tournament, Edgar T. MRS. C0FFEEN RESIGNS
Appleby, New York, national chamAS SUPERINTENDENT OF
pion, tonight held a commanding
lead. Ho was the only one ot the
HARDINGJDO. SCHOOLS
six players who came through the
first week's contests without a do- -'
to Ihe ,loumal.)
feat, having successfully defeated (XPe!!ll t'orreftponrtence
Mosquero, X. M.. Feb. 19. Mrs.
his brother. Francis S. Appleby,
New York; Ary Bos of Holland, John Coffeen, county superintendpublic instruction, has rechampion, and J. E. ent of on
European
account of ill health and
signed
Cope Morton of Philadelphia.
Edouard Boudll of France and Mrs. Myra O. Do Frees who has
for
acting superintendent
Percy N. Collins of Chicago still been
are strong contenders, however, some time, was appointed
and either or both can beat out
Appleby.
Won t,ost ARTESIA IS PLANNING
The standing:
3
0
Edgar T. Appleby
1
2
N.
FOR A UNION REVIVAL
Collins
Percy
1
2
Edouard Roudll
2
3
V. S. Appleby
Artesin, N. M Feh. 19. Elabo3
1
Ary Bos
rate plans are being formulated
4
0
Morton
E.
Cope
J.
and preparations made for the big
High run, 96. by E. T. Appleby. union revival meetings to be held
in Artesia after the first of March.
The ministers nnd members ot the
Methodist, Nazarene, Baptist, Pres
byterian, Christian and other Prot
estant denominations are united in
their efforts In these meetings.
Rev. W. J. Lockhard,
noted
evangelist of Des Moines, la., will
do the preaching during the series
of meetings.
Tho whole town is
becoming interested and a large
union choir nnd orchestra is being
organized for the devotional services.
Pev. It. F. Davis, pastor of
the Methodist church, is the chairman of the committee on arrangements. The large garage building,
formerly used as a skating rink, Is
being placed in condition for the
sorvices. The location of this building is on Fourth street, opposite
the United States poatoffico.

EVAPORATED
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year's idleness while awaiting reinstatement may have strength-

hopelessly wrecked Hub team if
and hia leprs make the if. Joe's
legs were battered in an r.ccldent
while he was in service and when
he rejoined the Indians he found
his lefts wouldn't stand the palf
at firsi, base. Then be jumped
to the independents.
Now a

Red Sox by the Indians, !:t can
become a shining light on that
kept

L&I

IDLENESS AW HAV
6ERVED TO 6TBEN3THEN OOfS
LEGS TO srAUD A FULL SEA60M.

'

Joe Harris, star first baseman
reinstated by Judtce Landis a
while a no, has a great chance
to hoc part of the limelight in
Boston this year. Sent to the

were

YOUNG MOTHER

'E

of the.

jJAS INJURED irsi
TRUCK ACCIDENT

UAR

IVE

Phone 351

JruftTAv,

CUEVEL

ll

BHOWX.

what tho brainy "Puck"
Herzog, former second baseman of
tho Ci, nits, may become in the near
future.. lie Is bidding for the Jersey City team in the New International league and has hopes of
landing tho club for himself and
associates.
"He'll put the town on the map
if he does pet ahold of the team,"
Jersey City fariH are saying.
Herzog has the prime requisites
for making a successful magnate
needed
Inside
aggressive, tho
knowledge ef bTeball, a keen eye
in Judging ball players and a good
personality.
Duck broke Into the game as a
professional with the York and
e
Heading teams in tho
league in 1907. He had won attention by his brilliant playing with
the American Agricultural college
and tho University of Maryland
while a student at those institu- tlons. The (Hants grabbed him
alter he had served one season 4n
tho minor", but in 1910 traded him
to the Boston Braves, only to regret the mve. The next year
gave Prldewell and dowdy
for him, nnd Puck starred with the
Gotham team until three years
later, when ho was sent to Cincin
nati In the deal that brought Bob
Kescher to the big City. Herzog
became pilot at Clncl in 1915 and
mannged the Iieds until July, 1910.
Then ho returned to the Giants
acaln, Carry Herrmann sending
Buck, Killifer nnd a bunch of cash
to New York for Christy Mathew- son, Kddie TInush
and Hill ic- Ketchnle.
Mathewson was made
more
Onca
buck
manager.
thought he was set, but on January
1918. McGraw shipped him to
the Braves again for Iarry Doyle
and Pitcher Jess Barnes.
From the Hub Buck slipped out
of the big show.
Tri-St.- it

Mc-!ra-

"ITS TOASTEtf

if

Time
get up
break-- !
want
your
you
fast, and your train!
A lucky strike for
you this morning'.
.to

STUB 11 :
When we discovered the
toasting process six years
ago.it was a Lucky Strike
for us.
Why? Because now
millions of smokers prefer
the special flavor of the
Lucky Strike Cigarette
because

it's Toasted
fc which tea's in tha
delicious Barley Sarot

And also because it's

:

,

r

Baking Ovens

3

Marvelous

4

Good Designs
Unexcelled Construction

5

1

6
7

Unbelievably Long Life
Guarantee By

First St. and Copper Ave.
Phone
"If It's Hardware, We Have It."

proving of said alleged Last Will
was thereupon
md Testament
fixed for Thursday, the 16th day of The most economical, cleansing and
March, A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in
germicidal ot all antiseptics is
the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 10th day of
(Seal)

FltED CROLLOTT,

County Clerk.
KXIiCUTOK'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of tho Estate of Alice
M. Fagan, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on tho ninth day
of February, 1922, duly appointed
Executor of the estate of Alice M.
Fagan, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
county, nnd
having qualified as such Executor,
all persons having claims against
tho estate of said decedent
are
hereby notified and
required to
same
the
to
tho
under
present
signed In the manner and within
tho time prescribed by law.
HERBERT F. FAGAN,
Executor.

Pated February

In

9, 1922.

NOTICE OF SUIT.

the District Court, State

of New

Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
No. 13,21 4.

Scoft Anderson,
Plaintiff, vs. J.
Sheppard Smith. James S. Smith
James Sheppard Smith, E. Li!
Wnshburn, as assignee of James
S. Smith, and all unknown claimants of interest in the premises
adverse to the plaintiff. Defend- -'
ants.
To tho Above Named Defendants:
You aro hereby notified
that
Scott Anderson, the plaintiff, has
on this day commenced an action
against you in said court and
cause, the general nature of which
action Is to quiet the title of the
plaintiff to the north thlry-fiv- e
acres of the southwest quarter of
Section 26. Township 10 North,
Range 3 East of the N. M. P. M.,
against the adverse claims of each
of you, and to bar and estop each
of you from having or claiming any
right, titlo or interest in said land
adverse to the plaintiff, and unless
you enter or cause to bo entered
your appearance in said court and
cause on or before tha 28th day of
will be
March, 1922, Judgment
rendered against you by default.
The names of the attorneys for
the plaintiff are Simms & Botts,
whose office and postofflce address
Is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and tho seal of
said court on this the 11th day of

February

Women

A. D. 1922.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
douches In treating catarrh, inflamor ulceration of noso,
mation
throat, and that caused by feminine
ills it has no equal. For ten years
tho Lydia E. Pinkhnm Medlcin. Co.
has recommended Paxtlne in their
private correspondence with women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
Is "worth its weight in gold." At
drugsrlsts, 50c. largo box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this Blip, enclose with Be
nnd mall it to Foley & Co., 28.13
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., wrlt-irt- g
your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
pacltaee containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for cotishs.
colds andcroup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains in sides and back, rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder
ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cathartic for constipacleansing
tion, biliousness, headaches, and
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.
Ct'T THIS

OVT

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCCLAIt
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
I'lione 1057-ewmaemmmmmawmmmmmmmBmmmmmfi

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
I O C R N Inquire
A I. O V P I C

1922.

FRED CROLLOTT.
Clerk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
NOTICE OP SUIT.
(Seal)

No. 13203.
State of New Mexico,- County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
Sydney Wadley, Plaintiff, vs. Mary

Wadley, Defendant.
To tho Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said court and county by the
above named plaintiff, in which the
said plaintiff prays for absolute
divorce on the grounds of abandonment and desertion. And you are
further notified that unless you
enter or cause to be entered your
appearance In said cause on or before the 23rd day of March, A. D.
1922, Judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default
and the relief prayed for will be
granted.
The name of the plaintiff's ate
torney is E. B. Garcia, whose
2267.
address Is Albuquerque. N. M.
Last Will and Testnment of Mary (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
C! rk
Isora Willmarth, Deceased.
To Charles A. Willmarth. Albu- By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy!
SouthNew
Mexico;
buquerque,
western
Presbyterian Sanatorium, Albuquerque, N. M., and to
All Others to Whom It May Con
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
corn, Greetings:
Dfitlrrmaktrft nnd Welrirra.
You are hereby notified that the
1100 South Second St.
Tel. 1047-alleged Lnst Will and Testament of
Mary Isora Willmarth. deceased,
late of the county of Bernalillo and
State of New Mexico was produced
and read In the Probate Court of f Wind Shield Glass-Lumbtho county of Bernalillo. Btate oi I J C. RAI.DHIIX1B
LUMHKK CO.
New Mexico, on the ttth day of
42f Snnlb First 81 wt
rbon 403.
1922, and th day of tha
post-offic-

GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

iltEfispenp

mm

423 North First Street

hmy

Egg 10.58

For Furnace, Range or
Heater Use.
GALLUP-AMERICA-

N

LUMP $11.00
Split Cedar Kindling

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251

er

Feb-rutir-

To

Special

February,

in tho Matter of the Estate of
Marian ita Apodaca, do Apodaca,
Deceased.
Notice in hereby given that Ra- tael Apodaca y Nuanes, Executor
oi tno estate of Marianita Anodnofi
do Apodaca, deceased, has filed In
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico, his final report as such
Kxccutnr and the
court has nonolnted Monilnv the
fith day of March, 1922, as the
day
unucaring oo.iections, if anv there
be, to the approval of said final report nnd the discharge of said
Executor.
Witness mv hand and the Rent nf
said Probate Court this 3M day of
(Seal)
FUED CROLLOTT,
Prohate Court.
'l!5orpr'cl
'
KXKCTTIlix'S KOTICk!
In tho Probate Court of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Christina Kent, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
ttnder.siKned was, on tho third day
of February. 1 922, duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of Christina
Kent, deceased, by tho Probate
Court of Tiemalillo County, and
having qualified as such Executrix,
all persons having claims against
the estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to
present the earns to the undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law
MARGARET E. MKDLER,
Executrix,
reorunrv J, 1S'2.
ADMIXISTHATRIX'S VOTII I.'
In the Probato Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In tho Matter of tho Estate of J.
E. Hoffmann, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the twenty-sixt- h
day of January, 1922. duly
appointed Administratrix of the
estate of J. E. Hoffmann, deceased.
by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, nnd having qualified as
such Administratrix, all persons
having claims against the estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same to
the undersigned in tho manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
VERA HOFFMANN.
Administratrix.
Dated January 5G.J1922.
A Ml IN IST H ATOl
NOTICk7""
In the Probato Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
jsora Wlllmartn, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the ninth day
or f enruary. 1S22. duly appointed
Administrator with will annexed of
the estate of Mary Isora Willmarth.
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Hernalillo county, and having oual
Ifled as such Administrator, all
persons having claims against the
estate of said decedent are hereby
notified and required to present
the same to the undersigned in the
manner nnd within the time pre
scribed ny law.
CHARLES A. WILLMARTH,
Administrator With Will An
nexed.
Dnted 1'Vbrtt ary 10. 1922.
NOTICE.

3

..MHURLSXSl

Pink-ham-

LEGAL NOTICE
iVOTIt'K Of i'.AI.CLTOH,

3-0- -5

L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

February 20. 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS.
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GOTHAM POLICE

WIRELESS

Eight Persons Arrested, One
a Woman, Who Hurts Her
Back When She Leaps 20
Feet to Pavement.
(Ry The AHSnrlnted rrrai.)
New York, Feb. 19. Rudely
disturbed in the peace that for
years has brooded over its crooked
streets and mysterious dwellings,
Chinatown awoke at dawn today to
tho sound of pistol volleys and the
rending crash of barricaded doors
as police raiders stormed a succession of Ions? suspected opium dens.
KiRht persons were arrested,-includina woman whoso back was
thought to have been broken in a
leap from a second story window.
A man whose plunge, for freedom
pho imitated, was only slightly injured.
Two of the storming party had
narrow escapes from Injury. Bullets fired by unseen defenders passed through the hat of a detective
and grazed the shoe of a federal
narcotic r.gent.
Large quantities of opium, with
pipes and other paraphernalia,
were confiscated.
t'nder command of Ralph Oyler,
chief of tho federal narcotic division, a score of police and government ngenls launched their attack
on suspected dens' in Molt Btrcet In
the heart of the Oriental quarter.
Wielding heavy axes they chopped
their way through doors which
were strongly barred and studded
with iron.
As the barricade at one place
yielded and crashed to tho floor,
there was a shriek from within.
With the first blows by the attacking party thoso inside had made
for tho fire scape and John Tluff.
1 7
years old, and the woman. Ethel
Kelly, 40, had leaped from the
railing, striking on a stone pavement twenty feet below. Roth
were taken to Bellevue
hospital
under guard.
The apartment, police reported,
was a typical
opium "joint,"
with tiers of wooden
equipped
bunks around the walls, and with
empty or half filled drug tins
strewn about, the pungent rumes
of cooking pellets rising from tiny
alcohol burners.
An array of about 100 hollow
toys of various sizes and descriptions also were seized. These were
used for
thought to have been customers
transporting opium to
outside.
The examination of the resort
concluded, the raiders prepared to
leave the place. They had just recalled the men from the roof nnd
gathered about the entrance when
three shots rang out. Bullets
whizzed past and sank Into the
woodwork about the door. They
ran Into the court yards and more
bullets followed, in fusillades, spattering on the paving stones and
ricocheting in every direction.
Darting back into the house the
hand.
In
detectives.
weapons
searched the upper floors, flashing
lights Into shadowy corners and
probing every possible place of con
cealment. No one was found.
Mobilizing, the party left for
Mulberry street. Here it met with
no resistance other than barred
were
doors, and tho prisoners
taken.
.
In marked contrast to the other,
the Mulberry street resort was
arved
sumptuous in everv detail.
luxurious
furniture,
mahogany
couches of upholstery and velvet
hangings replaced the mean pal
lets of tho place on Mott street.
Four pipes, one of them of ivory
and inlaid with gold were seized
together with supplies of opium
and burners.
The last placo visited, on Henry
street, had been raided several
weeks ago. Here twenty Chinese
were found asleep in their bunks
not disturbed
Their slumbers. were
,
r..
(hnt
the
seemed
soporific
under
they
Influence, not of opium but of hard
work and much chop suey.
C
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iq fhv tho Associated
A striking feature of the
Press.)
ncm
in ..orK xouay umu-meeting
the auspices of Eamon de Valera
r

iH

flu nrcRcncft of lnrco num
bers of the Irish republican army
from tne city or .orK ana xrom
ivarious parts of the county,
;
T)nnal O'Callaehan, lord mayor
Mr rin Valera
.,t rr,i'ir rrneW1nfl
proposed the name resolutions as
were adopted at nis meeting in
Dublin Inst Sunday, nnd repeated
virtually the same arguments as
then put forward, declaring
that Ireland was In greater dan- gcr than it 'had been at any time
!in 7C0 years.
' Arriving in Cork, Mi. Do Valera
n
was greeted by Lord Mayor O
and other prominent .repubii-eandeho
Do Valera declared that
sired every Irish citizen fully to understand the seriousness of tho situation and to'fnlly appreciate what
If an eloction
Ithey were doing.
were forced upon them, he was
of Cork
inure that the citizens
Iwould do their part in proving to
;the world that they still stood for
San Irish republic.
Cnlla-!pha-

s.

j

V. F. W. INSTALLS POST
OF ORDER IN SANTA FE

' State Commander Sidney E.
Eliot and his staff organized a
post of the Veterans of Foreign
iWars In Santa Fe yesterday after-

noon, which will he temporarily
known as Santa Fe Post, V. F. W.
was
K. Ii. Thornton
Captain
post commander, E. Griffin was
Selected
vice
commander.
senior
:.T. J. Healy was appointed
and P. S. Manker was
'appointed 'adjutant.
The post Is holding Its charter
open for a period of thirty days.
Its first official meeting will be
held next Sunday afternoon.
cr

;..
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NEVER

WANTS ANYTHING

ELSE
"I tried many different kinds

of

cough medicine," writes Mrs. E. K
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave. Superior,
Wis., "but I never want anything
else than Foley's Honey and Tar. I
used It for all my children and also
for my grandchild. It has always done fine work." Foley's ts
a pure, wholesome and absolutely
safe remedy for the relief of colds,
coughs, croup and whooping cough.
Children like It and It checks snees-Sn- g
and snuffling. Sold everywhere.
Lot's

Trcnie

a '"Dip" Thomas'
He, Drugstores.

have
Dips,-
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"FOL IES ON FOUES "JUST OPENED AT
MF1PIE SUGAR CflflPSOPEN
THE FOLIES BERGtRc'PFiRIO-fff- d
OF
OF
TH
SEASON
FRST PRINK
BROKEN ALL RECORDS FORlOWCOSn
NATURE 'J PURE HOME BREWOF PRODUCING REVUES' TOTAL COST

OF COSTUMES FOR 46 CHORUS SIR LS
HffS ONLY $ SO THE COSTUMES
CONSISTED OF 7 IBS. OF BEADS MP
35 YDS. OF 7RHNSPMCNT CHIFFON-

Pre.)

Nogales, Ariz., Feb. 1!). Little
hope for the recovery of Theodore
Jr., who accidentally
Marburg,
shot himself at Magdnlenn. Sonnra,
phyFriday, is held bytoattending
word received
sicians, according
.1. liver at
A.
Consul
American
by
N'ogales, Sonora, opposite here, toTho bullet entered the
night.
forehead, crashing through the t"p
of the skull. Marburg was still
alive when last reports were filed
from Mngdalena.
Marburg, son of Theodore Marburg, Sr., wPalthy Baltimore resident and former United States
Minister to Belgium, had retired
to rooms over the Marburg-KibbeCattle company offices In Mnvda-len- a
when the accident occurred,
according to the version wired
American Consul Dyer. The revolver slipped from his hand?, acwhen it
cidentally discharging
struck the floor, tho informant
said. The course of tho bullet
through tho man's head bore out
this version of tho shooting.
rhyslcians who attended him at
Magdalena Friday night epre"S'-the 'opinion" that he could not live
hours.
longer than forty-eigConsul Dyer's informant wired.
W.
Pookfnrd
with
Marburg,
is the owner of the well
known Almo cattle ranch, located
about thirtv miles front Magdalena, and tho company maintains
The accioffices In Magdalena.
dent occurred In one of a number
of rooms retained by tho company
over its offices.
During the war, Marburg was an
aviator in France. Only recently
ho married a girl of social prominence at Baltimore, tho couple
having completed their honeymoon
only a few weeks ago, when the
hridn returned to Baltimore and
Marburg to Magdalena. Mrs. Marburg was to Join him there in the
spring.
Mrs. W. B. Kibbey, wife of Marburg's partner, passed through
N'ogales today, en route to Tucson,
where she will meet tho father,
who left Baltimore for Mngdalenn
upon receipt of information that
his son hod been shot.
Dr. V. A. Pnelker of Nognles,
Ariz., left today for
to attend the wounded man.
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upon the last day of some month
other than December. A corporation cannot change its accounting
period without permission of the
commissioner.

HOT WATER BOTTLES
CONTAIN MOONSHINE

.'
(Ilj Thp Axfiocijttrd PreRl.)
Boston, F,ob. 19. Hot water bottles were used here as containers
MAN KILLED DURING
moonshine
for
that supplied
A FIGHTAT A DANCE dances here for several weeks, the
police learned early today.
In a raid on a house where they
(By The Asuorliited Press.)
P.. C. Hernandez,
Internal rev- tal, therefore, will be $SO,000 (the
found thirteen gallons of moonLeadville, Colo., Feb.-19Sazinoj shine and several
enue collector, has issued the fol- invested
barrels of mash,
capital) less $60,000 (75 Azeno was shot and killed during
lowing resume of the revenue act per cent of the invested cnpllal) or
they disenvered a number of hot
mornwater bottles suspended on a lino
of 1921 as It affects returns of $20,000. Where a corporation's in- a fight at a dance here this
come is reported on a cash receipts ing and Mike La Zado is In Jail to dry.
corporations:
Forms 1120 for reporting net nnd disbursements basK accrued here, charged with having shot
Income of corporations for the items cannot be taken into consid- Azeno.
According to witnesses La Zado JERSEY DINNER PARTY
year 1921, now are avallahle at eration in computing its Invested
made a remark about a worn
the offices of collectors of Internal canital.
HELD UPAND ROBBED
The pavment of a stock dividend with whom Azeno was dancin :.
revenue and neputy collectors.
The federal tax on Income of has no effect upon the amount of Tho latter resented La Zadu's reUlv The .sneliltcd Frffift.)
The canitaliza-tio- n mark, it is said, nnd a fight started
capital.
corporations is divided into two invested
Deal, X. J., Feb. 19. A dinner
ll
of current earnings does not which, developed Into a
parts, income tax and excess pro- increase
at
the homo of Mrs. Sarah
parly
the invested enpital. Ap- fight.
fits tax. The income tax on corII. llolieits-owas interrupted Satin good will and tangipreciation
1921
Is
for
at
the
rate
porations
urday night by a masked bandit,
DENVKK POLOISTS WIN.
of 10 per cent of the net income ble property determined by an
was
who
admitted
by tho hostess,
against which a stock diviLos Angeles, Calif., Feb. 1 9. The ! and at tho point of a revolver
subject to tax. For 1922 and sub- dend was
issued cannot be allowed low
team
ot
Denver
sequent years as provided by the ns
a
robbed
the
her
of
which she
goal
polo
handling
invested capital. The value of club defeated that of the Mldwlok told the
revenue act of 1921, tho income
contained Jewelry
tangible properly paid in for stock Country club today ten to five in valued at police
tax is 12
per cent.
her
$50,000,
stripped
shares in an
ns limited hitter's field at South Pasadena, four
In ascertaining net income sub- or
guests of their valuables and
bv Section 3 fi of the revenue net near here.
escaped.
ject to the income (normal) tax, of 19 21 may be included in invested
the corporation is allowed cer- capital.
tain specific credits, which InThe revenue act of 921 provides
clude (1) the amount of war and
corporation, loint stock
excess profits tax imposed by the thnt everyassociation
and insurance; n
United States for the same taxable company,
exemnt
company not snecifl"nllv
year, nnd (2) Interest received shall file a return. There Fhall be!
upon obligations of tho United in"luded in the return a statement!
States and bonds of the war fi- which will enable the commis-- i
nance corporation which has been sinner of internal revenue to de
Included in gross income, A spe- termine the portion of tho
earnings
cific credit of $2,000 is also al- or profits (taxable or
lowed corporations whose net in- accumulated
taxable
tho
during
come for 1921 was $25,000 or venr for which tho return is made.
less. Under the revenue act of which have been distributed or
191S. this exemption was allowed ordered to be distributed to its
all corporations regardless of the stockholders during such year.
A new and
amount of net income. The act
important provision
provides that If the net income of the revenue act of 1921 is that
is more than $25,000, the normal where a cornoration Is formed or
tax shall not exceed tho tax which availed of to prevent the Imnositio"
would be payable if the $2,000 'of a surtax noon Its stockholder'
credit was allowed, plus the bv permitting its profits to neeuro
amount of the net incomo in ex- Plate Instead of being distribute''
is, if
cess of S25.000.
as dividends It may be snbieot t'
In
a tax of 25 per cent
addition t"
Kvcess Profits Tax.
in 1922,
The excess profits tax Is com- the normal tnx of 10 per cent im
on
stool'
The
on
basis
nosed
of
the
the
relation
corporations.
puted
in
of net incomo to the invested bolder", however, mnv agree wit1
as de- the commf"Ioner of internal rev"
capital of the cornoration,
fined by section 32 R of the rev- nue thnt tho profits of the corpn
enue act of 1921. This tax is in ration shall bo charged to them I"
addition to the normal Income tax tho same manner ns ihe dlftrihn
of 10 per cent.
pa1'
It is based on tive share of tho partners, and corthe net incomo above a specific the tax as partners. When thecommere
a
is
holding
8
poration
exemption of $3,000 and
per
cent of tho invested capital for pany or its profits accumulate bethe taxable year, these amounts yond tho normal needs of its busbeing known as excess profits iness, this shall he prima facie evicredits. The rates are the same dence of a purpose to escape the
accumulaA reasonable
as for 1920, 20 per cent of the surtax.
net income in excess of tho ex- tion of surplus, however, is
cess profits credits and not in
in
Returns must be filed with the
excess of 20 per cent of the inrevenue
for
of
Internal
collector
of
taxable
vested capital
made:
the
year
district In which tho corpora- (known as first bracket) and 40 tho
tlon's
place of business Is'
per cent of the net Income In ex- located.principal
must file
Corporations
cess of 20 per cent of the investon tho basis of their
ed capital (second bracket.) In- their returns
accounting period which
vested capital for the taxable year existing
la established ns the
is the capital actually paid in for
on December SI. or
stock outstanding,
including the period ending
paid-i- n
surplus' and earned surplus or profits earned prior to
the taxable year, which have not
been distributed. The term "inin
vested capital" doe's not include
borrowed capital.
is
Invested capital embraces two
classes of assets, those known as
so
'
assets
and . those
admissible
"For five years my husband sufassets." fered
known as "inadmissible
medstomach.
The
his
with
of
Admissible assets are those which icine: he took only gave relief for
produce Income that is subject to a while, nothing cured," writes Mrs
in
assets
income tax. Inadmissible
Sarah Baker, of
are those (other than obligations
Mn.
NotHnchlll.
-of the United States) which pro
r
,VTt5 our merchant
duce income that is exempt from
bought some of
For example,
income taxation.
Cha m b e r I a In's
cash, real estate, hills receivable
last fall
medicines
and other tangible assets, which
also received
,and
Hear tlio
to
is
income
that
produce
subject
dome free trial
Mnurlc Klein
the income tax are admissible asof Cham- samples
eiitortnlncrs
sets. Assets such as stocks and
Stomach
herlatn's
and throe
41 J." and
state or municipal bonds which
Liver Tablets.
orchestras
produce Income that is exempt
He gave us some
nt the Auto
from income tax are inadmissible
of them and I
Show.
assets.
wanted my hus- Deductions From Invested Capital.
to try them,
band
The revenue act of 1921 requires
He snid it would
that all corporations having inaddo no good. His
missible assets must deduct from
stomach had been
invested
capital "a percentage
troubling
him
thereof equal to the percentage
worse than ever.
Which the amount of inadmissible
., J
At ln.t n
assets-iof the total amount of ad
I told him if he
missible and inadmissible
assets
held during the taxable year." For
those tablets
I
example, the total assets of a cor
was going to send
poration for 1921 was $200,000, of
for a doctor, and
which $150,000 was in inadmissible
assets and $50,000 in admissible
he said he would
assets. The average invested capi- take them. By Monday he was
tal was $80,000. Applying the above like another man. The blues were
rule, the invested capital must be gone, no more trouble with his
reduced by 75 per cent (the per- stomach, and the heat part is thnt
centage of the inadmissible assets. the trouble has not returned. I
$150,000, to the totar assets. $200.-000- ). cannot praise Chamberlain's TabThe reduced invested capi lets too high.
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Complete March List
NOW ON SALE
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IN THE SPRING A FAN J FflNCi UbHTl Y
TURNS TO THOUGHTS OFmZBflLL- -

m

fe;

OVER
SAFETY

I

Fox-Tr-

a

have--

75c

ot

75c

ot

Knickerbocker

75c

Orchestra

75c

ot

Fox-Tr-

Remember the Rose.

ot

Fox-Tro-

Piano Duet

t.

Frani Banta and Cliff Heat
Roll On, Silvery Moon. Intro: "Glow Little
t.
Lantern of Love." Medley
I'iano Duct
Frank Banta and Cliff Hess,

73c

Fox-Tro-

Song Hits

Give Me My Mammy. From Bombo Al Jvlson
I
My Mammy Knows (How to Cheer and Com- 75c
fort Me). Tenor and Baritone Duet
(
Charles Hart & Elliott Shaw J
Wabash Blues. Comedienne
Dolly Kay
Got to Have My Daddy Blues. Comedienne
75c
Dolly Kay
Frank Crumil A-- ? 530
Delia. Tonor Solo
In My Heart, On My Mind, All Day Long.
75c
Frank Crumit
Tenor Solo
When Shall We Meet Again. Tenor and BariCharles Hart and Elliott iihaw
tone Duet
75c
Just a Little Love Son g.TenorSolo IIownrdMarsh
While Miami Dreams. Tenor Solo Billy Jones
There's a Down in Dixie Feelin (Hangm
75c
Arthur Fields
'Round Me). Baritone Solo
Al Herman )
Which Hazel. Comedian
Al Herman f 75c
You're Out 0' Luck. Comedian
The West Texas Blues. Comedienne EdithWilson'
and Johnny Dunn's Original Jazz Hounds
I Don't Want Nobody Blues. Comedienne
Edith Wilson and Johnny Dunn's Original
Jazz Hounds

75c

Opera and Concert

Scenes That Are Brightest.
Soprano Solo
Ship o' Dreams.
Mezzo-Sopra-

One Fleeting Hour.

Thomas'
Drug stores.

Tup"

From Mariana
4S3S2
liosa Ponsellc ) $ 1 .50
Solo
Barbara" Maurel. 3524
Solo

Mezzo-Sopra-

$1.00

Barbara Aawrdj
1

Ideale. Baritone Solo

Riceardo Slracciari

La Trnviata "Un di felice etcrca" (Ah! ne'er
forgotten day). Soprano and Tenor Duet
Maria Barrienlos and Charles Hacketl

t

49971

$1.50
I

49622

($2.00

From
Maaishla. Tenor Solo
Chauncey Oleolt
I'll Miss You, Old Ireland, God Bless You,
75c
Goodbye. From Maeushla. Tenor Solo
Chauncey Oleott
Somebody Knows. Baritone Solo Gypsy Smith A 6204
Who Could It Be? Baritone Solo Gypsy Smith $1.25

That's How the Shannon Flows.

--

Instrumental Music
Polonaise in E Major. Part I. Piano Solo
")
Percy Grainger f
Ftbnaise in E Major. Part II. Piano Solo
Percy Grainger)
(A) Limber Up Reel.

$1.50

t

(B) Oaken Bucket

(C) Speed the Plough. Fiddle Solo
Don Richardson
75c
(A) Hull's Victory. (B) The Quiltin Party.
(C) College Hornpipe. Fiddle Solo
Don Richardson.
.
Wedding of the Winds. Accordion Duet
Marconi Brothers
75
Skaters Walt2. AccordionDuet MareorA Brothers I
Willow Grove March U.S.Natal Academy Band)
Lights Out March U, S. Naval Academy Band ) 75c
I

,

The automobile industry, the third largest
the country today, has
manufacturing industry
its greatest strides for comfort, economy and
general durability this past year, according to
leading motor magazines and critics.

Material evidence of this progress will be arthe exhibits at the armory Thursday. It
rayed
worth every prospective purchasers while to
that when the purchase is made it is
study it
made with full knowledge
all the developments
all
the cars. Thus a car
of
every way suited
to the purchaser's particular needs will be
procured.

Her Husband

75c

Stealing. Intro: "I Hold ITcr ITand and She
IIoldsMine." Medley Fox-TrThelluppySix
ThellappySiz
Why Don't You Smile.

home
you are contemplating the purchase of an automobile
it will pay you in
dollars and cents, as well as
satisfaction, to see
the fifth annual Albuquerque Automobile Show,
which opens at the armory Thursday to run tlfree
days.

How She Cured

I

Fox-Tr- ot

Fox-Tr- ot

T) EGARDLESS of what part of the state your

,

Eddie Elkins' Orehetlra

Smiles.

Fox-Tr-

y,

Come to Albuquerque
and See the Auto Show

'

1

ot

Fox-Tr-

San Bernnrdino. Calif.. Feb 19
Ttoy E. Donneil arrested here
confessed to
Sheriff
recently,
Emory of Salt Lake Cltv that he
fired the shot which killed C. A.
Fa u
in Utah
recently, Sheriff
Emery announced.
Donnell's statement was made.
the sheriff said, after ho had disclosed to the prisoner the details of
a confession
bv O. L. Brighton,
held in Salt Lake City In connection with the killing.
Donneil
charged that Brighton had planned
the robbery of Fans' homo and had
furnished a revolver for use in the
enterprise. Donneil todav asserted
he was 17 years old. Previously
he had faid he was 20. His army
record showed him as 22.

Let's

Fox-Tr-

Eddie Elkint' Orehetlra
Ted Lewis and HU Batui
Marie. Fox-TrDown the Old Church Aisle. From Greenwich
Village Folliet of 19S1. Incidental talking
Ted Lewis end His Bund
by Mr. Lewis
The Columhiaiu
Granny.
She Loves Me, She Loves Me Not. Intro:
"A Doll House," from The Perfect Fool.
The Columbians
Medley
Orehetlra
K'ntcitr6ocJ-pDan.
Dapper
I Want Vou Morning, Noon and Night.
Intro: "Little Partner of Mine." Medley

ADMITS FIRING SHOT
WHICH OAUSFO F1FATH
OF UTAH MAN RECENTLY

Crcino Dips, 10c.

(Tahiti).

e

Wten Buddha

1

j

GREATER
IRELAND
DANGER THAN IN 700
YEARS, ASSERTION
IN

BALTIMORE MAN

BULK-FIRME- D

nrini

vmmmm f'lVoT)lmlIBlE3

FINQ

COLD STEEL AND DOU6HBOYFINAL
UNANIMOUS
ARBITERS OF

-

.

Tage Three.

THE LURE OF MUSIC

OP")
rma

Columbia
on Satm at all Columbia
Dealmrt tha 10th and
20th of aomry month
Nmt9

Did 700 know thtt
OfTcntucti ipmt bit
last dart alone with

kit dog, deipairing
became he railixed

of

Mi

immortal

Tkt

The Lore of Musio

that he would not live
to heat a performance

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, New York
ELI

MARCH COLUMBIA RECORDS

'

All Above List Can Be Obtained at

RIEDLISG

Remember the days, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with afternoon and evening sessions each day.

MUSIC

COMPANY

221 WEST CENTRAL

i

4 4

YTV

s

I

EL

J

j

Albuquerque Automobile Trades
Association

ABOVE MARCH LISTED RECORDS
NOW ON SALE

AT

ROTH MAN'S

Show Dates, Feb. 23, 24, 25.

MUSIC AND JEWELRY STORE
117

South First.

Phone 91
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His Imagination Led Herman Heinze to Make Half
Dollars from Mexican Silver Dollars in
1
Order to Finance His Invention of a
fd
AF?
Helicopter Hard Chase by Government
Agents Finally Wound 'Up In His Capture
in the Ramapo Hills.
!

depart from my narrative here for a few
months to talk frankly about the ordinary
methods of a detective. There Is very little of the bizarre about hi8 work. Deduction is as often misleading as it is producm'
'V'-vV
tive of results. You know your field. You
aro supposed to know the history of crimes
similar to the one on which you are operating. If It is a counterfeiting case you
look up the oldtlmers who happen to be
out of prison. Having accounted for them
"We had come as sofl!y and as quietly as possible. The stranger was too ab
and learned that none of them Is guilty, you
natur.illy come to the conclusion that you
sorbed to notice small noises. . . . Once he flipped one of the coins
are dealing with a newcomer.
You look and listen and wait. You run
into the air and executed a little dance. It was, of course,
out all leads and tips. Maybe you strike
Herman Heinze. "Why did I counterfeit? There is no
the right one; maybe you don't. In the
great majority of cases persistency wins
I
needed money."
mystery about that.
rather than inspiration. Sooner or later
you stumble over your man or some one
tells you something that leads you to the
Mr.
FLYNN.
was
Mr.
stead
of
that
WILLIAM
J.
It
crass
was,
Wright
Wright
therefore,
By
stupidity on the capture. There's not much more romance
was a business man who knew how to in- part of the world that drove him to the In crime for
the detective than there is for
'Former, Chief of the United Statci
duce capital to finance him, whereas he, hunted life of the counterfeiter and the the crook. It's the reader who reaps the
Secret Service.
Herman Heinze, was an artist miserably counterfeiter's inevitable end. They never romance and, to be wholly candid, It is
futile at commerce.
get away with it. And just to moralize a generally the writer who provides it.
CASE V.
We hung around the Pacific coast for a
It is fair enough to say that whatever bit, permit me to give a bit of gratuitous month
or so. As I have indicated, all the
New York, Saturday.
else Heinze's flying machine lacked, it was advice to any ambitious young men who Information we amassed
might have been
Is a meager possibility that
written on the back of a postage stamp.
guiltless of lack of orginality. Nothing contemplate counterfeiting currency.
i
of these nights the Metropoli-Simply don't. The chances are that you Possibly we would have Btayed longer had
quite like it has been seen. I never saw it
tan Opera Company will produce
aro
no cleverer than the most original and not we received word that the same queer
fly, inasmuch as my acquaintance with it
in New York
half dollars were
!n opera unlike anything it has ever sung, was limited to the plans
and its picture, astute of your predecessors. They couldn't and Boston. Our appearing
unidentified friend was
jl say that the possibility is a meager one, drawn, of course, by its inventor.
quite make the grade. You can't either. leading us back and forth across the conbut I've come across such amazing things
As far as I was able to discern it performed Stick to the old humdrum job. It pays in tinent.
while hunting crooks that I'm prepared
He was not Inundating the East with
on the principle of all helicopters a flying the long ruri. And all the romantic things
'lor the shock, no matter whence it comes. machine
coins, but every day or so we would
sustained and propelled by one or you've heard about jail have emanated the
I can see the announr ements of the new more air screws on vertical axe3. Her- from the minds of writers. Y'ou'll find no be called upon by some bank and handed
a few more ot them. I won't tire you with
'opera the "Fall of Jericho" or "Daniel and man's had four screws. The pilot sat on a romance inside prison. That, my friend, the routine of that search for this newthe Lions," score and libretto by none fcigh seat manipulating two levers. There is as certain as it is that
you'll fetch up la comer. There was much scampering up
other than Herman Heinze. Four or five was nothing of the machine over his head.
if you persist in your determination and down the coast and a thousand and
prison
one theories and tips all of the latter
cts of it, with lots of tenors and magnifl- - There was nothing immediately in front of to
bust the rules and regulations.
fcent orchestral effects. Probably Herman him, nor in back of him, nor on either side
quite false. We accounted for all known
of him. It was as though he was sitting Something Wrong With the Coin,
counterfeiters. Some were in jail and the
would have a band in the pit instead of an on
top of a flagpole viewing grandeur. All
But What Was It? others were able to produce a clean bill of
orchestra. It is not improbable that Her- - the driving and sustaining apparatus was
It was along about September, 190G, that
'man would sing all the parts himself. Her- beneath him.
Every so often the detective business
we received word that the Facifie coast was reaches a pass where you decide to grab
The picture suggested a blithe, bewhis-kereman would try anything any number of
citizen riding through space on a col- being showered by half dollars that never your hat and coat, tell the boss to do his
times if not restrained.
lection of furnace pipe. A male Valkyr saw a United States mint. Agent Burke own detecting and then go out and get a
"Wonder what has become of Herman
taking in the clouds on a bunch of oversize went out to make preliminary investiga- job where your work lies on the desk In
ttince he left Sing Sing! We had a fearful stovepipe.
tion. He came back with a very remark- front of you and not in the clouds above
Do not misunderstand me. Herman was able reproduction of a fifty cent silver coin. you. You are saved by two things; you
(time getting him in there,
Possibly it will not be an opera that will no nut. He had a little too much imagina- Its weight was correct. The silver was know that police work is the only thing
genuine. As bullion it was worth as much you know how to do and, secondly, that
'announce Herman Heinze's return. It may tion, perhaps, and it is likely his fancies as
the legitimate coin. If you looked at it sooner or later you are going to land your
him. But there was no crack in
bo a portable bridge made ot aluminum poverned
his brain that shouldn't have been there. casually or even carefully, if you were not criminal.
land long enough and strong enough to take He was as sane as a bookkeeper.
on your guard or were not more or less ot
Assay offices, where silver bullion was
all the traffic that crosses the East River,
However, his flying mchine failed of suc- an expert in such matters, you would pro- sold, were able to account for all the metal
Herman was rather keen about portable cess like his opera and his aluminum port- nounce it perfectly good. It had the ring, they had received and disposed ot. None
bad gone into illegitimate use. Dealers in
able bridge. Ho failed to interest moneyed the sharpness .of milling and stamping
bridges. As I recall It be had a bridge
old gold and silver presented a harder
folk and therefore lacked the money to in fact, everything.
that would even span the Hudson. This build the machine
I say everything.
That's somewhat too proposition. They couldn't account for all
shop and hangars neces'bridge could be moved up and down the sary to the building and experimenting. broad a statement. It you were to take a the silver they had sold, but, on the other
river to suit traffic. If there was great call As you will see in a moment, Herman glass and scrutinize the lettering you would hand, they had sold very little coin silver.
become Impressed with the fact that there No, the silver this man was using had
for It at Fourteenth street at noon, let's lacked nothing but money.
Later on he told us that had his opera was something queer about it the letter- come from another source.
eay, it would simply move to Fourteenth
We port of shoved the case aside. Other
street and mechanically extend itself or not been a decade or so ahead of its time ing I mean. You would be justified in conshorten itself to span the river at that it would have made much money for hlra cluding that some other lettering had been and moro pressing business had come to us.
point. At 2 o'clock the traffic at Chambers and he would have been a highly respected on that coin or that something had been We kept watch, of course, and maintained
a few men on the case. But the coinage
street might be enormous. Simple. Merely composer, excused for personal and minor all but obliterated. And quite right, too.
We looked at that coin until our eyes seemed to have fallen off. Fewer ot the
pull a lever and throw in a switch or so infractions of the law on the grounds of
In other, words, had he began playing tricks upon us. We took It spurious half dollars were appearing. Very
and the Heinze bridge would plow down to temperament.
Chambers street and conuect the two gained the appreciation due him all would to banks and to collectors of coins. We well, we'd wait. Sooner or later, you know;
have been well and Sing Sing would never had it inspected by men whom the Treas- sooner or later.
shores.
One day early in June, 1907, a man who
have known him. The same reasoning he ury Department employs to solve queer
Heinze, Poet, Thinker, &c,
riddles such as this one was. They said lived in Suffern, N. Y., telephoned us to
to his bridge.
applied
I
And His Portable Bridge
As for the idol of his brain, his flying the same thing we had; that there was the effect that there had been a sudden
"Herman was a thinker, a poet, a romangush of imitation half dollars up his way.
machine, had he been able to build that something wrong about the coin.
ticist. It was too much, all this, for one and hand it to the waiting world his pilWith the coin in our hands we went to He was a grocer and, according to his teletman. It got him into no end of trouble.
Much time was wasted phone conversation, had received Ave or
lows would have been money bags and his San Francisco.
It was Herman's airship that fetched his name a synonym for genius and benefactor. thereby. We not only learned nothing ex- six ot these bad coins.
downfall. The opera and the bridge, as
f
"How do you know they're bad?" we
cept that the supply of the coins had
Thus made wealthy he would devote
much as he cherished them as dreams,
to the production of opera. What ceased. The coins had passed out of gen- asked him.
could wait. After all, there was a limited Beecham's Pills had done for music In eral circulation, but we were entirely In
"Well," he replied, "I'm not altogether
audience for opera; and a bridge, by the
Heinze's the dark concerning the manufacturer certain they are. There's something queer
Heinze's
Helicopter
London,
same token, was a bridge a common Homemade Helicopter would do for New thereof.
about thetn. Don't know just what it is.
enough thing. Later on there would be York. And New York deserved it so little.
It does not seem to me to come amiss to They ring all right and look as good as
time for bridges. Let the world struggle
along with its clumsy steel spans. Good
enough for it, at that.
It is true that Herman tried to sell his
opera, but the music loving public was at
that time balking at the
school. Strauss was yet to come, but folks
were preparing for him. One thing at a
region of the Colorado Desert, nent water supply existing at a depth of but through which no air from the outside
time. The public would never stand for
is admitted.
the escape ot the Colorado from forty to one hundred feet may be reThe air supply is obtained from a confor the ever present moisture.
Strauss and Heinze simultaneously. Fancy
has more than once caused sponsible
siderable distance, forced through a pipe
the first singing of "Elektra" with the
of the oddest domiciles on earth and carefully filtered through cotton wool to
"Fall of Jericho" being produced in a neigh- serious trouble, has been made fertile, the
that erected at Yokohama by a cleanse It of bacteria.
boring theater at the same hour, and New underground water being utilized for irriTo insure further protection and eterillza-tioYork's police force numbering only 10,000, tating several thousand acres.
Japanese bacteriologist.
It
the air is driven against a glycerine-coate- d
Amonn the products which are making may be described as a dustproof, alrproof,
as it did at the time.
plate of glass, which captures all the
So the world has never heard Herman this reclaimed land rich are melons, barley,
the wool spares. The few germs
of glass, which stands
germs
building
germproof
alfalfa, oranges, grapes, sweet potatoes,
Into the house in the clothes of the
Heinze orchestrated and warbled.
brought
unshaded
on
hosthe
of
the
open,
grounds
beets and dates, On the agricultural
i
visitors soon die in the warm sunlight with
It may be Herman Heinze's patent air- rugar
experiment farm at Mecca in this region are pital of Yokohama.
which the place Is flooded.
ship on which he will ride to fame once to be found rare varieties of dates, which for
The house is forty-fou- r
feet long, twenty-thre- e
The space between the glasses of the
more. As I have said, it was this very a long time were produced only in Arabia
wide
and seentcen feet high. building blocks Is filled with a solution of
feet
oases
ot
coland
the
northern Africa, but which Large panes of glass,
inch thick salts which absorbs the heat of the sun, so
airship that accomplished his ultimate
end about four inches apart, are set in iron that the rooms ot the house aro much
lapse. Somewhere in the archives of the aro now successfully grown here.
so
has
been
as
found
tho
form
to
It
sides of a cellular cooler than those protected by the thickest
by Government experts frames
'Treasury Department they may have the
that the fertility of soils depends largely on building block. Of these blocks tho walls are shades. In the evening the interior Is
plans of Heinze's Homemade Helicopter.
for
their
moisture.
In
constructed,,
capacity
retaining
heated by ,the salts radiating the heat they
He told us It antedated Orville Wright's by
There are no window sashes, the air esreany Wr stern. localities crops grow luxurihave absorbed during the day.
ten years and that the only reason monuwith
summer
Is
rain.
It
several
cape being through
small openings
scarcely any
antly
Po effective is the system of regulating
ments were not being erected to him in even thought to be possible that the perma
around the upper part of the second story. the temperature that a few hours of sun- t
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most half dollars, but over at the bank
they say there's something queer about
'em. I Just thought you'd like to know."
We went to Suftern and there collected
about fifty of the same sort of gpurtous
coins we had seen on the Paclfio coast.
Moreover, they were the same as we had
picked up In Boston and New York. One
shopkeeper told us he had received one of
them from a giant whose most distinctive
feature was an enormous beard a black
beard almost as wide as his shoulders and
reaching half way to his waist.

The False Coin Turns Up
In Small New Jersey Town

A druggist told us he had received one
from a tall, thin man, with no whiskers,
but the bushiest eyebrows he had ever
seen. You'd know those eyebrows anywhere. There never were such eyebrows.
Sort of made you want to shake 'em and
watch the rabbits run out.
A trolley car conductor remembered the
man well. He was a medium sized man
In corduroys
sort of stooped and a shuffle in his walk. Presently we began to
suspect all the freaks who ever traveled
with circuses were out circulating the
stuff. One farmer had sold a dog to the
man and the purchaser of that hound had
paid the farmer two dollars all in counterfeit halt dollars. We took heart when
we heard that, for we suspected that the
dog would appear and by shadowing the
dog we might find his new owner. Shadow
a dog? Believe me, a desperate detective
will shadow a canary bird if he thinks It
will get him anywhere.
But the man who purchased the farmer's
dog was a little man, with a whining
voice and a luxuriant mustache!
And all
this up In Suffern and thereabout. We
walked the streets of Suffern and climbed
all the Ramapo hills. As it turned out we
failed to climb the right one. But I'm
coming to that
Back to New York much chagrined!
Here was a lad manufacturing money within walking distance of our' offices and all
we knew about It was just that. There
was nothing to do but strop, look and listen.
And we proceeded to do much of each. In
the end our ears were victorious.
From a man living at the foot of Ramapo Mountain, near Suffern, we received a
telephone message telling us that the most
mysterious of men was doing something or
How did he
other on top of Ramapo.
know? Well, in the first place he had a
habit of coming down of nights and steal
ing steel rails from the railroad near by.
Gangs had been working on the road replacing rails. The mysterious stranger
had been observed but two nights before
carting two lengths of discarded rail up
the mountain.
Moreover, this farmer's son, being an adventurous youth, had gone over the mountain to see whrt he could see. He came
across the mysterious stranger working at
a forge.
"What's that?" the toy had demanded,
Indicating the forge.
"That, my son," replied the man, "is an
insect exterminator. I am a forester sent
down by the State to kill the bugs that are

killing the trees."
"How do you kill the bugs?" persisted
the youth. "Burn them?"
"No, the fumes kill them. Isn't that a
good Idea?"
The boy told his father that the stranger
was a tall man with a kind face and a tremendous Interest in his work. While the
boy questioned him he kept on blowing his
forge. He made no attempt to shoo the
boy off. It was all right; no secret; nothing to hide.
The boy led us to the forge. It wasn't

'

ultra-moder-

ONE
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Sight, even In freezing weather, will render
the houee habitable. It Is only when several
cloudy days follow In succession that artificial heat is needed. Then it Is supplied by

pumping in hot air.

n,

i

one-ha- lf

Copyright,

by The New

York Herald.

ROWING In the spray of the great
Victoria Falls in South Africa a
jiew gladiolus has been discovered
and named the "Maid of the Mist." Four
bulbs of this plant, sent to England, have
been Induced to sprout and bloom by virtue of constant spraying in a hothouse.
There the Interesting discovery was made
that the petals Of the flower are so arranged
e
to protect the
that they form a
stamens and pistils from the unceasing
downpour to which they would otherwise be
subjected In the native haunts of the plant.

G

pent-hous-

working, but the mysterious man was. H8
was at work on a drop hammer press of
He had
simple and effective design.
erected a framework of logs. Like the run
ners of an elevator car he had bolted the
stolen rails to either side of the frame-- i
work. On a concrete base at the bottom ot
the structure he had placed a steel plate,,
perhaps an inch thick. At the top of the
framework and connected with the rails
by common Iron shoes was a 100 pound
weight, suspended by a rope that ran over
a pulley and fastened to a trigger, which,
If pulled, released the rope and weight,
which then descended to the steel base
plate with a tremendous thump. Sort of a,

guillotine arrangement. Understand?
We had come as softly and as quietly as
possible. The stranger was too absorbed'
In his work to notice small noises. At regular intervals the weight fell whang!
And each time he'd raise the weight and
pick from the base plate something that
gave him great pleasure.
Once he flipped
one of these things into the air and exe-- !
cuted a little dance. Naturally we saw:
that the flipped object was a coin.
It was, of course, Herman Heinze. I
never knew a man to be so chagrined by.
arrest. He was quite philosophical about
it after we assured him that he might just
as well take his medicine like a sport. He'"
felt somewhat relieved when we told him
how he had eluded us and how it was the
farmer's boy who did It and not us.
"Well, if there's any reward," sighed
Herman, "I hope they give It to that boy..
He was a nice intelligent kid."
Herman had been stamping out half dollars all day and had a nail keg full. He
took us to New York and down into West
Twenty-thirstreet. The house was directly opposite Proctor's old theater. I
have forgotten the address not that It
really matters after all. But In this house
ho had got together a machine shop for
making dies. He made his dies there and,!
so far as we were able to see, he made-- '
nothing but half dollar dies. I believe hj
had experimented with dollar dies, but fori
certain reasons had decided to stick to the,
j

i
j

d

halves.

Plan Was to Buy Up and
Mint Mexican Dollars
You see, Herman did not go to the assay
offices for his silver. There was too much

of a risk there. No, every so often he'd'
make a trip to the Mexican border and
there purchase Mexican dollars for fortytour cents or so purchase them from mysterious folks who had no right to havt
them. He paid bullion rates for the stuff,
although the Mexican dollar contained th
same amount of silver as the American,1,
and the same grade, too. So far as bullion'
went, the Mexican dollar was quite as good
as ours.
He'd place his Mexican dollars between;
steel rolls and these rolls would flatten outj
the coin until Herman had the material for,
two half dollars. To get this expanse ot.
material he had to make it a trifle thin. Thsj
silver discs he obtained were Just about
one-onhundred and twenty-eightof an
Inch less in thickness than our legitimate
half dollar. He might have got away with
that until the well known crack of doom,,
however, for old coins loose that much
bulk in circulation In time.
But It happens that the Mexicans stamp
their money deep. They have to. Give an
enterprising Mexican who lacks wholehearted respect for his Government half a,
chance and he'll counterfeit anything from
postage stamps to pardons. The Mexican
stamping was so deep that there still were
traces of the lettering after Heinze had
rolled the dollar out. And even his neat
stamp mill or drop hammer press failed
to quite obliterate the Mexican lettering. (
And it was that mere suggestion of ths
old Mex lettering that gave the otherwise
pure looking coins their suspicious appearance. It was that queer look that nobody
had been able to a"
9 that made us
7t was the deep
hurry to the Pacific
'xican Govern-- .
stamping of the j;
ment that ruined 1.
Heinze's plans
to give the world his
e.nade helicopter.
He repeated
"Why did I countei.i-it?- "
our question "There is no mystery about
that. I needed money. Without money
there could be no helicopter.
I needed
money In a hurry and decided to make my
own.
And where were you turning out th
stuff on the Pacific coast, Heinze?"
"On the sublimest ledge on the top ot
Mount Tamalpals In San Francisco Bay.
There I could work as an artist should
work. I could turn and behold the city
and watch it groan beneath Its burdens.
Turn again and behold the Golden Gate
and the great Pacific beyond. One worked
well In such a setting. Could one help it?"
"Probably not, Herman; probably not"
-
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By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
Mrs. George Ruoff will entertain
at bridge at 2:30 p. m.
roast
another half hour turn the

reader friend has written to
ask me to publish a dinner menu
with roast loin of veal as the meat
dish. I think aha will find the
A

r?)

.

',

ROAST LOIX OF VEAL FOR

over and when nearly done dredge
lightly with flour and baste with
melted butter. Before serving red
move the twine.
A
roast will require about two hours
of baking.
To make the gravy, skim off the
thickfat from the
en with flour and water mixed to
a paste, season with salt, let boil
up a moment, strain and serve'.
Lemon Pudding: Sprinkle 4
teaspoon of salt over 2 cups of
bread crumbs and then add 2 cups
of boiling water; stir in the yolks
of 2 eggs, 2 cup of Bugar, the
grated rind of 1 lemon and 2 cups
of sweet milk. Turn this mixture
into a baking dish and bake in a
hot oven until it wheys. Then take
it from the oven, squeeze the Juice
of the 1 lemon over it, cover it
with a meringue made of the beaten whites of the two eggs sweetened with 4 cup of sugar, and
return the dish to the oven to
brown. Serve very cold. Or serve
the following:
Apple Snow on Sponge Cake
Slices: Pare and core three large
tart apples and cook them in a
saucepan with a very little water;
when tender, press them through
a sieve and set aside to cool. Then
add 2 cup of granulated sugar
whites of 3
and the stiffly-beate- n
eggs and beat until a dish like
snow is the result. Pile this froth
In
glasses or In glass
cups on slices of sponge coke. Or
it may be served on a cold boiled
custard made of the yolks of the S
four-poun-

following delicious:
Corn Chowder
.Roast Loin of Veal, Sage Stuffing
Onions
Mashed Potatoes
Lettuce, French Dressing
Lemon Pudding
Coffee
Corn Chowder: Fry 1 medium-size- d
onion and 2 tablespoons of
butter until yellow, then add 3
cups of sliced raw potato, 3 cups
of boiling water and 2 teaspoons of
salt; cover and let boil until the1
potato slices 1are soft, then add 1
can of corn, quart of milk and
cracker rolled fine; boil a few minutes longer, add butter and salt to
taste, and serve very hot.
Roast Loin of Veal: Wash the
loin and rub it thoroughly with
Take out the
gait and pepper.
kidney, roll up the meat and let1
stand In the refrigerator for
In the meantime make a
hour.
stuffing of bread crumbs seasoned
to taste with salt, pepper and sage;
moisten thiswith a li t tie hot water
and melted butter and add 1 egg.
Now unroll the veal, put the stuffing inside it, and tie it tightly with
cotton string. Put thin little slic
of fat pork on top of the roast
(making gashes In which to insert
them). Place the roast in the dripping pan with the thick side down
and bake in a rather hot oven. In
a half hour add a little hot water
to the pan, and baste often. In eggs.

paNI ALiyrns gown

in egg
The summer schedule
may be prolonged
production
entire
the
year if artithroughout
ficial light is regulated with precision.
Pawn, sunrise, sunshine
and twilight have respective effects
on the hen in determining the
number of eggs she will furnish
and accordingly the modern hen
house is equipped with an elaborate lighting and dimming system.
It is not enough to switch on
the lights at 4 a. m. and again
from twilight till midnight. The
hen must be inured to light gradually by the use of dimmers.
Dawn must arrive by a slow turning up of the lights and night must
come on gradually to Insure a
working day in the

(By The Aoc1nted rre.)
Ashland, Neb., Feb. 19. Probably for the first time in the hissistory of American suffrage, two
ters are candidates for congress
this year. They are Mrs. Irene C.
liuell, city prosecutor of Ashland,
and Mrs. A. K. Gault, mayor of
St. Peter, Minn.
Mrs. Buell filed her petition as
a candidate from the Fourth Nebraska congressional district yesterday.
"I told my sister that if she ran
for congress I would too," Mrs.
Buell said in discussing her candidacy. She classes herself asfa- ft
progressive democrat, being in devor of the "soldier bonus,
creased taxes, better farm prices,
strict law enforcement and a uniform marriage act."
Mrs. Buell has been prosecutor
here since 1916. She is a graduate
of the law school of the Univerof Minnesota, and was the
sity
thirty-eight- h
woman to bo admitted to practice before the United
States supremo court.

Book

(fly The Asiwcinled

Pop was tacking down the loose
end of the Betting room carpit and
wisseling and all of a siuldln he
hit his thum a fearse crack with
tho hammer and stopped wisseling, saying, Owtch, blast it,
it, owtch. And the end of
his thum started to get all blue
and funny looking, pop saying, My
life will be ruined if your mother
ever finds out how this happened,
Ive bin teasing her for years about
tacks,
hitting her fingers insted of underso mums the werd, do you
con-fow-

stand?

Meenlng not to say enythlng,
and I sed, Yes sir, and pop put
something on his thum and tied
a peeco of rag erround it and kepp
on holding it out stiff as if It felt
diffrent from his other thum, and
Nora rang the dinner bell for sup-pand we went down and the
ferst thins ma sa,w was pops thum.
saying, Wy Willyum, watever did
you do to your thum?
O, I broozed it a trifle, nuthtng
werth mentioning, wats on the bill
of fare this evening? sed pop.
But my goodniss, Willyum, you
must of done more than broozo it
a little to have It all tied up like
that, sutch a looking bandldge, too,
sed mar. and
how did it happln?
pop sed, I reely dont remember,
its no slite, ah, stuffed tomatoes,
good, and ma sed, Now Willyum,
how can you say you dont remember wen it was serious enuff to
bandldge up, sutch a bandldge, wy
dident you ask me to bandldge it
for you, O Willyum, I bet I know
how you did it, hee hoe, I bet I
know, and pop sed, Therea no law
agenst .betting in your own house,
pass the butter if you reely wunt
to be helpfill, and ma sed, I bet
you hit it with the hammer, O joy,
revendge is sweet, you hit It with
the hammer.
Who sed I did, if you keep on In
that strane I warn you Im going
to the movies by myself after sup-pi- r,
sed pop. Wich ma kepp on in
that strane and rlto after suppir
pop went to the movies, ony be
took me with him insted of going
by himself, proving everything Is
lucky for somebody.
lr
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St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 19. Representatives of nine colleges of the
will
middle west and northwest
meet hero tomorrow to discum
plans for forming a "big nine"
conference along tho lines of the
western conference, or "Big Ten."
Tho call for the meeting was issued rerently by C. M. West, director of athletics at South Dakota
State college, Brookings, S. D.
Institutions which have representatives at the meeting are Marquette university, Milwaukee, Wis.;
North Dakota State, college of Farof Grand
go, N. D. ; University
Forks; Morningsido college, Sioux
la.: Creighton university.
City,
Omaha, Neb.: St. Thomas college
of St. Paul; Michigan Agricultural
college; South Dakota university
of Vermillion, and South Dakota
Statp.
Des Moines university of Des
Moines, la., also will be represented, it is expected.
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Mexico City, Feb. 19 (by the
Associated
The basis
Press.)
upon which the heads nf the
American oil companies last September reached an agreement
with the Mexican government relative to the payment of export
taxes under the deeve of June
were divmgeil today In the
7,
outline of a decree given out by
Minister of the Treasury do la
Huerta. The decree lacks onlyn
the signature of President Obre-goto becomo effective.
the
The project contemplates
payment of forty per cent of the
tax as originally Imposed by the
June decree, and means the payment to the Mexican treasury of
IS, 500,000 pesos.
approximately
As explained by representatives
oil
of tho
companies, the proorlfinal tax
ject means that the
has been reduced to 40 per cent
of the original
levy and embraces taxes due from June 7
to December 31, 1021. One of the
ell comrepresentatives of tho taxes
from
panies said the export
1
of
tho present year
January
the
to
not
provisions
are
subject
of the decree and probably will
be the subject of further discussions between the Mexican treasoil
ury representatives and the the
men. with a possible, visit by
American oil men to Mexico City
in the near future.
It is expected that President
Obregon will sign tho decree next
Tuesday.

n'

Domestic Use But Should
With Due
Be Handled

Precaution.
4

Because electricity is the safest
form of energy which can be used
in domestic service, people occasionally make the mistake of asor
suming that it is
that, If it isn't, their own individual
acts of carelessness In using it will
slide out from under the laws of
cause and effect.
In beginning the use of any electric heating device in the home,
especially when one has never been
used before, it to wise to send for
an electrician and have him inspect
tho wiring for the purpose of asto
certaining whether it is suited
carry tho voltage which la necessary to run that heater. It la far
cheaper to pay a man for an hour
of inspection than to repair the
damage which might possibly ensue
from "faultv" wiring.
When this Inspection is made you
will learn whether there are sufficient outlets of a sensible type to
load of
care for the additional
electricity placed on your circuits
bv labor saving appliances, without
accompanies atthe rink which
taching them to lamp tosockets
feed
which were not designed
anything but a lamp of low wattoutconvenience
age. If not, these
lets mav then be installed.
You will learn from this also
which sockets are on one circuit,
so that vou mav in the future avoid
placing too much of a load upon
anv one circuit. While the fuses
(which are really guardians of the
current
gateway through which
enters your home) will automatically shut off the electricity when
an overload occurs, thus averting
any fire menace, still this occurrence and its attendant annoyance
mav as well be avoided.
In safeguarding yourself from
personal danger through handling
electric equipment, it must be noted
that a voltage of 110 is practically
standard throughout the United
States. Physicians state that under normal conditions contact with
110 volts Is not dangerous to life.
abg
It is only under
normal conditions' that such a
shock is menacing.
It must be remembered, then,
that wherever insulation in exposed
wires or cords become frayed or
worn it should be repaired. Wires
inproperly run in conduits are so
sulated that there can be no possible clanger from these. Put exposed wiring, especially that which
is handled, does become worn; this
observed.
should be carefully
Broken sockets, loose or uncovered
equipmeW
switches, all damaged
should be put into perfect condibecomes
condition
tion when this
perceptible.
Bcmembering tnnt waier "'
duets electricity, avoid touching
in the
lamp socket or fixture while
bath; while touching a water faucet, or while standing on damp
Keep this in
floor or ground.
mind W'hen standing on a wet
laundry floor; make attachments
turn on the current.
first, then
Before adjusting a lamp or attaching nn electrical bv appliance,!
means of
,,fp iha rnrrent
I,
tteii null rbnin or key which
k
regulates that outlet.
fool-proo- f;
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The flapper may not like the ordinary robe de nuit and she may
not care for pajamas, and so this
pretty pantalette gown was invented for her. This stylo of garment
is sometimes
called a "Billie
Burke." The pantalettes ore inva
riably gathered into an elastic cuff
at tho ankle nnd the garment is
usually sleeveless.
This model is made of lovely blue
with
washable
sitin trimmed
smocking and wide lice and insertion. Tiny pockets and salin bows
nf pink and orchid are dainty finishing touches. The girl away at
boarding school and the girl who
will want
likes to go
a pMr of these attractive "Eillie
Burkes."

Belfast. Feb. 19 (by the Associated Prei's.) Tho members of
the football team of tho Irish
republican army recently captured at Dromrre, have been ordered releared by the viceroy, according to an official announcement issued this evening. The announcement adds that Michael
Collins, head of the provisional
government, has given assurances
of the release of additional kidnaped loyalists.
The official announcement came
In a dispatch from the viceroy,
Viscount Fitzalnn, in Dublin, to
Sir James Craig. The dispatch
said that Mr. Collins had promised the release of eighteen indi
viduals kidnaped at various times.
these not including the unwounded
arrested at
constables
special
Clones. It Is believed, however,
that Mr. Collins has arranged for
their release also. The border was
quiet today.

rarely-existin-

.

ire
Helen Ferguson.
This Introduces Helen Ferguson.
She designs posters,
She composes music,
She writes movies,
She acts in them as well,
She is nineteen.
She was born in Decatur, 111.
She was educated in Chicago,
She pluycd in "Miss Lulu Bett.'
She is now playing in Goldwyns'
"Hung ry Hearts."
She has a natural comic spirit,
but do s so well in the wistful roles
that d Ireetors insist she go the way
of the
heroines.

RATON
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GUMP FOR BQYS
(Ppeeln!

CorrPHptmrtence

to The Jotimid.)

Baton, N. M., Feb. 19. Indications point to a successful summer
camp at life Park this year, conducted by Baton business men. The
committee has been busy on the
plans for the past month and everything is working out nicely. It is
expected soon to have a little
pamphlet printed of tho camp so
people may have an Idea of the
camp and its surrounding.'.
It is expected that tho camp this
year will be larger than last year,
and many of the Baton boys are
Working hard to get sufficient
money nn hand to keep them in the
camp through the entire summer.
It is very likely that about, thirty
hoys will he in attendance during
June and July. Tho camp Is not
limited to Baton boys only but nny
boy throughout the entire Rocky
mountain region will be entitled to
attend. The plans of the committee are (o make this one of the
largest and best camps in the state.
Kxcellent opportunities are afforded the boys who attend the
camp. There in fine fishing, many
excellent places to hike to and general Instruction in the great outdoors.
Boys who are behind in

their school work will have an excellent opportunity to make up this
work at a email additional charge.
The board at the camp will cost but
5 a week which is very moderata
considering the quality of the fooJ
and the privileges offered.
The camp Is under the direction
of Julius Kuhnert, director of
In
the Raton,
health education
schools. There will be several
teachers in attendance, each of
whom will have a small group of
boys under his charge which will
Inmire practically individual atten-- .
tion to each boy and give him an
excellent chance for instruction.
Several boys have already signified
their intention of going to tho
camp and others are gradually
signing up. Boys who expect to go
should sign up with Mr. Kuhnert so
that reservation is made for them.
Parents who intend to send their
hoys, whether or not they live in
Raton, are welcome to consult Mr.
Kuhnert for full details.
The committee expects to pur
chase much additional equipment.
Including new tents and dishes.-Water will be brought directly to
the pavilion which will eliminate
considerable work carrying it up
from the hydrant. Boys will have
the privilege of either sleeping in
the tents or In tho covered pavilion.
All meals are prepared by an experienced chef who knows how to
prepare
things which the hoy
like. The chef is always popular
with the boys.
Please take note that he spellt
Valenhis name now
tino. In his native tongue it was
Rodolfo, so the form he has adopted Is a compromise between the
English and the Italian.

CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED
FOR CARUSO MEMORIAL
(Hv The

Trem.)

Assoi-lnfo-

New York, Feb. 19. Metropolifellow
tan opera singers, former
artists of Knrleo Caruso, and thon- sands of his admirers from every
class or :cv i oi k
u,u,i)
In a concert at the Metroa
launch
to
house
politan opera
campaign for a $1,000,000 Caruso
to
memorial foundation ns an aid
students of music.
Mrs. Caruso and the tenor's litri.osK-crs- .
a
Edward Cecil began his career in tle daughter, Gloria, occupied
the films with the Uellanco com- box nnd heard the cheers of tribute
from the audience.
pany in New York in 18 11.
I
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The first stage appearance of
ri:i:i,iG
pretty Ruth RenicU took plneo at
Do you know that "awful tired
thi Victory theater in Sm Jose in feeling."
languidness, lame or weak
l'.'H.
hack, sore muscles, stiff or swollen
joints, or rheumatic pains usually
"The Battle of the Sexes" was Indicate
kidney trouble? Foley
the title of the first screen feature Kidney rills net promptly nnd efin which Mary Alden appeared.
fectively. Mrs. Roberta Lilly, 70
Alton, 111., writes: "For
I had a tired, worn-oVarious
treatments failed,
feeling.
I began to Improve on the second
dose of Foley Kidney Pills and today I feel liko new." Sold
Alton St.

While on location making scenes
for a pictura in northern California, Mack Sennett, the comedy producer, is said to have struck a vein
of gold which promises to bring in
a fortune. Sennett is given credit
by many for already being the
luckiest inan in the motion picture
field.

Sara Bernhardt has been Invited
Hollywood by a distinguished
committee of producers and stars
to be the guest of honor at a celebration of tho tuith anniversary or
It is
the motion picture drama.
figured out that the first real feadea
was
ture piny
produced just
to

three years

This model 200 with all the Brunswick features, with
10 seventy-fiv- e
cent records and twenty selections with
terms to suit, for $107.50. Hear it and you will buy.

KeepYourSkm-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
Sop,OIntmpnt,Trilpnm,!ycPverywhtr'
X,
a'Jdrt'R c Catltnr&ljbortttrltB,icpi

FfirHitmpTe!
M&l den

mmmns.
PHONE 77S.

store

f

405 West Central Are.

cade ago.

INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC
REPORTED AT ARTESIA
(Speclnl

OnrrKpondenre to The Jnnrnnl.)

Artesla, N. M., Feb. 10. The influenza epidemic nt Artesla Is being eomhatted by tho local authorities in nn endeavor to check the
every
spread of the disease. Almost memfamilv in the town has some
whole
bers ill. In a few cases the
familv is sick. New cases are being reported dally by the physicians, who are continually on the
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Several cases have developed
into pneumonia of a very serious
nature, often more than one ease
in a family. The greatest problem
at the present time Is tho lack of
nurses.
However, the disease is
well handled by the physicians.
Only three deaths have resulted
from pneumonia nnd one death as
a result of the "flu" since the initial appearance of the epidemic.
The public schools are not closed
but all athletics have been stopped
for an indefinite period of time.
Three basketball games, with
Arthur, Carlsbad and Dexter, were
postponed last week by the high
school team. Attendance at all
public affairs Is small.
A majorltv of the cases are In a
light form, keeping the patient in
bed only a few days, but leaving
them weak for a longer period. The
business houses are being handicapped by having to use new men
to fill the positions of regular

ENGLISH SOCIAL LEADER IS BRIDE
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Creme Dips, 10c.
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"Dip" Thomas
Drug stores.

ICiddies' Colds Can

rr 41

The effects of electrio shock ure
similar to those of suffocation;
and the treatment is artificial rescompanies
Telephone
piration.

or broken overhead wires.
In sections of the country where
irrigation is necessary to enrich
the soil, millions of small fish are
lost each year by swimming into
the irrigation ditches. An electrical device was recently perfected
which consists of a double row of
steel piles in a frame which is
driven into the Intake of the canal.
The piles are electrically wired
and the current which la sent
through them charges a curtain
of water the width of the canal
and about twelve feet deep. The
fish will not voluntarily go into
this electrified water and thus
thousands of dollars worth of fish
fry are saved.

NEW ACTRESS OF
OIL DECREE WILL BE
VARIED TALENTS SIGNED BY PRESIDENT
OBREG0NON TUESDAY

"r,m--

NOTES

and central stations furnishing
light and power usually are supplied with machines for giving respiratory treatment to sufferers
or
from asphyxiation, drowning,
shock, and these are readily obtainable.
Knowledge of this fact
has frequently saved a life endangered by contact with third rails

.''rn.)
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Safest Form of Energy for

OF "BIG
NINE" CONFERENCE TO ORDERS RPLFASF OF
BE DISCUSSED TODAY
IRISH GRID FLAYERS

FORMATION

ELECTRICITY

ectric ity In The Home

rage-tL- i

FOR THE FLA ITER

2 NEBRASKA SISTERS
.EGG PRODUCTION OF
ARE CANDIDATES FOR
HENS IS INFLUENCED
BY LIGHTING SYSTEM
CONGRESS THIS YEAR
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Be Eased Quickly
Dr. King's New Discovery will do
that very thing, easily and quickly.
Don't say, "Poor little kiddie, I wish
I knew what to do for your When
the cough first comes, give a little Dr.
King's New Discovery as directed, and
It will soon be eased.
It's a good family conga and cold
remedy, too. Loosens up the phlegm,
clears up the cough, relieves the conNo harmful drags. For fifty
gestion.
years a standard remedy for colds,
At your druggists,
coughs, grippe.
COc. a bottle.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

For Colds and Coughs

Constipated? Here'sRellef ICleanse
the system, with Dr. King's Pills.
They prompt free bile flow, stir up
Lady Charles Walpole.
Mrs. Henry Seton, widow of tnu ton alio occupied a high place In the lazy Uw r and get at the root of the
late Maj. Henry Seton and sister English society and is expected to trouble. All druggists, 25c
of Countess Sondes, has become continuo to occupy a commanding
PROMPT I WONT GTtrPE
Lady Charles Walpole; The bride's position. " Sir Charles is prominent
husband is a kinsman of the fa- In Surrey political circles and has
mous Horace Waipolo, As Mrs, go- - held minor diplomatlo posts.

D r.Kin0's Pills

TKe Eden Washes Dirt Out of Clothes Instead of Through Them By the Aid of the

Sediment Zone.

d
'A close inspection of
linens will
show the absence of those bits of dirt that are so
often found sticking to your things even after
Eden-washe-

careful laundering.

The Sediment Zone is part of the Eden system
As soon as dirt is
of continuous
washed out of the things it falls through the holes
of the sanitary zinc washing cylinder, into the
Sediment Zone, is trapped in quiet water and
cannot mix again with clothes that are being
washed.

The Eden is the Greatest

Labor-Savin-

The Sediment Zone is an exclusive Eden feature that provides for the greatest possible purity
and cleanliness of the garments we wear and the

linens we use.
As an Eden dealer we will give you a free demonstration of the action of the Sediment Zone,
using your own soiled garments for the test, and
will point out for your critical inspection every
superior detail of Eden mechanism, construction,
service and convenience. The Eden
plan gives every woman an opportunity to own an
Eden by paying as she saves.
easy-payme-

Money-Savin-

g,

g,

Time-Savin-

g

nt

Appliance Ever

Produced for the Home.

Alb uquerque
"At Your Service"

lias

&

tiectnc uompany
Phone 98
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by allowing men to gain an unfair ascendancy over
these people and then to use that ascendancy to
run a state to the injury of everybody.
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
We assert that the only real friends of the rank
Published By
g
and file of the
JOURNAL rUBLISHIXG COMPANY
people are those
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAGEE,
who frankly recognize the conditions and who
Secretary.
President.
fight to Improve them. Equality of opportunity
Business Manager can come In no other way. The Journal's
D. A. MACPHERSON
fight is
CARL C. MAGEE
g
against tho present
leadership.
REPRESENTATIVES
Their victims have our profound sympathy.
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, II

Albuquerque Morning Journal

February 20, 1922

OWING TO THE DIFFICULTY OF FINDING A SQUARE MEAL
IN THE WHOLE FLOCK.

(CLASS

Spanish-speakin-

Edi'or-ln-Chi-

DON'T YOVTKIMK.

ef

Spanish-speakin-

48 E. 42(1 St., New York

RALPH R. MULLIGAN...
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act ol Congress of
1873.
March 17.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c;
yearly, in advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New
Directory.
Newspaper
Mexico." The American
The only paper in New Mexico Issued overy day
.
In the year.
MEMBER OV THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to
entitled
U
exclusively
The Associated Press
of all news credited to
the use for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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Crabbscrawlings

.

LITTLE

west

Ranches

small rancrr, three-fourtbridge; modern house.

FOEjJ--Apartmen- U
A.

UK bALli, Jj.oO acre and un: farm and
Btock lands; good grass; water;
cheap
miKmeu lanua. iv. iierron, Chama, N. M.
FOR
o'n160
acres in the beautiful Chama
un gpnny, w me iv. Heron, Chuma, valley
N. M.
i- irteen-acr- e
i' UK bAL.ii,
ranch planted
in alfalfa, under
on
North
ditch,
Fourth, four miles out. Inquire lOui
i'

BAfRllTYoircanfll

FATTER?

va

mm

SP

half-doze-

Anglo-India-

half-bree-

al

w

...

FOX-TROT-

one-ste-

"One-Thir-

pro-tesl-

Room

apartment

I'honn 15D0-IBnraKe.
FOR HE.N'T Three-roofurnished aDart- 614
Houth Broadway.
rnent.
FOH 11ENT Furnished apurlmentl "four
rooniH, modern. 1104 North Second.
Three-rooFOH
iifcJNT
apartment,
partly furnlehed. 6:11 Houth Uroadway.
A'Ult Kh.M
two rooms and,
urniched
t

WANTED

Miscellaneous

You WANT soma one to haul dirt or
gravel, phone KJ58-private family; not sick; near garage. WANTED One floor showcase. Joyce
Address K. B.. care Journal.
I'.attery Sti tlon, phone 841.
WANTED A good portatile oven. AdFOR RENT Storeroom
dress I. I D., core Journu'.
KENT
Kel.ru
y lo, store-rooat
I'sed Iron safe, about bill)
Smith ftrnnr1
M P sramm
Address F. S., rare Journsl,
CLEANING,
kaisomine and paper, waxing and oiling floors; work guanateeJ.
WANTED Lndy to share reasonable John Goodson, phone 634-apartment.
AND GENERAL,
Enquire 207 North High, SCAVENGER
HAULING. Reasonable ratee. E. A. Griffith,
phone 1955-J- .
722 East Iron,
phone 2389-WANTED
10(Touit sTi adle s ' or gentle-men'- s,
to clean and press. 1 each.
not a very pleasant voice. "I see Puke
City Clenner, phone 44S.
you have him, Mr. Bear!"
A car of old furniture,
"Have whom?" nuked the Bear, WANTED
stoves,
any and everything:
while Uncle WifTKlly hopped around pay cash. clothing;
Address liox ioO, care Journal.
so aa to place tho Good Hear beFurnlturo and
WANTED Secondhand
tween himself and tho Wolf.
trunks. We buy everything In house"You have that rabhlt," went on hold goods. ;,iax's Bargain Btore, 315
the Wolf, looking hungrily at the South First. Phone 868.
MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 315 South
bunny's ears.
First, will pay the highest prices for
"Oh. yes, I have Uncle WigBlly. your
second-han- d
ihoea and
nil right," said the Good Bear, and furniture. Phone clothing,
858.
he rtently toolt hold of one of the BETTER KODAK FINISHING
It is
rabbit's paws.
better. Return postage paid on mall
said the Wolf, hunfrrlly orders. The tarmim Studio, 21914 West
"Well
llokinp; his sharp, white teeth wi'h Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
To buy used furniture for
his red tongue, "when you make WANTED
four-roowould buy complete
up your mind, Mr. Bear, which of house or odd house;
pieces; will pay cash.
his ears you are going to nibble,
Mr. Leonard, care Journal.
I'll take the other!"
TEACHING
"Whose cars?" asked the Boar SAXAPHONE, clarinet, drume, cornet.
trombone, all brass Instruments. Prof,
curiously.
"Undo WlBBlly's:" answered thn Ellis. 1026 Forrester; Phone 302-savase creature. "Are you Boinq WILL PAY good prlco for old discarded
quilts, comforts, blankets, etc., suitable
to take his left ear?"
for furniture packing.
Call at Brown'
"Suppose I do?" asked tho Bear, Transfer, 116 West Sliver, phone 678.
closer
to the Wolf, and
Rt.'6 CLEANERS
moving
9x13 Rugs Cleaned,
11.25.
winking; one eye, friendly like, nt
renovated, $3.60 and up;
the bunny. "Suppose I take Uncle MATTRESSES
furniture
and
repaired
packed. Ervin
Wlpeily's left ear?"
"Then I'll take his right," howl- Bedding Cn., phone 471.
WAXTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
ed the Wolf.
Twice dally eervlce. Remember, satis"And if took that ear?" suggestfaction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
ed the Good Bear, politely
to ft reliable, established firm.
Hanna,
"Then I'll take the left!" said
Hanna. Master Photographers,
tho Wolf. "Only hurry up and Al DUQUERQL'E WINDOW CLEANING
CO.
take one ear, Mr. Bear! Do someWindows clenned and
floors
i
offices und housre
scruhbed; stores,
thing!"
reasonable
rates
honest
cleaned;
and
"I will! I'll do someithlnsr to work.
Granone; leave your calla
you," roared the Good Bear. Then, AmericanA. Grocery,
phone 252.

Korns and hoard for

WAN'J'KU

l1,'

two, in

WANTjrKooms

man, but he certainly writes
joung
i
g

stuff. He's now
it work on a book of manners, and
numerous articles for the Bookman, Vanity Fair, in which his
name first became fimiliar, and
several othtr big magazines.
He
has Just returned to New York
a
to
visit
nfter
his
(..ty
home town
of Columbus,
.ughter-provokin-

Some

folks have been
to tell us that they likegood
tho
(Vrner Wo Uriutl mnr nrnnl.1
presuming that more do. We need
to ue encouraged.
Wo are con
tinually
receiving new volumes
from the best publishers, we are
extending our list of capable book
revieweis In the city, and we feel
that we are giving a readers' service superior to that In many eastern cities of this size. In fact, an
enstern novelist told us so. Come
on with your criticisms.

Pni'gh
Book

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Ourfe

d.

under-privilege-

lOH RENT

41(

125

W A NTEDBoarT'&

Writers and New Volumes

Book

KOK KKVI furnished apartment.
Boutll Edith.

porehea, 1S. Tutl East Santa Fe, phone
H'-M- .
acres unimproved vally
FOH
ItF.NT
Two furnisned rooms, fop
land, eight mtlos out, at a bargain If
oia anon, ny owner.
Address I. C U., 7!4llgbl housekeeping; adults; no Uck.
South Second.
care jnurnai.
FOR KENT Apartment, completely furFOR SALE
Ranch, Old Town boulevard
nished; two rooms and aleeulno- norh.
owner leaving on account of health; 1601
F.ast Central.
bouses,
pood
garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses, FOR
RENT Two-roofurnished apartcowa, chickens and farming Implements.
ment with sleeping porch and heat.
rnnne 34H, or mvner. 2117-R32.1 South Fifth.
FOR SALK Ranch, two miles from Dost
'OK
RENT
Unfurnished
office, four acres, on main ditch, double
apartment, two sleenin norrhes. rhenn.
house, garage, nv lk house, good chicken
SH18
Phone
1!'50.V.
North Walnut.
houses, blooded chickens and turkeys;
also furniture and tools; terms. Ph me FOR RENT Four
modern furnished
24ih-jrooms with two Jareo nnrohes. rhean.
FOR SALE One tract of land situated 220 North Walnut, phoni laiiO-in the town of Bernalillo, N. M conFOR RENT Nicely furnished three or
four-rootaining A. 3 acres, mostly cultivated, on
Atmrtinent: crime. Hlpi'iilnir
main ditch, very good for alfalfa raising PorchJI desired. 1004 Forrester.
or truck farming; also one tract of land FOR RENT Three or four-roofurrTlsh-e- d
containing eight acres, situated In Ala
hlnMr
ytlo
moilrrn.
meda. N. M, all undr cultivation h." South apartments.
I n q u ra Savoy H ol c office.
Sixth.
MM net Marvel flour
aim a fifty-bana
mill, situated at Pena Btanca, N. M., but FOH RENT Apartmen's. one
furnished, nne nvn-- r mm nnfornlhv 1?
mill pun he moved easily. All proper
ana Inquiries both modern, sleeping porches. 410 North,
ties pr'ced reasonable,
should be nddressed to Box No, 7, Ber'"Oil RENT1 Apartment, furnished comnalillo, n, M.
plete; Jliiht, water, heat arid cooklntf
WAN 1 ED Houses
gas furnished. Crane Apartments. 215
North
Seventh.
In
WANTED
Furnished houses to rent
all parts of town. MeMilllon & Wood. FOR RENT Completely furnished threa
room apartment with- (flaased-lnoroh
W A N TEH To buy throe or four room
separate hnth; furnace heated. 1G0S
house; must be modern and a cash b.ti- - and
Iil22-R- .
Blast
Central,
phone
afn prlco.
Address Mr. Jay. care morn- FOR
RENT Modern furnished apart
int; Journal.
ment, three rooms, prlvato bath ,r.d
WANTED
To buy four or flve-irct- n
heat water and .Iga.l
sleeping
house with one or more lots, or wiu.d furnl.hod. porch,
1005 West Central.
be Interested In one or more vacant
FOR
RENT Largo three-rooanart- cash; prefer to deal with owners.
mcnt, well furnished for housokeenlnc:
L. M.22. cure Journal.
steam heat, gns range; no sick; no chilMATTRESS RENOVATING dren: also garage. lilO West Tijeras.
FOR RENT Two rooms and kltciienotie,
MAI TRESS lit; OVATlNd. 36u and up.
screened porch; modern; well and comRug elennlnrj. furnltur
repairing,
pletely
furnished; one and one-ha- lf
block
nlture packing.
471.
Ervln Bed- - from pnstofflee;
no sick. 600 West Gold,
dine romnenv.
Inquire 703 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, conTYPEWRITERS
venient to aanaloriums;
four rooms,
T V HE V R 'I'EIi S
A
makes ovtrhauifd glassed-i- n sleeping porches, gas; on East
and repaired.
Ribbons for every ma Central car line. Coll 1321 East Central,
rsee MeMilllon
Ex
Wood, phone 348.
chine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
122 South Ffnnh.
FOR R ENTOn Februai"y2oj 7leasant
Chan, phone wo.l-.three-rooepartment, furnished comWANTED
Ranches
plete with hath; good location; no sick:
no
children.
Permanent
occupants
WANTED
About four acres of land. wanted. Call afternoons, 113 South
Ninth.
XV.
T.
graded. Inquire
Hunt, phone
2404-J3- .
Pnstotrice box 295.
fvrrester.

Spanish-America-

'

A
or.

FUK SALE

old-tim-

i

inn

better wait

The Journal knows neither race, religion nor
ah ritizonn look alike to this paper, as far
as political duties, privileges and benefits are concerned.
We do contend that all are not equally capable
of deciding upon a sound economic and political
policy for the state. There is no charm attaching
to nationality nor wealth, whatever that nationality
or however great the wealth, which confers upon
any one a sixth sense which will replace educttion,
training, experience or character in deciding either
public or private problems.
We believe in equality of political rights. We
favor neither an educational nor a property qualification for voting in New Mexico. We favor allowwith what
ing each man and woman to cast his vote
will.
he
and
integrity
intelligence
citiSuch is the constitutional privilege of every
zen of New Mexico. It would 1)0 idle to favor any
other plan, even were it deemed wiser. But. as a
i
matter of fact, neitner goou judgment nor i.iiB' educarity are necessarily in proportion to either
i
The unlettered are
Bkv.iMi nnnspssions.
sometimes very wise; the rich are sometimes politi
cally corrupt.
However. Illiteracy is a menace in a republic
A colyumnist, to make a hit,
This fact was recognized in the beginning of our
Must have a subtle touch of wit,
A flock of helpers sharp and keen
national life. The importance of the problem has
Who send along the Jokes they've seen;
impressed itself Increasingly with each passing
He writes a verse, then adds a pun
decade In America. Where the people rule, intelliAnd signs the Muff! That's how it's done!
to
the
essential
)
are
In
O
O
voting,
gence and Integrity
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
safety of the state.
(By Special Wire to Scrawlings.)
Our public school system was devised early to
Doc Howard Rapcr is rewriting one of his bookt
meet the problem of Intelligence among the voters. on molars.
acts have
Another "literary light," a very, very recent ar-a
Increasingly stringent corrupt-practicto the anxious world
been enacted In most of the states In an attempt rival, contemplates giving"Sanatoria
I Have Known;
scries of articles entitled,
to solve the latter menace.
Here?"
Go
From
Do We
Where
or,
O O
O
Especially where the Unlettered are segregated
scatViscount Lascelles is not going to renounce his
do they present a serious problem. If they are
title when he gets married, but he might Just as
tered throughout the population, where by exam- well.
more
Comer-Abo- ut
the
from
learn
ple and advice, they may
In a certain street in this town there are deep
favored, the situation Is not so serious. It Is the ruts, and the only motorist who doesn't drive in
Little Italy, Little Greece, Little Hungary and the them Is a woman, God bless her!
O O
O
and human
tical, constructive
like of a city which makes that city a menace and
HOW "THE CONQUEROR
TO DR. WEST.
REFERRED
inhabitants
presentation of the subject hy one
the
bad.
That
keeps Us government
Sir: Can't you induce tho health department to WAS WRITTEN
IS TOLD of America's leading experts on
ote not to blame for their standards and viewpoint, post these signs in Albuquerque:
DON'T SPIT!
BY
HARVEY FERGUSSON employment problems.
does not decrease the menace to American insti
REMEMBER THE
"Songs of the Cowboys," by N.
tutions and to good government. The problem is
JOHNSTOWN FLOOD!
Howard Thorp.
In an article in the Editor nuiga
same.
PEG TOP.
there Just the
A collection of poems and songs
nine entitled, "The Making of a
O o o
Political considerations have prevented the peo
e
west.
dealing with the
Since the advent of automobiles and prohibition, First Novel." Harvey Fergusson,
ple in New Mexico from speaking of her outstandConBlood
the
cf
"Tho
of
author
no
is
arrested
novelty.
No
In whispers.
getting
Koy Note," hy Clara Louise
ing problem in this regard, except
O O O
querors," tells how ho wrote the "Tho
the
lilll'llhUlll.
story of New Mexico, lie opens his
public man has ever been developed with
"EVERY," DID YOU SAY?
In Casco bay is an island of
article wilh an account of his early
Woman is a rare edition,
vision and the courage to bring the whole problem
rough farms and rocks. On
experiences in tho writing profes woods,
Widely read and oft suppressed,
to the surface and encourage the people to frankly
Is
it
a delightful amateurish board
sion
tho
bird,
unllterary,
Every
A yoi.ng mm from the west told Ing house in which are gathered as
attempt Its BOlution.
Wants a copy in his nest.
x l J. A.
me a story or a young leuow it lively and varied a collection of
On the contrary, our public men have vied, quite
O O O
Spanish blood who was supposed characters as one could wish.
generally with each other In an effort to take pohave murdered his uncle in order Among them is Diana, a cold
;to
for
bid
unpopuand
Knock
you
Albuquerque
Corrupt
situation.
a
litical advantage of deplorable
maiden who wishes to
About tho
to inherit his property."
clubbed?
ever
was
a
better
But
city
larity.
ttw
than
on
the briber
methods which reflect more
plot, writes the author, "The unique take a holiday awny from her
O O O
somewhat
was
that
wealthy
oppressively
thing about this murder
"bribee" have been In vogue for years. An effort BANG! RANG! WENT THE ROD AND HEEL!
murderer apparently justified family, But not even so poised and
"My Bulck is as necessary to me on hunting the
has been made to flatter, coerce, or bribe those to
- correct i young lady could live on
ho
had
possesshimself:
to
it
that
of their trips as my rod, reel and gun." Jouinalad.
whom a campaign of honest discussion
so to speak, tho courage of his an Island as filled with human
ei
O O O
had occurred warmth, and not come out a little
problems should have been carried.
Black S. Knight: "Ford dem dice, niggah, Ford rrime. This incidentwhich
I did not less correct, a little less "well inan
n
in
had
another
country
has
dem dice."
Whenever the
'Ford know, but I did know the type of formed," but a hundred times more
mean,
"What
his
Brown:
Choclet
shown
boy,
yo'all
he
has
capacity
education
for
opportunity
likable and genuine.
man involved."
dice?' "
to absorb It and has taken his place as an equal dentBlack
A comment o:. "The Ulood of the
S. Knight: "Shake, rattle and roll, dat's
n
a
in
received
been
curse,
has
His
brother.
Conquerors"
"Far to Seek," hy Maud Dhcr.
alongside his Anglo
what Ah means!"
from Coral Clyee, formerly society
This is a serious and clever story
O O O
counties In New Mexico, has been lack of
as
n
of tho Morning Journal,
which deals with the
Occasionally someone throws us a rose from editor
Had the educated leaders of a third
ODDortunity.
follows:
The Inriddle of the
which the thorns have all been plucked. This is one:
the
"Now
minority
that
of a century ago shown any real zeal In behalf of
noisy
scenes
and
dian
atmosphere are the
"Let critics probe your plays and find
concluded delight of the book.
have self - riphteously
these Isolated people, the present generation would
Fit matter for their trade of whacking;
be
shot
should
Harvey Fergusson
Let pundits analyze your mind and say
average In education and public spirit with the rest
at sunrise, I am (.ashing bravely to "Partners of Cliancc," by H. H.
That this or that is lacking;
.
of the people of the nation. Be It said to the last0 ranted the
his defense. .
Knllilm.
For critic sass and pundit gass
not only
town sits for its photograph in
A tale of Arizona, of men who
ing disgrace of these leaders that they
I do not care a week old cruller
Blood
tho
"The
of
Conquerors." live a rough and tumble life out
did not do this, but they actually sought the
I only know that when you pass
to
a
poris
se
it
And
disconcerting
d
there on the highly colored deserts,
The world will be a d
sight duller."
and Intimidation of these
trait that looks exactly like you. under the shadows
ol the painted
PAGE '14. LTD.
But what's the use of getting all mesas.
people.
O O O
peeved up about it?
Today, our publlo school system has found only
VIRTUE NOT ONLY REWARDS ITSELF, BUT
"Fergusson's book comes home
TAKES AN EXTRA MEASURE.
a meager beginning In these counties. At our presclouds of glory from the
"Is your watch in safe and honest hands? trailing
ent speed a long and slow process of evolution must
reviews. The town should
BOOK ENDS
and expert workman- eastern
Honest
fair
dealing,
Isolated
prices
these
before
must
all
he
elapse
puffed up about it. Instead
'go on. Tears
of our success." Journalad.
the
result
is
surship
I
of
Is
one
attitude
its
pained
of
standards
living
O O O
people can be brought to the
.
.
"o me it was a
Bachelors are always disappointed when they prise.
which they aa American citizens are entitled to
The checks for the five awards
into which I passed as
book
contest for
learn that "size" In ladies' hosiery means foot
a closed door. A book so in the Knopf-Journenjoy.
through
measure
r
only,
fresh and vivid it left me with a Harvey Fergusson s novel, will"'ir.e
This problem would not be so serious were the
be
O
O
O
of
of
the Conquerers,"
remembered Blood
warm after-gloadNOW YOU STOP!
politicians of their own race favorable to the
Mr. Feigusson walked In- mailed to the winners this weeK.
pictures.
Larrazolo
A sweet male flapper is presented.
vancement of their people.
to your midst turning upon you the The publishers In sending their
Powdered, oiled, and sweetly scented,
shrewd microscope of his penetra- share of the reward money write
Is the only leader among them who has manifested
as
And
shove
hand
you
gently
your
tion. Sham and flimsy pose were that the material puonsnea in me
Men like Ed Otero and Sec.
such symptoms.
Out to meet his Ye gods above!
blown away as veils before a de contest will be submitted to the
for
their
of
leadership
in
Romero take advantage
He parrots meekly: '"Scuse my glove!"
termined wind. lie tells things as r.ifornru merest for a ofresume
lead
their
tlia local
O
to
O
O
fall
do
they
are, let the chips fall whore thnt TriHsnzlne. Some
personal ends. Not only
they
"ARE YOU MARRIED, Out DO YOU LIVE IN
writers may break into prominent
they will. What a record and
people on to better things, but they seek instead,
HOLLYWOOD?"
what a prophecy!
print sooner than they anticipated.
to retard and minimize education among them and
"1"
out of Hollywood,
If Will Hays can knock
Of course, the book was neither
An imnorted
to keep them in a bondage of fear and superstition. he will not only earn his salary, but will at tho dull nor reticent. It has irritated
copy of James
famous book.
Cabell's
peoples same time prove his worth as a Presbyterian Sun the meek and godly into revolt. Branch
The real enemies of the Spanish-speakin- g
These Mlltons, scornful of easy "Jurgen," which was suppressed in
Until they are elimi- day school teacher. O O O
leaders.
are such
beauty, must have something to the east before it ever reached
nated, somehow, real progress is impossible.
The Louisville Courier-Journsays Mr. Fall Is rave about. They prefer what is Albuquerque, has been going trie
I rounds of the Book Corner staff
Basing their claims to position in state politics peeved because he is not allowed to take charge of pretty to what Is true.
It has aroused,
Alaska has approximately. 378,165,760 hate cramming my poor opinion and their frineds.
upon their ability to herd the less literate of their Alaska.
t
relucl-nnative throats, hut incidentally, as much intense xeei-in- g
down
an acres of land. New Mexico had but 78,485,760.
as
the local conpeople to the polls, these men have gained
too
Is
to
O O
resist.
O
'n
"fer aginst"
strong
the Impulse
nor
YOU HAVE, FRIEND
ascendancy in the state to which neither ability
TWO
That contest bucked mo all up. I test storv. It has worn through
WIIAT'Ijj
OR A DOZEN !
insist "The Blood of the Conquer one Innocent looking paper cover
character entitles them. Knowing that they must
Sixteen cases of flu In state. Two in Albuquer ors is trie sincere writing or an entitled, "Marlon Frear's Summer,
be depended upon to produce the republican ma
m rumm.-eou- s
understanding spirit and Impreg- and has now tanenof on
of threat- que. Thursday's Irreducible.
"Helen of the
jorities, they maintain a constant attitude
appearance
The number of cases of influenzi has now In nated with the charm of New Mexto
official
state
The only trouble Is
Old House."
ico.
creased to twelve. Thursday's Irreducible,
So, there!
ening to bolt and so compel every
I am deeply chagrined Harvey there aren't enough naughty books
o o o
This ascendancy is
coma under their domination.
S
THE LATEST
FROM DENVER.
Fergusson signed his name to It. for all the nice paper covers.
not used to benefit their people. It is used to mainFrom Denver such pieces as "II Trovatore" and Had the book been Anonymously
both
to
For
fortunes.
tain their personal political
Mary Hoaton Vorse, familiar and
"Humoresque" were heard with . , . distinc- printed, the securing finger might
tion, etc. "We could have had a dance to the Den- have pointed my way. That would many readers as a story writer,as a
political and business reasons they do not want
man today. The Irreducible. have been an entirely unmerited to many Albuquerqueans
their people to become more capable of taking care ver music," said one
and
mighty entartnlning person
Recalling the old one about a funeral dirge in honor, hut what a gorgeous
has fallof themselves.
critic,
p
a
In
a
sympathetic
St.
Louis.
Chicago
being
en in love with the country.
All this results in harm, not only to the Spanish- o o o
that this Is the
She claims
TF THERE IS A SECOND
speaking people, but to the people of the whole
the world bein
place
WB
IT
WILL
PUT
only
IN
THE
conditions.
MINUTES,
state. It explains our backward
AT THE LIBRARY
sides her own corner of MassaNow
Mr.
Sir:
debut
that
made
has
his
Fillerup
of
Yet, in the face of this situation the people
chusetts, in which she felt she deIn this column, I move that he be elected a member
sired to live. She is contemplating
the state who have been privileged with oppor- of the J. U. G. club In Raton.
a home here. She has Jus:
EATON B. GOING.
"Roosevelt In tho lUwl Lands," hy buying
tunities for education and training, in citizenship,
from Russia, where she
returned
O
o
O
lines.
Hermann
divided
to
be
Ilagcdorn.
along party
correspondallow themselves
spent eight months as Press.
OLD
HEARD
FORGOTTEN"
IT?
WE'D
IT!
DEAR,
tells
for
This
book
time
first
the
She
is
loft
By neutralizing each other's votes the door
Sir: Here's one that's old here. Maybe you the story of Theodore lloosevelt's ent for thetoUniversal
week.
this
east
the
will return
open for the balance of power to remain, year after haven't heard it out sunshlney-way- :
ranching days in the Bad Lands
leaders. Ed
d
Sing a song of Canada
from 1883 to 1887, It is the story
year, in the hands of these
Irvln R. Cobb, author of
A bottle full of rye;
of the struggle in a wild country
state
rule
the
their
and
kind,
which is published by
Off,"
Otero, Sec. Romero
Ten
find
twenty tourists
between tho forces of reaotion and Doran, Is making an extensive lecbecause educated people are foolish enough to
All so doggoned dry!
the forces of progress, a struggle ture tour through New Lngland
When the rye was opened
allow it.
In which the leader on one side was
not likethe Middle West. It's reduction
The Yanks began to sing,
a young French aristocrat who and
such
These men must be shorn of their control over
any
get
he'll
that
ly
"We've
Stars
the
and Stripes
forgot
dreamed of becoming king of in railroad rates, what with h s
the affaire of New Mexico. They must be driven
God Save the King."
France, nnd on tho other an Amer- excess
and all. Cobbhu-is
VAN (Watorford, N. Y.)
back Into their own counties. Then, by a camican who loved thn common man one of bagjage
American
tho
biggest
o o o
and who became tho president of morists of the day.
paign of Intensive education, these people must be
All!
Tho
have
to
Just arrived
put in the tho United States.
helped to break their shackles and assert their inde- phone. Pardon,boys
friends, while we do a littlo super
Speaking of humorists. Donald
pendence.
"How to Get (ho Job You Want," Ogden
intending.
Stewart, who wrote thes
o o o
The stale owes it to Itself and to these people
hy William I.. Flctcliir.
Outline of History,"
"Parody
And
us
bossed!
for bossing, rather than being
Success In business is in direct
to keep them out of the predicament to which their
that he does not want to be
Vou don't know the half of it. dearie, you don't proportion to tho
ability to sell called one of those things. He Is
Isolation committed them. Thi cannot be done know tho half of It!
"x. u, c."
one's services. Tills book is a prac- - said to be an intensely serious

ih,,.

tfUK bALfc

'TILL THEY GET A

"GETTING" RERGDOLL.
Members of the house of representatives who
saw service In Franoe have not yet given up the
idea of getting Bergdoll, the army dodger, back
from Germany or wherever he is staying. One of
the qualities developed my military training la stick- and these
legislators are to
be admired for their perseverance in a righteous
cause. "Get Bergdoll" may seem a rather largo
order, In view of his technical legal status as a
political prisoner whose offense is not extraditable
under existing treaties, but it Is said that Reprc
sentatlve Fitzgerald of Ohio has a plan that may
work, and if so, more power to him. Nothing would
give more satisfaction to the country than to have
Bergdoll back serving his sentence for his disloyal
conduct.
It is strange that even at this late day the mys
tery surrounding this scandal has never been en
tlrely cleared up. The report of the special con
gresslonal committee of investigation Is matter of
tale. There
official record, but it is only a half-tol- d
were two reports, Indeed, tho majority and minority,
differing only In the amount of blame apportioned
to former Brig. Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, who was
one of Bcrgdoll's counsel.
It will always remain a reflection upon the war
department that the complete history of this case
was not cleared up and made public, without fear
or favor, at a time when it was possible to get at
the facts. As a result of this failure the impression has remained in the publlo mind that someone
Tho forced
in high position was being protected.
return of Bergdoll would not clear up the mystery,
but it would be a satisfaction to have him receive
the punishment he deserves.

FOR SALE

:

:

e,

mm. mi

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
GOOD BEAR.

ru.

letting go of Uncle Wiggily'n paws,
the Good Bear boxed first the right
AUTOMOBILES
ear
of the Wolf and then his left
Once upon a time when Uncle
ear.
FOR BALE
Ford touring, iSls model.
Wlgglly was out in the woods
I21IS.
Call IBIS South High.
"Ouch! Wow! What are.' you
he doing?" howled the Wolf. "Aren't
walking along, and wishing
EXPERT Radiator Repairing, O. K. Sheet
Metal Works, 217 North Third.
might, find an adventure, all of a
FOR SALE
sudden he heard a sort of gruntBulck touring car;
condition.
Co..
ing, groaning .noise. It seemed to
city
come from a cave amid the rocks.
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 311
"Oh, dear me!" whispered the
West Copper.
bunny to himself, as he looked
FOR BALE
Ford touring, Ford truck.
over his shoulder to see if there
In good running order.
710
North
Thirteenth.
was a clear path on which to run.
FOR SALE Ford touring
car, almost
"This sounds most especially like
good as new; bargain.
Fourth
trouble! But I must not run away
street Oarage, or phone Apply
1011-until I seo what kind of trouble
WAMf.D Man with car to sell
it is."
Graham Tires; $130 per week
and comn.,sslons. Graham Tire Co., 23S8
So Uncle Wlgglly hopped a little
Boulevard,
Benton Harb ,r, Mich.
closer to the cave, or hole amid
FORDS FOR RENT 'nates:
the rocks, and he heard the grunts
l7per .nlle,
$1
per hour minimum. Special rates
more plainly. Then a big, black
Week days.
Ask for them.
Drlverlcsa
bushy shape came slowly out. and
Ford Co.. 131 North Third, phone 580.
before the bunny could hop awny
rORIJ SALE New Ford roadster; also
there stood a large bear.
touring used Dodge roadster and tour"Oh!" gasped Uncle Wlgglly.
ing; terms can he arranged. J. Korber
4 Co., phone 783, Auto Dept., Dodgej
"Oh, dear!"
Dealers.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bear in 'Titers, Rave a. wKaxk
FOR SALE Ford light trurk, 1150;
n
a most jolly voice. "Don't tell me
earl."
i
Ford truck, $300. worm drive;
I frightened you!"
light
Ford
8390;
Bulck,
touring, $125;
"You did, though," said Uncle you and I good friends. Mr. Bear. Studeboker,
$250.
Hi
Wlgglly, shivery like.
"Perhaps, and won't you help me nibble that West Gold
mean
did
not
however, you
to," Dunny v '
WHEN IN NEED OK
the bunny added, hopefully.
"Indeed not!" laughed the hie TIRES, rims, carburetors, springe, mag-"Indeed I did not!" laughed the
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
m a Good Bear and you
Bear. "I'm a good sort of chap, cnap.
horns, accessories.
and I are bad friends, Mr. Wolf. bearings,
COME
TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
never
I
know.
nibble ears'" There, have a whack on
you
We have salvaged to date the followyour left
"Oh, I'm glad to hear that!" ex- ear and also one on
ing cars: Bulck, Maxwell,
Chandler,
claimed the bunny. "What do you and he
Mitchell, Chevrolet 450 and V, B. ; Overthe Wolf so hard land,
do. It I may ask? Though before that the banged
model,
every
59,
81 88,
60,
80,
70,
bad
fell over In the
75, 75B and 90; Crow ElkI ask that I ought to say how do snow and hechap
was so frightened 83B,
hart, Heo, Dort, Saxon, Studehaker, both
you do, I suppose."
that he remained there over an 4 and
Viaduct Garage, 600 South Sec"Well, I do very well," chuckled hour.
ond.
Largest parts house In the state.
tho Bear. "And one thing I do do
Our prlcee the lowest.
I guess he didn't Unnw T nraa
Is to eat honey when I can find friend of
yours and that vou are
any," he added as a sort of after going to give me honey!" chuckled
FOR SALE Furniture
thought.
the Good Bear, as he walked on Foil SALE Three rooms "furnTtureTat
Uncle Wlgglly felt so happy nt with tho
411 West Granite.
once; no slek.
gentleman to get
hearing this was a good Bear, who the sweetbunny
stuff at the hnllnw FURNITURE REPAIRING and uphTdster:
did not nibble ears, that the bunnv stump bungalow.
Phone 471. Ervln 3eddlng Co.
Ing.
said:
"I guess you're right!" said Mr. FOR BALE Dressers, $11.50 up; (.uoic
'If you will come to my hollow Longears,
stove
and
large stock of
laughing.
stump bungalow, I will have tfurse
used household furniture.
So
825
happened for the slightly
Jane give you some honey, Mr. oest. everythingSouth First.
If
and
the
chocolate
Is
cake
Good Bear."
kind enough to ask the bread FOR SALE Furniture at factory prlcee'
which makes It cost less than econd
"That's fine!" grunted the bin knife to come to her
party wito hand goods. Come
lee for yourself
chap, "you see I have been asleep the spoon holder, I'll
tell vou next American Furniture and
Co., 223 South
all winter. I am thinking of com about Uncle
Wiggily and the baby
ing out of my, cave, soon, for good bear.
at least for all summer and al
ways at these times I'm very huFunNIBIIINGa of seven rooma aa fol!T WENT TO THE SPOT
..."
lows: Reed and fihr ni.,. .
ngrybut not for ears!" ho quickly
Lingering colds
coughs that nlture;
said, as Uncle Wlgglly put up h's hang pn and wear and
maple and mahogany bed
one
out
dif- room anblrdseye
are
Us;
draperies, rugs, dining room
paws to cover the long things he ficult to get rid of. but
Henry E. set;
listened with.
cabinet, cooking
.....refrigerator,
Campbell, R. V. r. No. 3.
,., lnkitchen
iact
"I m glad T have honey to give Mich,, writes: "I had a badAdrian, housekeeping.
Thi. m everything for
cough
you," said the rabbit gentleman. for three years.
and
day
Tuesday, February so onrt it ' .
several
and he and the Bear hopped along cough medicines. GotTried
little relief, S04 Bouth Walter.
toward the hollow stump bungat tried Foley's Honey and Tar. It
.
low.
went to the spot. There Is no betThey had not cone verv far he. ter remedy on the market." Oood
LOST AND FOUND
fore, all of a middem there was n 'or coughs, colds, croup and whoop.
rustling. In the bushes and out Ing coughs clears the passages; lost rin ist,", ..rv?- from them sprang the Wooile soothes Irritated membranes;
branded on left hin .t
a
stops
...
Wolf
reward if re- N?h Broadway";,
in me tnroat. Contains no
iteming
50
"Ha! na!" laughed the Wolf, In opiates. Sola everywhere,
" wit
flrst-cla-

Bond-Dillo- n

on

your left

one-to-

Ji

your-right,-

85--

.

high-clas-

.

"r"

tuaia

February 20. 1022.
KINGSBURY'S

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
L'A'if.tJlNG UP FATHER.
rr -r

KOLUMN

IMVKKSITV
HKIOIITS.
well
adobe
constructed
five
house,
dashed,
pebble
lnrtio rooms, modern, hardwood
floors throughout. Inrpc front
and back porches, full sized
lot, nl.o Rood adobe garage,
plastered Inside and out.
This ix h real bargain and must
be sold at once.

"J

A

the International

1921 by

News Service.
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that fire insurance

Oct
today
for tomorrow may he too late.
Wo. have one of the best and
oldest companies In the business.
D,

KINGSBURY

T,

REALTOR
I;oans anil Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. mono O0T--

brick,
Practically new four-roocompletely furnished, Includ- ,
ing electric washer;
sleeping porch-double Kuruffe; highlands.
$2,100 Three-rooframe, Klaaaed porch,
furn'shed, corner lot.
.
white stucco
$6,000
modern, hard woo 1 floors, fireplace,
furnace, parajra, fine location on
paved street; Fourth ward.
000

f!5,

mnrlern,

insurance

In oil Its (winches, Lonns,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
1' ho lie

S.,,,
FURNISHED HOME

in

OUR

stucco, large sleeping
porch, fireplace, built-i- n
features,
furnace. Completely
basement,
new
furnished with beautiful
furniture. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Five-roo-

Phone

414.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Bed Arrow (all over the Weit) render! ludden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Worjf
'a before 11 a. ra. mailed lame day.
Work In before a p. m. mailed noon next
day, ' Address work to
TIIJD RED ARROW,
E. Lai Vegas
Albuquerque
want
(We
representative In YO'JIi
errltory.)

At

..

.

,,.

i,

NEW OFFICE

West Gold avenue
under way. Meantime we
located at 115 South Second
Now Is the time to buy that
We've got some good ones.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
rhono 727-115 So. Second

r-

218

20 S

.,,

,.

from
University
Height
$250 up.
Terrace Addition a few beauties at $450 each.
K. MK'H'GIIAX,
Kealtor.
201 W. Gold.
Phone 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
On

IT IS,
The chance you have been
looking for to combine ranoh
and city life. Twelve acres valmile
ley land under ditch, 1
south u bridge on weal side.
One acre In choicest selected
fruit trees ieady to begin
bearing. Three acres in alfalfa.
Adobe house. Priced to sell.
Terms. Owner,
E. E. STEIPLEY,
New Mexico
Lamy

......

$2,000
WANTED ON FIRKT
MOUTOAGB HEAL
ESTATE.
M. T., Care Journal.

Two-roo-

m

m

For

Estate Exchange,

West

409

Copper.

Rent-Room- s

KUDM AND BOARD.
FOR

Phone

19.

with Board
til South Broad

Sleeping porch, with board.
North mum.
Kh.NT- - -- ilassed-ln
porcn and board
ror two.
114 North Maple.
IteOM AND BOARD All new bed. (12
South Broadwny, phone 1971-BOOM AND BOARD with eleeplng porch;
no gar.TO
lean East Centra).
PrI
NICRLYrtjrnishec.!rooinwl(n!to"nra,
vate family; no elck. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room wi'.n
first clase table bos.rd. 110 South Arno.
HKN'T-(1-

14

lilt

FOR RENT Sleeping porch, board and
room: private home; garage. Inquire
'
aoiun Arno.
BOOM AND BOARD for healthleeker;
tray service, $12 to $15 per week.
Phone 20B7-.illlt RENT Heated glassed-i- n eleeplng
1
porcn. reasonable; board for two.
North Maple, phone 14C.1-.
.........
Tr
1'UK Kb.N
Nice frunt room, adjoining
oam, wun ooarn; gentlemen preferred.
6or. South High,
phone 1S79-GOOD HOMB COOKINO. served family
Mre. Knight, corner Broadway
tyle.
PTid Gold.
JAMESON'S RANCH
neaitnReeKers;

available.

Phone

rew
2238--

Ideal location for
reservation! now

GLASSED-I-

Bleeping
porch, for two,
v.lth furnace heated dressing room;
rape f desired. 1207 East Cent ra I.
FOR RENT Nice elee;ilng porcrTYnd
room,
connected with bath, with
meals. In private home, for gentleman.
Phone 2325-.FOR BENT -- Double Bleeping porch, large
bed room, excellent meali, cheerful
Biirroundlnns: beet location; reasonable.
Phone 1422-Mns. HEED has moved to 309 South
Broadway and has lovely rooms and
Bleeping porches with board for
Phone B2.
BOOM and Bleeping porch, with good
board. In modern private home, furnace heat best location In hlghlanna;
rates Sr.o to JC5 a month. Apply 123
North Maple.
U

MIHAMONTES-ON-THK-MES-

for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse tn attendance: ratet by the week or month.
A

SANATORIUM-HOTE-

Call

84W-J-

FOR RENT In modern home, close In,
highlands, nicely furnished rooms, large
porehea; special meals for patlentB with
weak atomachs; fresh eggs and milk;
tray service; rates reasonable. Address
postofflce box 224, city.
RESERVATIONS may now tie had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal!: rates,
$17.50 to $2a per week; Includes private
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
nursing; excellent meals, tray
aervlce: no extras. All rooms have steam
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone
481.

FOR RENT

S

A REAL"

are
at.

lot.
St.

H, FOOTE,
Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.
Tliono 2348-W- .

ONLY

Insurance,

223 W. Gold

Ranches

FOR HUNT Twenty (M) acre orchard
for one or several yearn. Write puet-tSchot 301. Felrn. N. M.
FOR RKXT Fifteen acre ranch, 6 miles
north of town; six acres In ilfatf, balance ready for crop; good three-rooarlube house, gnraKe end out bulldlnge.
P' one 2191-mornings.
1'OH KENT Cash or terms, eleven acres.
four-roohouse,- - two mtlea west of
Albuquerque; no better garden land In
valley; on main ditch; orchard and
grapes. For full particular! phone 217.-J- .

i

t

.s

i

I

WOl-I,-

Party that wishes to rent a
12
or
store room

l'lione

rooms, pressed brick with
two bath rooms, hot water
heat, also fireplace. Extra large
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, large garage, splendid location, 301 South Walter

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

well Improved,

close-i-

Rooma

fUltMsiHEi)
room?,
no skk. 417

Iiatn and telephone;
IVest Silver.
FOU IIK.NT-In- g. -- Kn nt room fo: housekeep-- j
214
Itlr Second.
FOli HUNT Nicely furnished
close In. 208 North sixth.
FOU 11 RNT Koonfs to -.- .men only.
South Seventh.
Phone 72!.-FOU KENT Two furnis-io.- i
ro.imn for
S?3 sj .,itr Thin!.
housekeeping.
FOR KENT Room
In
modern humc;
board If desired. 923 South Edith.
FOR BENT Reasonable
bed
room, furnace heat.
833 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Two furnished rnnme r..r
1124 North S..c- light housekeeping.
ond.
FOH RENT Two furnished rooms, range,
bath, sleeping
1023
No.'h
porch.

Fifth.
FC 't KEl.N'T
Furnished rooms; also ciliary blrda for aale. 218 Bouih VVal'cr.
phone KI67-VOll RENT Two furnished rooma and
Ireplng porcti for two; no children.
110 Smith Walnut.
lfUlt hunt Furnished room with sleep-Inf- T
porrh, nrar good boarding house.
212 North Hlich.
FOU KENT Desirable sleeping porch,
for two aentlemen.
120 South Cedar,
hoord arrows thn street.
FUH RENT Furnished llRht housekeeping room and porch; also oak, dining
table for sale. 632 South Arno.
FOU RENT Nice clean rooms for housekeeping and sleeping; under new management. 121'i North Third.
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Paatime
mentor, zin, west Central.
FOU RENT Living room, bed room and
natn, completely furnished; steam heat.
ftirs. iwercair, aos south Fourth.
ELGIN HOTEL Bleeping
rooma end
nouseKeeplng
by trie nay.
apnmneiiti,.
week or month.
602 u. West Central.
"oil RENT Nicely furnished room In
prlvata family, close In. two blocks
rrom postofflce; no sb-k- . 417 West Lead.
OU RENT Two nice clean furnished
rooma for light housekeeping and two
1494-Phona
Ill North
Mxin.
FOU RENT Large, well furnished bedroom, steam heated, hot water In room,
garage If desired. 611 Wrst Coal, phone
1102-FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
housekeeping! usa of bath and tele
208
phone; also garage. Phona 1926-North Edith.
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
clean rooma and housekeeping apart
ments, by day, week or month. S13
South Third.
SPECIAL OFFER One furnished room,
adjoining bath. In brand new modern
home, private outside entrance, furnace
heat; employed people preferred; reason
able. Phone 1940--

BUSINESS CHANCES
Andreas
SALE Grocery atort,
Grocery, care Journal.
Oil SALE Two-stor- y
brick building.
215 flouth First: location good for any
kind of business.
FOR SALE First-clas- s
shoe shop, full
line of machinery: price very -- esonable; owner leaving. Address 8. R.. .tart
Journal,
FOU BALEReiitaurant,
Santa
Fa depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
storeroom for other business purposes.
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain,
which can be bougnt separata.
FOR SALE Indian trading store and
ranch-- , ten acres
under cultivation;
fenced; one section land leased; stone
building, 60x20 feet; three living rooms,
storehouse, corralla; fine well of water;
gasoline engine; three heavy horses, harness and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
chlcltens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
miles from Oallup, New Mexico; ten
mitts from railroad; a bargain; dissolvAddress postoffice box
ing partnership.
373. A lb tiq uerq u e, N. V.
'OR

FOR SALE

Real

te

FOit HALE Flna corner lot, reasonable.
Phone 1852-FOll RALE Choice lot In University
Heights, at a barrn.n. Phone 1669-J- .
FOIt SALE Fine (0 foot lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J, A. Hammond, 134 East Silver.

Third and Gold.

Phone

modern,

n

RANCH. Fine soil, fruit
and shade trees. Four-rooadobe pebble dashed house,
cement sidewalks, good well,
good Irrigation
ditch, plenty
of water at all times; hnrn,
chicken
garage,
houses, place
to keep a few pigs. This place
is within a few minutes walking distance to the street car.
If you have $500, terms like
rent can be arranged. See us
for appointment.
DIECKMAXV REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Ciold.
Phone 070.

if interested

A, C. STAKES,
SIC Went Gold Ave.
l'lione

!!).

For Sale or Trade 120 acres
under cultiva-

tion and irrigation, located ne;ir
Springer, N. M., a bargain.
See us.
A neatly built

three-roo-

FOR

It

Tr.inrt

&

I'11- -

HELP WANTED

WTANDOTTES.
At the show Just held In Albuquerque wo entered 19 blrda. IS of them

were under the ribbons; tit these
were
seconds,
si! others were FIRSTS and
limited
SPECIALS;
amount nf
Dreeding stnclc Tor sale at reasonable
prices. J. D. Notgrass, 604 North Seconrl.
'.MOUNTAIN
VIEW S. C. R. I. RBDS?1
make big winning at National Western
Stock Show at Denver, January, 1922.
This show was one of the largest held In
United States this year. We woo second
cockerel class of 8: sixth pullet class nt
49; ninth young pen, class of SO; fourth
Reds. Our second
display, class 500
Denver cockerel was valued by experts
at .150; also champion wlnnera at Al
buquerque. 192?. winning first, second
and third cock, first, second and third
hen. first, second and third cockerels.
first pullet, second young pen, first old
pen; specials for best male American
class and champion
cock of ahow.
Breeding birds for sale; hatching eggs
and baby chicks from fifteen nf the
finest pens mated In the west. ORDER
C. P. Hay, 2S6 North
CHICKS EARLY.
High, phone 22.10--

MONEY

TO LOAN

MONEY

TO LOAN On watches, dla- monda, guns and everything valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus, tlS South First,
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches

and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con
fidential Ootilleb Jewelry Co., ins N. tst
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dia
monds watches, Liberty bonds, plan is.
automobiles. Lowest rales. Ruthman's
HI South Flisb Bonded M the stats.

1645,
MAN WITH

TEAM

wunts Job.

I'hone

1239--

now

Gem

Type

four-roo-

white-stucco-

:)7

V.

pettif7)rdthu:
odd"jobman.
All kinds of work. .Phone
1B73-.-

WANTED Odd Jobs carpinterlng. house
painting and repairing, at reasonable
prices. Phone 1466-I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you nave In view. A. E. rainier, Ilunga- low Builder, hoi 41. city, phone 1758-BUILDING, alterations, repairing, lanre
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
ine day; reasonable prices: work guarE.
anteed; estimates free. Call 1755-13.
Johnson, 61) John strut.

Kit

;o

K::!U

ilEr

in

wat

lie.

FOR RENT
FO! t RKNT
lTilul,'p!2L-Slllnil"''5-

Dwelling-- ,

!" s,""h
house,"twri

-

Full HUNT "urnisheil
'" porcn; newly fixed
Wa Iter.

FOR

KENT -house, sieepln
EjiFt Snnta Fe.
FOU

RKNT

sleeping

h. ......
Edith!
rooins

f nrnUh..,!

Four-roo-

1018 Soutl)

up.

furnished
porches; keys at 704

Three-roo-

Three-roo-

porch,

...no

furnished.

514 South Edith.
FOR KENT
Unfurnished
house.
Inquire 816 North

wit

).

Inaulro
four-roo-

Broadway,
phono 1858-FOR RENT Four-roomodern hrlclc,
unfurnished, frunt and back porch.
.100 North Arno
FOR RENT Furnished ore-ronwith sleeping porch. Phono 2185--cottage
ot
call 120.1 East Copper.
FO". RENT Three-roohop....
leoi io tnops. in the highlands, only
15 a month.
Phone 410.
BUR RENT Three-roobrl. k, Sn per
month. Including water. Inquire 416
Cntnlte, phone 1.105-I'fiR RENT We have several very desirable unfurnished houses In Fourth
wnrd
McMillion & Wood.
FOR RENT New four-rooHouse, $25
per month. See F. II. Strong or L. C.
jeooeti. pnnnea 75 or 145.
i'UH KENT Desirable four-roohouse,
with sunny sloeping porch: clean and
weitiurnlshed. 21 1 South Hljlh.
FOR RENT Three. four o,l'
houses and nnnrtments
ome furnlshorf
OTCiuinton
Wood. 208 West On M.
your vacant houses with the City
Realty Co.. for nromnt and efflcint
l". phone 607,
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, compli te-l- y
furnished; piano, large ch cksn yard.
Phone l.Ht'-J- , or call at 301 froith Edith.
FOR RENT Five-loobrick house,
bath, sleeping po.cu gariry, un.'ur-nlshe14!i, water free. 220 North High.
toil RENT Well furnished five-roohouse; glassed sleeping porcn, large
mwn; win lease six months or year. 1004
Forrester.

.,.

""'

FOR RENT One-roocottage; kltchen-ctte- ,
large closet, electrio lights and
telephone, furnished, tie.
1610 South
Elm, phone 21 23-FOR RENT Furnished four-roobrick,
nicely furnished; with piano; modern,
esrept heat: adulta only. Call from ten
till two. 71.1 South Edith.
FOR RENT 1620 East Central, opposite
Methodist Sanatorium: Just completed,
four rooms, bath, screened norehr
everv
modern conveniences, f 50. Apply 410 Yale,
pnone ass.
FOR RENT Five-roomoetern furnished house In Fourth ward; glassed-i- n
sleeping porch and service porch; $50 on
a lease to right tenant. City Realty Co.,
207 West Gold,
phone 66L
FOR RENT OR BALE Well furnished
home,
five
rooms and bath, large
coiy
shady yard, vines and roses, cool and
pleasant In summer; close In. 614 North
Third, see owner st J07 North Third.
room 1 2.

2177-R-

CIIILDREN'B HAIR CUT at their homes.
itoc, ladles shamr.no. mens hair cut
and shaves at their home, by Perkins
Brothers, phone ISS'-YOUNU MAN, healthseeker. will give In
dividual psychological Instruction sin
gle lady client accepted. Address Psycho- iokoh. care journal.
WHAT WORRIES YOU?
WHETHER your troubles are love,
health, money or marriage, write fully;
strict confidence; prompt, personal reply.
We help
thousands.
Cotfman.
Prof,
1224 North Second. AlbuquerDlv,
que, N. Ii.

,

ATI0NAL INVESTMENT
COMPANY
REALTORS
West Gold Avenue
FOR SALE
iuumiiiik
nouses, i crocerv
store. 1 four room frame.
FOU RENT
Vve anii 1 Rix ronra hmise.
L
SS.fioi)
to loan on West Central avenue property.
Every kind of insurance.
List your property with us.
Insure your property with us
We Get and Give Results.
Phono 035.
5

FRUIT

TOWN.

.

f..r ild.
I'l

o

TREES

APE TREES AN'D ORNAMENTALS
FKOM ALBU- QI'EUQl'E NL'RSKRiES
Hot Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog-J. T. YOIWH & CO.
Albuquerque. N. M.
PIT

embaiouiT

nEAI

TiriL

gold

SPRING

Aro when one appreciates the
value of a home In a restricted
district and where the New
Mexico air Is the most embracing.
University
Heights
has there to offer to you.
Tour good wife deserves a
nice home this summer. Decide
now to hove that home In
University Heights.
The General Office Tt At
Second and Cold,

l'lione

20!1

features,

n

DAYS

i'hone

good onlur,

filu

THESE

Or any real estate agent.

I'limio
I.N

iiXduice

li on"

708 West Copper, City

built-i-

nicely located on East
avenue. Priced to soil.

pressed brick
with
two
house,
bath
rooms and Iarpe sleeping
porch. All modern and In
good condition.

D. W E I N M A N

m

throughout,

CHEAP

A

.TTST LISTED FI RMSIIED
frame, two porrhes,
on East Copper avenue. Tt's a
value
and can be had on
good
easy terms. Now vacant. Why
pay rent when you can trot
such a value and finance It so
easily.
Also a four-roobrick new,
glassed sleeping porch, front
and back porches, oak floors
Four-roo-

010

or

899

FOR ONCE
In your llfo you are in the riprht
place at the
right time
your bcinsr in this city Just
ns It Is entering a period of
great provvth which is based
on natural and permanent
causes and resources.
The
man with the
backbone will avail himself
of this opportunity and enjoy
his own veranda In old acre.
The "wise bus" with the wishbone
will wait hoping to
catch some one in hard luck
or for pricea to drop and
will still be waiting for same
In some shack In old age. Do
your own choosing.
Class A residential
property Is
ono of three classes of property that makes the biR
profits. This la what C. M.
Barber Is developing on East
Central avenue. See the
he developed
neighborhood
from vacant blocks on and
about West Central and
h
Four-teent-

SAXAI'lltiNKS and Horns, mw . nd used
street.
Fred It. Kills, phone :!2-- J
FOR SALE T!ous
Then come see this new neighbort uli M i. W -- i iliver l
w, u.r w nil cube,
hood
Folt SALE
springing up. Heatitiful
M0.
I'oslnrn.'e ho 21 il, city.
brick house. on
"
homes, nice nelplihors and
HENVBIt
POST deliver, o
your
door, FOU SALE
In
line of city's growth,
right
.
1949-M"owner,
H5cpcr month. Phone
-for
assures you good profits.
f 'tno furniture. "04 houseby
South High.
WOMAN'S Exchange." Y. v"c. Ahiinc FOIt SALE Five-rooQuantity production
modern bom el
jeiokcl goods, fatiey worlc. Patitrdavs.
close In and convenient to shops.
J'ou a modern home for less
420
FOR SALE
Car,eiiU-- tools aniflcHeifl?; v est Coal.
than an obsolete second-han- d
ranze. also two rolls stock fence.
FOR SAL
Phona jim.j, mrnngg.
brick home; splendid
house.
lMy
,o
,Hwoo!
casn
ooou,
SOU
B0O East Central
small
to
Come
avFOU SALE
payment.
Cornet, In excenent condl-tloSooth Edith.
Phone 40U-enue, 2 to 5 p. m and see a
Star F.nltura FOU
On
SALE
ei ay terms,
Company. 113 West llold.
six room
modern
home.
model,
Or
modern hunKaloy
will take Rood lots
FOU SALE
one and one-hjl- f
npriitiiii or real entitle
phono 744 week day and our
I'hone 2UI0-pripcr
old puis.
Call 4ol
West Lend, or FOU SALE
automobile will call for you.
Just
ompioted bumralo
phoie JiviiMt, forenoons.
five rooms and bath,
itaraire; best buy
FOR SALE
Pair canary "bTrds Willi glit " " y.
s.
2A40-one
cii
JOSEPH COLLIER,
cage, cheap: owner having city. Phone NEW sio:ill yirrm
home, on s.tirwalter, un- 1S57-call Mrs Johnson.
Oood Loans.
well
liullt
vou
can
I.
and
hnv.
usti.l.ly
FUR KALE Used
115 South Second Street.
tractors.
and f. J100 down and 121; a month, .Phone
with gang plows.
Hardware 110.
Department. J. Korher & Co.
I'Olt SALE Ily owner, three-roofurFOR SALE
nished house, terms; would consider
Cirape tuttiiiKs. P.lacU
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
White Vcrdels, Viinsandel, Catawi nniK cows as part pavment.
Ad.
ba and Concords.
a t nut .us.
Phone 33.
drp.
Hot 1. city.
FOR SALE
Fine Vega inando, banjo for
DOWN und
U0
a month are the JOHN W. WILSON.
terms on a brand new shingle bunga-.osale;
orchestra,
favorite;
Attorney.
bargain
Ho- ms IS, 17 and 19.
Phone fi3?-.412 East Central.
two largo rooms and sleepingCromwell Building,
porch,
Phone 115J-J- .
TYI'EU HIT E ItCliTrmVkesriTi and up.
$."i
per montii, Alimqurfiue 'j'.pevvril.:r Ft Jit SA 1. 15 prut Ileal, y new four-rooPnVSlriAVB
AM) S;itr.l)NM
btick. modern except heat, close In, DB. 8. I..
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
Bl'KTUN,
'
FOR SALE
Fresh 'buttermilk andcot-t.ag- e nicely furnished, Jfino down, balance like
tun Ffemneh.
of
lUases
cheese; also fresh milk In gpllon rent. I'hone io;,-,-Bull. V Harnett Tliilldlng.
lots.
Sw'ivne's Dairy, ph.ine lr15-M- .
o
LOvv.N and:'5 a mouth will buy
lilt, S. V.. rl.ARKK,
you a well-buiCAR B 1) K s (JNufBTtt; i:nlon.'s.7s:
adobe, plastered
Eye. Far, Nose and Throat.
slilnislo roof, good floors and brand white,
F. O. H. our office. 1110 South Brond-wanew,
Barnett Building.
Phone 83.
I'riee
T,0
N. M. Steel Co.. Inc..
I'hone 410.
phone 1II47-M- .
Office Hours
FOU
RAtTK
SALE
718 West Coil!
FOIt
'WIIOLB
i'Ult'B
mTi.K
to
liytiwner,
3 to R p. m.
it
a.m.,and
. .1
n
frame stnoen A
wurr an me cream, delivered to you oe
"
DR. MA It OAK FT CART VRi(iHT
Pnrcnes. newly decorated, vacant
it comes rrom ine cows,
HICK'S DAIRY, J.,
Residence 1123 East Central. Phone S7L
n uceireo. rnone jsu.l-w- .
phone 2j0.
Phone K71
FOR
PALE
home in Fourth
Incubator. with A HA RU A IN,
ward; two glassed-l- n
moisture pan, especially made for this
fire
porches,
erTda
h
gas, $.1,3'J0: twelve hundred will
climate: also small cook
9.'3 Place,
stove.
South Edith.
Prnpttre l imited to
Sggl'le'.ilanca like rent. I'hone 348.
FOR SALE
FIN ON .NUTS In their natural state, perBy owner, new furnished GFMTO - IKINARY DISEASES
houee. three rooms and hath; UniverAND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
fectly roasted, make desirable valen1.1c a pound.
sity
Heights;
bargain, $1,750; will take "nsserman Ijibonttorr In Connection,
tines;
Robert Mncpherson,
1 114
muring car or lot as part payment. Citizens Bank nids. rhono N8.
Wc!t Central,
Ph. no
FOR BALK Cheap;
paying dlTHlJoTdY
105 shares Owenwood Oil Stock, valued FOIt SAI.fi OR RENT
CHIROPRACTORS
six brand new
four-rooot one dollar per share. Address J. J.
corner Ninth and
houses,
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable E. P. CAKMEV,
Elliott, 1407 South Third.
4'hlropmetnf
terms. See K. H. Strong, or L. C, BenFOIt SALE Business men, attention: nett.
18 nntl to Armljo RulMlng.
Phones 7S or 145.
New 1S23 business directories of New
Mexico and Arizona: cost 125; first $10 NEW CLEAN HOME, University Heights,
PJRESSJWAJKIN
Just completed, four rooms, screened
takes the two. Phone 112.
front and rear; built-i- n features; EXPERT dressmaking, I'hone 182
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions porches
In price; small payment WANTED
nuderato
very
Sewing; children's cljthrs
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot and
terms. Inquire Gilbert, phone
401 South Wsfr.
speclslty.
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. H15-- easy
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 wst Central.
W A N TED Sewing.
m7s.
Foster, 6oI
FOR SALE Beautiful
new
North Fourth. Phone 12S5-FOrt SALE Young pet coyote, about
stucco bungalow on Forrester,
oak DIlESSMAKLNtl
fifteen months old; have raised this us noors,
built-i- n
By the day or at home.
book cases, cabinets, Iron
a pet since two weeks old. and is very
1113 West Iron, phone 15H5-other features
Smill cash
tame. Apply at 1423 South second, or Ingtmnrd and
balance
HKMSTITCHINIS,
payment,
easy
pay
18S6-monthly
pleating, Williams'
phone
ments. Phone 2098-goo South Rrondway. ph. 777-.ASBUSTOS
ROOF PAINT
Five-rooA
FOR
SALE
DKK.SSM
brick house
KING,
designing and ladies"
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. $1 per galmodern; well situated on car line In
tailoring a specialty; best of refere cea.
lon. The Manzano
South highlands;
Co., 110
house has hot air heat, Phone lftDQ-J- .
Wainut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up Klapsed-ln
sleeping porch, and is com- FIRST-CLASruof, will last as long as the building.
dressmaking done; qulclc
pletely furnished. Price Is very reason- service; own designer, Mrs. Bandy,
nnie: good terms. Phone 1R2I-.1
North Eighth.
FOR SALE
One of the nicest homes In
PLEATING, accordion, side and h'ot;
FOR BALE Five hundred shares of '"!ty
University Heights; five-rooSpanish
mail orders.
N. Crane, J1S North
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. R. type
nd'ibe, new and modern throughout
Seventh.
Crane Apartments, phone $14.
L. Huet, N. T. Armljo building.
lare porches, hot water heat, basement,
garage, hardwood floors; house Is well
FOR SALE OR TRADE""
furnished. See owner. 117 South Glrard,
USE EKFECTO
AUTO TOP and seat
FOR HALE OR TRADI?lgTTt7aves
OM
Vuls-paEffecto
Auto Enamel,
SALE Livestock
dressing.
improved. In Osarks. near Willow
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Springs. Missouri, for i.hurhan. near
Homestead
Write Leon Sperling, Dodson.
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
mwn.
Phnne 207.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. SatMissouri.
co
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- VOU SALTS A- -l fresh Jerst-..
er Co.. 408 West Central. Dhone :057-J- .
aK Phone
FOR SALE Bucks and does; alio fry
OIL OIL
TIME CARDS
in
rabhtts. 711 Went Lea-1- .
THH DRILL Is running, going right
on down.
Tou can spare $25 or $50. FOIt PALR
milk cow; Just
It might mean financial Independence.
fvush.
C, C. Shirk, tvtrtrr "f town.
E. C. Powell, agent, Mesa Leon Oil Trust, WANTED Tester for IJernallllo
county
111 South Fourth,
New
cow
Albuquerque,
testing association.
Apply at
Mexico.
npzemek'a Dntry.
FOU SALE
liubblts, guaranteed breed
ANOTHER MEXIA.
Ing does and bucks; young stork and
VAUGHN oil field may be another Mcxla.
706
hutches.
Third.
WESTBfJUN.) Pally.
Geologists believe It. A few dollars In.
Arrive.
Depart.
vested now might mean financial Inde- FOIt HA LIS Jersey cow, giving two and Train.
one-haYou will get quick action.
paUona milk.
pendence.
Highland and Nu. 1 The Bcout.... 7:J0 pin 1:30 pro
Chester No. i Calif. Llmlted.lu:30 am 11 ilia am
Thlj Is a shallow sand. E. C. Powell, Harvard, University Heights,
No. T Fargu
Fast.. 10:50 am JlttO am
sgent, :"esa Leon Oil Trust. Ill South H rower.
The Navajo.. 12:35 am 1:00 um
Fourth, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
pura-bre- d
FOR BALK On
Chester Not
SOUTHBOUND.
White hoar, an extra good breeder.
10:10 pm
OIL.
TL
E. Pefiley, Honey Bee Farm phono No, ID CI Paso Exp
TOTT have no doubt missed a lot of good 1136-No. IT El Paso Eip
J1:JI am
EASTBOUND.
things. This Is your chance. Not a FOH "SALE Or trade
oo
for hoga,
No.
big man's play, but we small Investors
I The Navajo.. t:10 pro. 1:40 pm
be
about
work
horse,
U00;
weight
can get In, with splendid chance of finanNu. 4 Calif. Limited. ..00 pm. 6:40 pm
Your check made to bank. soen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north end No. I B. F.
cial success.
:10 pm
pm
Bight..
Come In and find out about it. E. C. Kto Hrande blvd. Phone 2409-RNv tD The Scout.... 7:20 am T:t0 str
Powell, agent, 111 South Fourth, Albu
FOH SALKI have twenty-fiv- e
head "oi
querque, New Mexico.
good young work horses, and one span No, tl Prom E) Paso I S5 pm
mules; have some un broke No. 10 From El Paso T:00 am
NO SALARIED TRUSTERS NO PRO
horses; this la good young, gentle, sound
No. $0 connects at Telen with No. 11
MOTION STOCK.
stock; prices very reasonable; also have for Clnvis. Pecna Valley, Kas: City anj
WP1 BUT on tire same basis with yon. some
second-hand
810 North 0
harness,
Oast.
Not an ordinary stock selling ptonn- - Croadway. phone USS-Bcott Rldenour.
No. SI connect, at aek-r-i with No. 1
Your check made to the First
sltlon.
from PtovWi and points eai and sojh
National bank of Santa Fe. Bettor get FOR RENT
Office Room
in now. Units at $23 will soon advance.
Mesa Leon Oil Trust. Ill South Fourth. Folt KKNT Office rooms,
sill), West
New
Mexico.
Central, over Woolwurth'e.
Albuquerque,

gives

mono 667.

Go!,!.

STENOGRAPHIC
and clerical work
wanted. Call 15C6-WANTED Experienced
typist desires
Call 1607-.- I.
position.
WANTED Work by the hour, I'hone
134H-after 5 p. m.
WANTED Job as cook or chambermaid.
11 West Sliver,
phone 14I0-.WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
home. 1H01 West Mountain road.
or waxing,
FOR HOUSE) CLEANING,
lawn work, call J. W. L B, 1430-WE AUDIT, CHECK, OVEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS & ZANG.
keep books.
room I. Mellnt building. Phone 701-WANTED Woman cook, now employed,
PERSONAL
wants position March 1; boarding
Phone 260.
house, hotel, ranch; give full particulars INVESTIGATORS.
first letter.
Mrs. "8. Pike, care U. 8. MiKNiTijltE
upholstr-e- d,
repaired,
Pianos and vlcfrols one inn.
Ranch, Cimarron. N. M.
all work guaranteed.
oialty;
Phone
.

CAJNTER1ING

EN

t 1"S

r plain,

surKUin.

J41iiWostOj);cl.
SALE-Y-

prrsrfi'd

:"

'

I'clefono 2l'i!I.Rn.
FUlt BALK Sowing

City Realty Co,

Mn to.
WANTKlJ
Exp; riellci ,1 sp:'.ir:il e.ink. Ap-p- y
Prf si'vterinn Fonatoriuoi.
K.o".
carnaui FI R EM F.C iiitA Tfi:.VI ISX.
later $;50 monthly.
Write Railway.
Edith.
enro Morning Journal.
tur. J"""

tre

lialea

13

LOI'DY'S M1i.a.

PA R A

hand-finishe- d

351--

FOR RAT.E F.nv
PlBcnn. HIS south
FOIl BALE Ron
..
1.,.,.. : nio'oif n...
ill-il-WANTED First class mpat7nt terT rrTost
10 to 11
- i.
FOR PAT. E Two thorouKhbrrd R t H '"
give references. Apply Lowland liar
roofers, chenp. 730 Ram FanU Ve. k"t, F,in vst Ontrnl.
Fort SALE Mammoth Bro'nie turkVyV ISMl'LOYME.vr OFFICE wnnls ii'intry
I'h
tern ana two hens. 710 South Broad'
girl, two dining room girls.
354-110 South' Third.
WANTF'D
Live
EGOS FOR HAICHTNrt wi.1,.1
wire
orders ntid soil
salsmnn. to
White Rocks; limited numter, at 13
VARNO
Best Polish on F.nrth. In Helen,
Phono 2412-RN. M. Morrison & Weeks,
1'OU SAI.E-- S.
c. White Leghorn hatch- - N. M.
lrm franco Colorado strnln
,""
nens, 7o each. Geo. WANTED M.m with family or two men
Grrsham. Hoit 295. city.
to milk and core for thlrtv-fiv- e
to
cows; house free: must give
uurr orpineton egKs for forty-fiv- e
C. M.
$10.)
each.
month
reference;
per
onrcning; also Buff cockerel!, winner La Prade, Winsiow, Ariz.
"i iirm una special prlrea In Alburiuer.
nne poultry show. Phone
1710-Female.
I.EADINO strains
White
Orpingtons. WANTED CSJrl for general housework.
Single Comh Rhode Islnnil Reds,
Mrs. Hick r.15 wvst iii'tM.
ror pncea, eggs and cockerela.
Zlmmer WI3 TEACH motion
picture acting. Koto
nuncn o., san Acacia, New Mexico.
Play Film Studios. 501 North Second.
FOR RALE nBbyThlcka.
WANTED Nurses to tnke care of lliflu-enr- a
quality; T.eghorns.
Jlic;
Roeks and
cases. Dr, Burton, room 0, HarRetls, Ifo; Wysndoltes, Ho. Write Mm. nett
building.
Kate Tudor. 1277 Van feuren street.
WANTED A cook In a filmllv of four;
Kansa.
good wages for a pood cotk. Apply
FOR SAI.E-- S.
C. White Leghorn hatch-In- g Mrs.
Weinman. 7"S West Popper.
eggs and baby chicks. 120 per WANTED Maid for
gettenil housework;
10(1; also few cocks and cockerels. Genno
cooking; no washing: co home
try Poultry Ttanch, postofflce box SIS.
nights. Mrs. Fleming, 1(H Sulh Cedar.
Phone 17C9-WANTED Competent young laily to asTWENTY-NIN- E
r.
years on the same old
sist willr books and sell ladies'
C8
Wh
Leghorn
chicks,
.ra,lch
Apply E. Maharam, 618 West
120
per hundred. Twenty-fiv- e
yeara' ex- Central.
perience wllrr Incubators. Tott Poultry
or
WANTED A middle-age- d
elderly
Hanch, Postofflce box 107, phone 17M-lady to cook and keep house for lady
FOR SALE ntlFF OliPINtlTON
eggs for convalescent. Apply at rear, 222 South
hatching: blue ribbon winners,
High.
second and third pullet, first cock first,
and
second cockerel, special on best female
Mnlp mid Fcninlp.
In the Mediterranean
class, cockerels WANTED Man and wife for farm work.
snd pullets for sale. Phone 1472-2413-P.Phone
518 Fruit avenue.
WOULD like to get man and wife
FOU SALE Hatching eggs; four
run Indian trading storo.
Address
popular Box
vnrletles: R. C, n. I. lieds, Mayhood
J73. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
strain, 15, 11.50; Famous Silver Cam-Pine- s, "WANTED Young men and women for
15, fi.oo; S. C. Light Brown LegArmstrong's dancing classes; also pri
horns, 15. fl.50: 8. P. Dark Brown Leg- vate
West Oold.
Instructions. 207
horns IS. 2.00.
Robinson, Old Town,
YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring
phone 1988.
government positions, J130 monthly,
RED POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon write
for
list of positions now o;ien.
winners, eggs for hatching, from six- R. Terry, free
(former Civil S.rvite examteen grand Pens; best winter lavers; B. C.
J Continental Bldg., Washington,
iner),
It. I. rteds, 15 for
.50, 2, 3, 5; Barred
C.
nocks. 15 for !, 3, 5: only ten fine D,
left. Win. Bleti, 418
nreening
corgerels
WANTED Position
42S West Atlsntlc,
phone 1483-WAXTJSD
Housework by the day. I'hone
ROCKS
BARRFIT)
WHITE!

1.

24('i)-i;;- i.

lumnalow on a choice
location. It's a Bern. All floors
are In
oak. Tilo
roor and nil features that
makes rt bungalow cozy and
livable. Fourth ward.

L. I'lMLLIPS,

Real Estate.
Phone

HA

IS.

:"ilth rtroKfl'vay.

Tl.iy,

250.

FOU

15

Miscellaneous
M

(SALE Vi'iio

FOU

New Mexico.

Mission

porch, b t r,ox142. und-- r
$(100 down, balance $30
per month.
110 S. Third.

tfarh:it,'i

Phone

I: ' S.iuth Walnut.
FOU SALE
One stantliri;: lamp.
471.
looi) South Second.

house and sleeping

.7.

& Wood,

SALE

KltKIO

Fell

ditch-S2,0n-

n
A
spring tonic and
delicious table tea; fresh selected, red roots for making; BOc
pound, or 3 pounds for $1.00,
prepaid. Como Tea Company.
Como, Texas.

$15.00.

m

Albuquerque,

0.

Kealtors.
208 West Gold.

$1,-80-

Three-roo-

Drink Sassafras Tea

Grade

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.

house. Furnished, electric
arand conveniently
lights
ranged, 50x100 corner lot, located on Virginia avenue;
terms.

Brick, five rooms and attic,
bath, coiner, lot3 of shade,
Terms.
TI1IRI WARD.
Seven room modern brick, close
In, (rood local Ion. come in, let
us show ynu this one and make
us an offer on it.
SDCOM) WARD.
Ten minutes walk from shops,
three rooms, ono classed in, bath,
garage, east front.
Would take in car. Small payment down will handle.
lOlt TitVDH.
Four room modern horns In
Hoswell; K"t'd location, corner,
east front, full lot, garaire, shade,
rented. Trade for small ranch or
city properly.

McMillion

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

of fine land, all

For Sale

Reltcr

A

IOI UTII WAKl).

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

and coll.

down.

$500

West Central avenue, between First and Third streets.
on

SERVIC?. Inc.

FOR SALE

ii i:h;hts.
ttmvi:rsity modern,
New
garage,

y

As Long As

INT'L FfiATURC

OPPORTUNITIES

57.

Lowland Home. Liberal Terms.
A six room brick, beautiful livbooking room with fireplace,
cases, dining room, built-i- n
features; lnrge kitchen; three sleeping rooms; fine large porches;
shade and
splendid
location,
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
.T. I. C.ILL, Real Esttite.
1 1 fi South
Second.
Phone 723-.- I

Tills Is ..ne of the finest
homi'S in the city, fiicitiK ona
of our parlca In the Fourth ward:
hue fine treei and lawn, on paved
Birect. l.irge lot, r. o x 4 2 ; not ninny of
tiieiio fine locations left and this Is
witti
pnins at n bargain S7,3."0.
as first p.iytnent; move fast
HOME.

BUYER

J, D. Keleher, Realtor.
211 V. (iold.
Thono 410.

CO,

"YOl'B OrrORTBNlTV"
Seven-roo-

-

REALTORS.

156.

With two gla.ised porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold
This place is modern except
heat. See It today. The price to
sell at once is only $3,500.
ROLI.I
E. GLTHRIDfiE,
314 V. Gold.
Phone 1023.

well-know-

FOR RENT

property.

&

A

BV-

EIGHT ROOM.
Modern house for sale near University. Furnace, trarnRe, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
Nearly new. and
only $6,500.
Fart terms.
I. A. HAMMOND.
821 K. Silver.
Phone 1522--

property. If
you can use well secured land
contracts as part payment, list
your property with us today.
Five Houses for nnt.

the Anderson Addition.

In

$20 down and $10 a month.
to loan on close-i- n
Money

Auto

Loans.

WE HAVE
For Albuquerque

for $1,750:

8

e,

Lots

LEFT

FEW

A

FRANKLIN

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and

l2 '

.

HOME,

Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving; town and
must uU within a few days.
Terms.
Real

BARGAIN

--- A

Two-acr-

,

A. L. MARTIN' CO.,

MY HOME FOR SALE

$900.

Two-roo-

Real

-

Is

J.

LOTS

Will never again he as cheap
In Albuquerque,
buy now and
make
money
North Thirteenth street, good
lot, $500.
Luna district, a beauty for

Two-roo-

Five-roo-

i

1-

,,

HERE

cbm-pleto- ly

in

WE HAVE A RELIABLE

FOR SALE

Three rooms and two sleeping
porches, bath, city water and
lights, a very good house
furnished. Fenced, trees
and chicken runs. Fine large
lot. Highlands. Immediate possession, $2,200: $200 cash, and
$30 a month. It rents for $30.
Four-roofurnished
good
house, Highlands, $2,100; $425
cash, and $60 a month.
new adobe, plastered
inside and out; furnished; price
$1,400;
$300 cash and $25 a
month.
frame furnished,
splendid lot; price $850; $125
cash and $25 a month.
frame on very fine
large corner lot; city water
and acequia water; price $900;
$100 cash and $20 a month.
Four-roofive minutes from
postoffice, $1,800; $225 cash
and $25 a month.
frame furnished,
Highlands, $1,300; $200 cash
and $25 a month.
Three-rooadobe house, and
sleeping porch, In Paris addl- tion, $1,800; $100 cash and $40
a month.

.

"

ai.

FOR SALE.

m

.

in

i

T.IKE TO TRADE
nice Aiburiuerque property for either city or country
property In or near Ixis

J.

Ill

WE OFFER.
splendid ceme.it block home
that Is within four blocks of
the postoffice, nice location,
south front; lot 60xln2 feet.
Sidewalks, lawn, trees. Etc. It
has
five
glassed-i- n
rooms,
sleeping porch, two screened
porches, large basement, hot
air heatlnn plant. It's vacant
and priced to sell.
.Some

FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW

SALE

receipts get you nothing.

WE

BUILDING
IFOR

& CO.

A home la the most valuable
of material possessions. Itent

liW.'.'v-- '

i i

i i

n

FOR RFXT
We have several furnished and
unfurnished
houses for rent.
We will be glad to show you.

ZAPF

G,

rr

Realtors,

1

-,

HIM-

-

.

By George McManut

U. 8. 1'atent Ul'flca.

Registered

A

SMALL HOME.
Located in University Heights,
three rooms, bath, partly furnished, good lot, good building on rear of lot that will
make a good garage.
Triced to sell.
NORTH IXKVr.NTH STRFKT
Located close in and was built
for a home. This home has five
large rooms, hardwood floors,
electrical
fixtures, two
good
fire places, nil kinds of built
of large
in features,
plenty
closet room, good size attic
with servant's room,
large
screened front porch, kitchen
canvassed-isleeping
porch,
plant,
good heating,
porch.
of
walks,
garage
shade,
plenty
with cement floor. If In the
market for a home don't fall
to let us show you this one.

Copyright,

-n-

Paffa Seven,
-

f-

n7W.s

iOC dT

Em

Hinnim ii

&

m ninrn

"I LOVE

I LOVE YOU SO,"
SAYS CODE LOVE LETTER TO TAYLOR

Monarch Extra Small Sugar Peas
1

Monarch
Monarch
Monarch
Monarch
Monarch

Sweet Cora.
Mayonaise Dressing.
Catsup.
Pork and Beans.
Red Kidney Beans.
Monarch pure boneless Atlantic Ocean codfish.
When you have these goods in the house, you
are always prepared when you want to serve something extra good.
When you have Red Star Flour you know you
have the very highest grade Kansas flour.
WARD'S

Avenue.

mmmmmm

TODAY

ttw

H

h

yiiyu

WILLIAM VOX PRESENTS

the world's most Interesting
neighborhood.
"FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day, nml

romantic story,

Inld In

Harold Lloyd in
REGULAR

Two-Pa- rt

ND!AN

and 5.
foal Supply Co. Phone
Ttl. 1j. Fox, recently elected man-age- r
4

of the chamber
will arrive in the city tonight and
is expected to assume his duties tomorrow.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Honchen, at St. Josephs hospital
yesterday morning, a daughter.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for W. G.
Storey, Mabel Walker and Uattie
Miller.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company.
91.

j

made.

His home was in Collinsville, Okla.,
where his family reside. The body
waa (alran in Strnnp- Rrolhers'
instructions
rnortuary,
pending
relatives.
-

were
P.AILEY Short sen-Iceheld yesterday afternoon over the
Crol-lott'
remains of William Pailey nt
funeral parlors. The body
was sent to Beaumont, Tex., last
night for burial.
s

BKRARDINELLIi
The funeral
of Camilio Herardinello was held
yesterday afternoon nt 2 o'clock
from the family residence to the

San Felipe de Neri church. Burial
was at Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott was in charge,
Sofia

GALT.EGOS

"Slaughter of

Mr.

and

flallegos,

Mrs. liaudello

In-r- .r

I

Abel I.ucero, 69 years
old, died at his residence on North
Arno street. Mr. I.ucero had been
111
for nearly three years with
Brlght's disease. He is survived
one
son. Thomas Lucero, who
hy
wai with him at the end. Funeral
arrangements will be made today.
i;ro)lott la In charge.
TjUCERO

f

C.

n.

CONN F It, Hi. I), n. O.
Osteopathic Specialist.
701-2033--

Stern nirtft. Tel.
Journal Want Ads bring Results.
J,

FOR SALE

s

Imm ifu

II

'

We deliver any size anyi
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

i

Lady

if rienas

mt

1SISLL0

WALL PAPER

--

--

--

size

TOIT

heat.

MEN WANTED

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE

El-gl-

91.

THE IMPERIAL

WISEMAN'S

LAUNDRY CO.

WANTED

CLEANED

RUGS

Rugs,

for-eig-

for all
Must be

-l

GITS TRANSFER

$11.00

Johnson Coal Co.

s

000 N. First

DIAMOND

ENGAGEMENT
RINGS.
Opposite Postofflce.
OOR-.-

122

R.

Phone

490-- J

Fourth.

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

For Convalescent Tiihoroulnrs
tho mountains. Rates $12.50
per week. lor Reservations.
In

that broken window

glass. Albufiueroue Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North First.

F. BROSEY,

Painter and Paper Hanger
Interior Decorator.
Phone HI5-J- .
208 N. Edith.

I

Phone

FOR SALE

388--

FIRST CLASS SHOE
SHOP
Full line of machinery;
price very reasonable;
owner leaving.
Address
S. R., Care Journal.

ELMS HOTEL

FOR RENT

FOGG,

In Furnace, Heater, Range, Areola

why?

Ladies Cameo Brooch on First
between Central and Tijeras.
Hotel and
Return to Stm-gereceive reward.

Well Country Camp

USE

and

Coal
Gallup Lump
A TON

LOST

The Jeweler

First St.

i

Phones

an expert
accountant, died here late today.
Ho drank metal polish that he
thought was whiskey.
John (iramski, owner of the Phone

saloon in which the concoction
was purchased, was held pending
an Investigation.

De If avert
mm

WALLPAPER
WALLPAPER

j

19.

Wl

Carter,

uw

brown's garage;

Robert

,

sr

and Mrs.

SL-M-

rooms

Finest

the

in

state

steam heat, hot and cola
water- - all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 wees
Transient rote $1.50 single;

double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
3.00.
double
52.00

Olesiisrs

Feb.

re

Fresh Lump Lime

m

City, N. J
T. Alexander,

REGULAR PRICES

rt

;

Jersey

CURRENT EVENTS

i

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

died yesterday afternoon
at their residence at Old Albunuer-;mi- e
after a few hours Illness.
Funeral arrangements are still DRINKS METAL POLISH
pending. Crollott Is In charge.
FOR WHISKEY; IS DEAD
Clallegos.

a aa

0

Abbot Obrect, photographed in
Steam heated office space nt
Washington.
207 West Gold Avenue. Apply
j
Abbot Obrccht. head ol the Or
Th Fnlverslly Heights Grocery
CITY REALTY CO.
carries a. Snlenilid Kinnlr
trn- - der of the Trappist Jionks oil tho
ona Aionasiery, is in wasning-froernes, provisions and necessary
home wants, and is doing a fine ton after completing a tour of the
buslnc:
world in the interests of hi order.
.1. F.
Vanlandlngham, salesman He recently called on President
V
for Chns. o. Zapf & Co., has HarHinu.
V1PERE
been Indisposed with a yjiad cold
for several days, but hopes to be BOYS "ENTER "HOUSE
at work again the latter part of
DYERS AND MATTERS
TO SECURE GOODIES
thi week.
IU'G CLEANING
If one wants to see a good picPhono 4r3. Cor. (lib a nil Gold
ture show, drive up on Point InA.
the
house of A.
Entering
spiration at the east end of Coal Wiseman near Armljo while the
avenue on Sunday afternoon nnd family were shopping in
see the panorama from that que Saturday afternoon, aAlbuquergroup of
point, of moving automobiles, pe- boys ransacked trunks and
destrians on foot and lunching secured about $25 worth of bags,
Successors to Emil Mann.
pins,
parties along with the many new took flashlights,
OF ALL KINDS;
belts, ehavlng REPAIRING
homes tinder course of construc- soap and other articles.
REASONABLE.
tion and the variegated colors of
The boys devoured a large cake 2 13 2 15 V.
Copper. Phone 870.
the 'new homes just completed. It and disposed of three dozen
Open Day and Night.
Is a wonderful picture.
oranges. Food seemed to be the
particular object of their hunt.
i

AND

j

ear

Brothers' mortuary. No funeral
arrangements have as yet been

Ridener
Charles
RIDENER
died at his a.oartment yesterday af- ternoon at the age of 32 years.

opened at the Lyric vestenlnv.
and which Is being repeated today.
.
Is a Rwiftlv mnvinrr fnrro
kled with many hearty laughs and
photographed in settings of rare
beauty and variety.
The De Havens could evoke
laughter with any sort of vehicle,
but In this instance they have a
story which is brimful of complications and humorous situations.
H is the sort of entertainment demanded at frenuent Intervals by
the theater-goin- g
but
public,
which cannot always be rupplled
because of the lack of suitable
stories.
The production has been keyed
up to a high rate of speed, nnd
there is not a dull moment In the
six reels. The fun starts with the
opening scene, and keeps up the
pace without a falter until the end.
Do Haven plays the part of a
bible manufacturer who chooses
his "lady friends" discreetlv. but
without the knowledge of the little
wife who Is unable to forget the
days when economy was the rule.
and cannot bring herself to
dulge in the luxuries her husband
would pile on her. To get himself
out of ihe complications which fol
low tne sudden appearance of all
three. Smith enlirts the support of
Edward Early, his lawyer friend.
Rut, alas, the latter has n wife more
suspicions than Mrs. Smith, and
she spills the beans. Hut Smith
manages to
himself.
Perfect direction and beautiful Photography assist in making
this one of the most successful pictures of the season.
Rin-in-

GEORGE The funeral of Mrs.
Mary. A. George was held at
Strong Brothers' chapel yesterday
afternoon at 3 o'clock, Rev. Hugh
The body
Cooper officiating.
was shipped on the night train to
Gallup, N. M., where shM will be
buried beside the body of her

"Miracles of the Jusigles

DRESSMAKING

"My Lady Friends," a First Na
Mr
tional nttr.nction
and Mrs. Carter Pe Haven, which

charge.

Also

W

"MY I.ADY FUIFNDS'

Tex.

ELLISON Mis. Annie Ellison
ot tUa Iw.rno r,f hpr flnuehter.
Mrs. Nora Jones, 811 West silver
.veiiue, yesterday afternoon at the
si vr.nr Mrs Kllison was
one of the pioneers, coming to this
stato in I RSI. making her home
with her husband at fort
ingaic,
where Mr. Williams was in the
She had lived in
army service.
Albuquerque for the piist nine
She loaves besides her
years.
daughter here, onn son inin Ottawa,
Chicago.
HI., and one daughter
The body was taken to Strong

Ift.lno

PIFXTV OF lll'MOH IN
X1AV PF, IIAVKN FIIM.

in Forth
Ills wife, who arWorth,
rived in the city too late to see her
husband
alive, accompanied the
In
body. Strong Brothers were

to

--

.

Mix-T'V-

of John
last night

A WESTERN DRAMA

A

...u.

Money
Pnsliinc! Theater Shirley Mason, one of the stars of the William
Fox studio, is still at the Tastinie,
in "Little Mist Smiles;" also
peating the Fox News" 'pictures
and the Harold Lloyd comedy

FUNERALS

The remains

!

for the last time the great fun
picture, "My I.ady Friends," with
llr. nnd Mrs. Carter De Haven in
tho title role; also the comedy, "A

-

"FoiiiFJ hc Girl

YOU ARE PROTECTED.

nff.-vn-

V,

nt

were shipped
lmer
his former Home

1

the'

I"
Tim
'srxsin:w;1FT PACKAGKS. MaPAINTY
chine shelled, Pimm nuts. I'annle
S. Spitz. STA North Tenth street,
Telephone 82-

LAMER

917-.l- g

IV Theater Repenting
today
fnr the last time 'follow the
Cirl," with P.oy Stewart as
leading star; also repeating "Mlra- cles of the Jungle" episode, and
n "fnvt-nn- t
l.'i'.mtu" riolnrnu
TlnnnQtinw

IN

LAST TIME TODAY

Theaters Today

rIMf.,.it.v.

ffMl!

j

I

I

Mrs. Deahl, Dressmaking. Room H, Grant Bldg.

S.

Calif., Feb. 19.
convicted of an
illicit liquor conspiracy and under
sentence of two years at McNeil
Island federal penitentiary, tonight
announced that he had telegraphed
to Commissioner of Internal Revenue David Blair at Washington,
briefly setting forth a purported
system of whiskey and gin withdrawals from bonded warehouses
here between June and December,
920. Brolaskl lias been called the
"master mind" of a large illicit
liquor ring.
Brolaskl also dispatched copies
of the telegram to Commissioner
of Prohibition Hnynes, Attorney
General Dnugherty and Senators
Hiram Johnson nnd Samuel Short-ridg- e
of California.
The Information, Brolaskl's telegram said was transmitted without the expectation of any reward.
Brolaskl,
during the past few
weeks has been conferring wilh
officers
enforcement
prohibition
here, and In his telecram to Mr.
Blair charged that while numerous conspiracies were in progress
to get liquor illegally from the
bonded warehouses, he was being
while other persons
prosecuted
were allowed to go free.

CLASS IN EVERY WAY

San Francisco,

200-iic-

osteopathic physician. N. T. Armljo Bldg. phone
'4I.'ieut. Gov. W. II. Duckworth
and Russell F. Hardwlck arrived
last night from Clovis to attend the
grand
meeting of the Masonic
lodge.
.ili on
nsii basins
Sanitary Plumbing & Ileatlnjc Co.
714 West Central.

AND

Phone

117 S. First St.

u (CHEST

Harry Brolaskl.

i

l--

LAST TIME TODAY

--

received

Murray,

DEATHS

u iv

u.

P

THEAT

citizen selects what he believes to be the most desirable
residence section of the city. He
SEED TESTING IS IN
Is going to build a home. He
does not want a corner lot on acFULL BLAST AT STATE
count of so much street frontage.
He select an inside lot and builds
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
a
beautiful home where he and
The love letter in code.
his family expect to live the balJournal )
(Special rorrenpondpnre to
of their lives. A selfish buyoevu
T.mk Truces. .'. M.. f en,
Wi verrttt tliiQ fprvTH Htfto Iova nnfp in code fro William Desmond ance
er secures the corner lot and contesting, made compulsory under the Taylor, murdered movie director? Detectives have deciphered the code, cludes to build
two houses facing
proMsiuiiH ui ui.i "'"'V',,
written in a cirhsh hand, hut have not lound the writer, tncy say. ine on the side street which put
the
.vw
1 had to come
1 love you so.
masi ni. me m
reads:
love
oh.
"I
rot
you
deciphered,
u outhouses and chicken yards of
Agriculture ami Mccna c
d
mamma remarked that I always seemed to feel rathei both of these houses
II
abutting the
ma
lrQuenenberry. bead of the agron- - happy after beinfr out with you, so here 1 am, cam outtage. Further side and front of tho first buyum
co
nuu
n.uru,
i
er's
home.
beautiful
Albert
yuu
assisted
wi
iceniig uuusuauj
cuuiuunugt:;. i
by
omy department,
CONTINUOUS 1 TO 11 P. M.
God love J'OU as I do."
on
restrictions
The splendid
Ciii'i v a junior in ngronomy. who lat.
work of
University Heights forbid this.
is doing the immediate
testing.
Malone Taxi Ct Transfer 15S
WIRELESS TO CARRY
Samples of seed for testing are
being received from county agents,
NOTES
SCOUT
SERMONS TO GOLFERS
from farmers and from retailers
throughout New
and wholesalers
be
to
is
which
seed
Mexico.
Only
Chicago, Feb. 19. Special fal
for Kilo Is to be tested at
Troop three had an interesting
l4.
the' state laboratory. This Iegisla- - meeting February 10 at the l.utn cilities to care for the spiritual
Or will trade for Albuquerque
tinn for seed testing Is a provision. (,ran i:nlVi h, corner Sixth una toil- - welfare of church members who
property, my equity in
Sunto
farmer.
Dexaddicted
are
of
the
golf
near
avenue.
ver
playing
for the protection
improved farm
First we played In the basement day mornings will be installed by ter, N. M. Call or write to
which was passed ny mo iasi
II. A. Colrln, 1100 North 12th.
and then outside in the fine night the Dlxmoor Golf club, It was
'
Farmers who go to their retail- air. At 7:40 the scout master, Mr. announced today.
ers or wholesalers to purchase seed
Shafcr, called the regular meeting.
A wireless receiving station will
ihAii. fumifl nboiild in- - He read to us out of tho Scout
'
ahnw the analy- book, and questioned us on what be erected as soon as the links
,' th
"
1
I
laborabusiness
The other
lie had read.
t out trom tho state
in the spring, it was
are
;
Dr n L Kpnt, presi- - o the meeting included the elec- said, opened
bo
on mo iviaritei
members
j it it
so
might
in
that
ncsi
.
of "the college. "Under the tion of a scribe, nnd the announce- able to listen to their favorite
St'PKRIOIl WHITE LIME CO. Si
r M
(h .i..,.. , renuired to have ment that the basketball team Is to
while
Warehouse
pastor on Sunday mornings
versuch an analysis made before ot- practice at Central school on Saturon
the
a
cigaretto
enjoying
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
tering the sred for sale."
day at 2:i:0. A baseball woteam is to anda.
Phones 4 nnd S.
are also
be' organized a' on, and
are
that
"l'nstors
complaining
hike.
a
planning
of their congregations
WOLF CRUSHES JAW OF
After the meeting we made a run members
said C. C.
ma
to the river, and here we met a prefer golf to church,"
is
OLD GRANDSON
to
Fpham, president of the club.
NKVF.lt AGAIN
picnic party, and they treated us
to
the
take
"We
can't
golfers
a
on
With
and marshmallows.
ADDED ATTRACTION:
present
developments
OF MAJOR B. RUPPE hamhergcrs
will
take
can, and
About 10 o'clock we were line!; church but we
East Silver, near Highland
church to golfers."
the
had
Mr.
Shafer
nt
can
lots
there,
headquarters.
Park,
old
5 - year
CIV
Brown.
Donald
be bought as cheap as now,
five boxea of candy oh my eye!
P
grandson of 11. Kuppe,
and my turn! We cleaned up heada few left at J 500 to $G50
Just
tuny nun iraw'"
on easy terms.
quarters and adjourned.
while he was playing with the
Fellows, romo Join the Scouts.
J. A. HAMMOND.
A Two Part Comedy
i
university,
state
the
of
"Lobo"
It's great fun.
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1322-1The kind that
Newest
designs.
Scribe.
which Is kept on the ranch of
WILLIAM HARDEN,
nt
will
you'll
you
prices
please
REGULAR PRICES.
Mr. Kuppe in Tijeras canyon.
be glad to pay.
The lad went to play with the
IEA!ITi.
MRS.
CERTAIN
was
presumably
which
OWEN
FEELS
animal,
r"ISt?ni,lii'4il'A".
Kooni II. Cirunt Biilldlns.
tame when his face was caught
SENATE WILL APPROVE II
between the jaws of the wolf and
his Jaw was fractured in two
ARMS PARLEY PACTS
places. The attending physicians
Dr.
announced last night that the
Robert Grewington
(By Tho Associated P
boy's condition was not serious.
nnd stomach
Iiiing
10
Associated
the
Feb.
(by
Paris,
Specialist.
Press). "In my opinion I inn cerHEAD OF TRAFPIST
tain the senate will ratify, virtually
509 East Central.
81gc Per Roll and Up.
tin treaties and con- -- - 515-- J I
Phono MONKS COMPLETES unanimously,
ventions sisned at the recent
Sec 221 West Gold
Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient
said
conference,"
OF WORLD Washington Senator
A.
A.
OkROBERTS, Prop.
Owen of
United States
Costs less, burns longer. Makes more
coal.
made
to
queries
lahoma, replying
I Minimize Prices for Painting
15
and
Dos
Debals
Journal
the
by
ORDER A TON TODAY
unil Decorating.
published today. Concerning the
SI. 00 n Week
allied war debts to the Fnited $1.00 DownJOIN NOW
States government. Senator Owen 1C size, open face, seven Jewel
f
Is quoted as saying:
In
case, fully guar"I think that America will postfor
$18.73
pone from thirty to fifty years the anteed
date upon which European debts 2
S. 2nd
15
will become due, fixing the rate of
interest nt 3 per cent.
are too
"Americans
already
COAL $10.50 PER TON
heavily taxed ever to agree with
"THE T.Al'XDRY
Highest prices paid
9x12
$1.25.
who
any member of congress
kinds of FIRE ARMS.
OF QUALITY"
Gallup Lump
should favor cancellation of
For Next 50 Days.
condition.
in Adebt."
,
21S S.
Phone D04-PHONE
471.
Dry
Dyeln-jlints
Cleaning,
Senator Owen Is In Europe to
Cleaned nnd Illockcd,
KlIRS
feda
whether
on
the
ground
study
cleaned
latest process.
by
eral reserve loan measure of
Phone 371 324 S. Second
which the senntor pro4
V
posed In tho senate January 4 Is
148
449.
feasible.

i.

Music and Jewelry Store

left for Washington a week ago
by a
Saturday, but was overtaken serious
announcing the immemessage
illness of his mother and he
ardiately hastened to her bedside,
before
riving there several Mr.days
Herndon's
she passed away.
wife was also present, she having
left here the latter part of last
week for Dublin. The funeral win

Pr

L

un

n

U

-

-

ROTHMAN'S

"cic
yesterday announcing the death oc-of
which
B.
Herndon's
mothrr,
j.
curred at Dublin, Tex. Mr. Hern-do- n
was

A message

.3

RING ARRESTED
(By The Assorlntrd Tresn.)

I'-i-

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
RUGS
BASKETS
NAVAJO JEWELRY

of commerce,

Phone

Gonicdy

ADMISSION PRICES

LOCAL ITEMS

.

Ervt!

Q

fur-ith-

SHIRLE Y MASON in
"LITTLE MISS SABLES"
A

Anrlntcl

Sullivan, formerly a teacher at tiiei
University of Colorado, has filed
suit against the Denver & Kioj
Grande railroad and A. R. Baldwin.
receiver, for monetary damages
'amounting to $11,000 for injuries!
received while a passenger on a
Denver & Rio Grande train on the
night of June 3 when the train and
its passengers were trapped in the
Pueblo railroad yards by the rloou
waters that swept through the city.
H. A. Davis, a Denver attorney,
represents her.
Sho claims she was en route
from Denver to Grand Junction
and that the train crew knew of
the approaching flood before the
train left Colorado Springs and
that the train was brought into the
Pueblo Union depot and that the
passengers were not permitted to
leave the coaches and that the
train instead of being pulled was
from the river bank,
backed down the tracks toward the
river, thnt the water turned over
the coach and that only by heroic
efforts on her own part and Dy me
assistance of another woman was
she ablo to get out of a broken
window of the car on top of the
overturned coach and there comres-pelled to stay all night until Shei
cued the next morning.
claims the experience caused her a
nervous shock, that her spinal cord
was weakened and that she lost
salary as a result of illness.

g
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Cntft. fnv n 3

Prrsn.)
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 19. Alice II.!

Phones
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HOMER H, WARD

STORE,

315 Marble

February 20, 1922
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JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
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Begin Today.

Three room cottage, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two screened
and canvassed porches, bath,
lights, large hen house, south
front. Inquire of owner.

your popularity and
I
opportunities by learning to
play all popular piano music In
Lessons
three months time.
Multiply

reasonable.
Pianist for
O. K. JOHNSOX,
White Ligiitiilnp Iliirmonlzcrs.
I667-J.

.

Phone

ESTANCI- A-

707

East Santa Fe Ave.

LBUQUERQUE
DAILY STAGE

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque

,
Way,

7:30 am
10.0(1 n in

,

Albnauoronio

One

$3.00

,

Round Trip, $0.50.

,

2:80 pin
5:00 pin

Albuquerque Headquarters,
Singling Brothers Cigar Store

210 WEST CENTRAL.

COIL CO.

PHONE 35

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Taos

To Taos
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive

Fare

To Albuquerque (Read Up)
...Arrive . 7:0Up.m.
Albuquerque
Fe
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Santa
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 11:15 a.m.
Espanola
Taos
Leave . 7:30a.m.

(Rend Down)

.
7:30 a.m....
. 10:30 a.m
. 12:30 p.m.

.

.

2.00 p.m
8:00 p.m

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

Albuquerque
Ciprar Store.

-A-

(EXCEIT SUNDAY)

Kstancla
Kstancla

M STATE

DAILY STAGE
FOR SALE

I

leu

$9.50 psr

GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

PHONE 600.

REDUCED PRICES ON COAL.
;
Dawson Chestnut.
$ 0.25
Dawson Egg
.$10.50
$11.00 and $12.00
Gallup
Canon City
. .$12.90
,w
'
Sumo Unexcelled Service.
COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER COMPANY.

......

"

4

Phones

5

per ton
per ton
per ton
per ton

